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ABSTRACT

This study explores and analyses the relationship between Australia and

Indonesia ilr the. periocl be,tween 1986 and 1996, and particularly focuses on

cooperation in the areas of politics, economics, and defence. In approaching and

analysing the theme, the study adopts historical and systemic approaches.

It argues that a bitær legacy stemmed from the Jenkins affair in 1986 and,

cornbined with an unstable relationship that both countries experienced previously,

pushed the governments of Australia and Indonesia to fincl ways in which the

relationship could be properly managed and improved. As a result it reached a firmer

foundation when the two governments signed a new framework of cooperation in

1989. Under the new framework the govemments agreed to broaden the,relationship

and committed themselves to concentrate on working together in areas of converging

interests.
The new framework, the study argues, provided a new discourse in managing

the bilateral relationship. It sidelined arguments about 'cultural differences', because,

by stressing the need to collaborate in areas of converging interest, it implied that

cultural arguÍients became less significant. It created the notion that it was in both

countries' interests to establish and maintain the stability of the relationship. Thus, it
buried an old perception that it was primarily in Australia's interests to have a good

relationship with Indonesia. However, this does not necessarily mean that the

argument about cultural differences was no longer important in making the bilateral

relationship better.
Between 1986 and 1996, it is argued that the relationship between Australia

and Indonesia was increasingly moved toward a deeper interaction. At the

govemment to governrnort level, mutual understanding grew considerably, as

indicated by the changing attitudes in assessing the value of the relationship and how

to make it an important and amicable reality. A stronger relationship also emerged in

the area of economic cooperation. It is argued in the thesis that increasing economic

interpenetration was obviously important for the continuity and stability of the wider

bilateral relationship because it became a glue to adhere the relationship and it became

a major consideration for both governÍlents, to be considered before any issue could

easily damage the relationship. Moreover, a strong relationship emerged too in
defence cooperation. An increasing awareness by both Australia and Indonesia of the

changing balance of power and its impact on the Asia-Pacifìc region moved both sides

towards a better appreciation of their converging interests. In improving their defence

relationship, both were of the view that close personal relations between their

leadership cohorts could be a founclation for long tenn def'ence cooperation. Australia

and Indonesia sharecl parallel responsibility for rnaintaining regional security, which

was in particular syrnbolised by the signing of the security àgreement by Australia and

Indonesia in Decernber 1995.
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Introduction

R

This thesis is about relations between Australia and Indonesia and focuses on

the period between 1986 and 1996.

Indonesia and Australia are geographically close to one anotlter. This

geographic proximiry, however, has not resulted in their sharing many characteristics.

Indeed both, to borrow the words of Gareth Evans and Bruce Grant, have been

"comprehensively unalíke" because they "differ in language, culture, religion, history,

ethnicity, population size and in political, legal and social systems," resulting in

Australia and Indonesia being "half a world apart."l It has been argued that the

enorïnous difference between the two countries has been a major factor behind the

uneven and erratic history of their relationship. This study explores and analyses the

extent to which this has still been the case in the period between 1986 and 1996.It

focuses particularly on cooperation in the areas of politics, economics, and defence.

In approaching the theme, this study adopts historical and systemic

approaches; interactions between states cannot be understood separately from the

trend of global politics.

Part one, consisting of chapters one and two, reviews the evolution of the

relationship between 1945-86. Its main objective is to examine the extent and the

manner in which the bilateral relationship between Australia and Indonesia has been

1 Gareth Evans and Bruce Grant, Australia's Foreign Relations in the World of the

1990s, Melboume, Melbourne University Press, 7991', pp.184-5.



explored by other scholars. This historical background provides the point of departure

for this study. Chapter one reveals that the bilateral relationship was very unstable in

the period between 1945 and 1966. The ups and downs of the relationship may be

explained by a combination of perceived fear, threat, and ignorance, which was

reflected in their foreign policies. The period of the 1950 and the early 1960s can be

characterised as one of conflict between Australia and Indonesia. The main issue in

the 1950s was the dispute ovor Indonesia's efforts to integrate'West New Guinea

(now Irian Jaya), while in the early 1960s, Indonesia's policy of konfrontøsi towards

Malaysia forced Australia to be in conflict with Indonesia.

As discussed in chapter two, Soeharto was enthusiastically supported by

Australia when he came to power in 1966. Soeharto abandoned the policy of

confrontation and turned his attention to domestic economic development, pursuing a

diplomatic policy of seeking aid from Western industrial countries. A different type of

relationship with Australia emerged as that country used the politics of aid to

underwrite its approach toward Indonesia. Australia joined the Inter Governmental

Group on Indonesia (IGGI) and began to provide Indonesia with economic aid,

although this trend did not evolve without some political difficulties. Issues such as

the occupation of East Timor antl the Aust¡aliar tncdia's reports on Indoncsian

political activities and leadership had a major impact on the bilateral relationship

between 1966-1986, its lowest point reachcd during the saga of David Jenkins'

article in 1986.

As mentioned previously, this study also adopts a systemic approach and is

premised on the view that, in the modern international system, interactions between

2



states cannot be understood separately frorn the whole system. This is particularly

true of middlelevel and minor powers as such countries' foreign policies mostly

follow the trend of global politics. Australia and Indonesia fall into this lower-level

category. Thus, it is within this framework that both countries' foreign policy should

most appropriately be examined. Part two of the thesis, consisting chapter three,

four, and five, is devoted to that task.

Chapter three examines the trends in the international system in the 1980s. In

the chapter, it is argued that the decade of the 1980s was marked by the shifting of

global issues from geo-politics to geo-economics. For the super powers, particularly

in the Soviet Union, mounting military expenditure resulted in various economic

difficulties, yet at the same time, other countries such as Japan, China, and a nutnber

of those within the European Union began to emerge as altemative 'economic super

powers'. The issues of greatest concem in the 1980s and those which dominated

internationally were economic ones. In the Soviet Union, Mikhail Gorbachev

attempted to reform the economy but failed. Indeed his policies resulted in the

dissolution of the Soviet Union. Geo-political issues became less significant while

geo-economic ones rose in importance.

'lhe intemational situation describecl above had its hnpact on Australia antl

Indonesia throughout 1980s. As described in chapter four, during the 1980s Australia

considerably restructured its foreign poli<;y, from one that was globally and

strategically oriented to the US, to one more economically and regionally oriented.

This was a deliberate policy response to the decline of Aust¡alia's economy caused by

upheavals of the global economy. The restructuring of Australia's fbreign policy was

J



cd'
facilitated by the shifting balance of power, as the super powers' decline enabllrlg

middle power countries to exert more influence.

Chapter five examines Indonesia's foreign policy in the 1980s. It finds that

since the middle of the 1960s, its economy and regional issues have been a

fundamental consideration in the development of Indonesia's foreign policy.

Throughout the 1980s, Indonesia maintained this local orientation while at the same

time significantly increasing its inte,rnational political activities. Government

confidence in pursuing a more active role internationally was initially triggered by

Indonesia's success in economic development. As Indonesia faced economic

difficulties caused by the fall of oil price in the early 1980s, it intensified and expanded

industrialisation. This process, in turn, pushed Indonesia to broaden its relationship

with other countries, as it needed greater market access for its industrial products and

non-oil expoß.

Part three is the main focus of the thesis and examines the bilateral relationship

in three main areas; the government/political arena; the economic relationship; and

that of defence cooperation. Overall, examination of these areas suggests that the

relationship has been moving towards stability and strength, a very different

relationslúp when compared to thc onc thal cxisf.ud in thu period before 1986. Both

governments have worked strenuously to build the relationship to that point.

Chapter six begins by exploring thc 'bittcr legacies' of the Jenkins affair. It

finds that the affair's subsequent effects on the bilateral relationship drove both

governments to explore ways in which their relationship might be grounded more

practically. After long diplomatic efforts, both governments reached agreement and

4



signed a new framework of cooperation in 1989. The basic contention of this chapter

is that by signing the new framework of cooperation, the Australian and Indonesian

governments created a new discourse for their relationship.

Under the terms of the new framework both govemments agreed to extend

their relationship and committed themselves to working together in areas of mutu¿rl

interest, including those at the multilateral level. The effect of the new arrangement,

as it will bo argued in the chapter, was the sidelining of arguments about 'cultural

differences'. This study argues that in stressing the need to collaborate in the areas of

common interest the cultural arguments which emphasised difference became less

significant. This, however, did not necessarily mean that the argument about cultural

differences was no longer important in shaping the bilateral relationship. With the new

affangement came the notion that it was in both countries' interests to maintain the

stability of the relationship. This buried an old perception, particularly among

Indonesian elites, that it was primarily in Australia's interests to have a good

relationship with Indonesia. These changes in outlooks have arguably produced new

discourses in the relationship between Australia and Indonesia.

As the countries' political relationship moves closer, there is a corresponding

driven by economic deregulation, a policy both countries have undertaken, and the

growing awareness of f.he econornic utility which Australia and Indoncsia both

countries can offer each other. This chapter also examinos the irnplications of this

increased economic interpenetration for future relations between the two countries.

5



Defence was historically an area in which Australia and Indonesia had found

difficulty in developing a sound relationship. Chapter eight examines this area and

reveals that since the middle of the 1980s, both nations have had an increasingly

similar perception on regional security matters, and that this has slowly but steadily

pushed both governments to closer defence cooperation. This chapter argues that in

the process of achieving this, 'mateship' diplomacy among both countries' defence

officers wa^s instrumental, and reached its highest point when the governments signed

a security agreement in December 1995. It is argued also that this security agreement

has a number of highly symbolic political meanings for the Asia-Pacific region in

general, and for Indonesia and Australia in particular.

6



PART ONE

AN UNSTABLE RELATTONSHIP;

Australian-Indonesian Relations, 1945 - 1986



This part of the thesis examines Australian-Indonesian relations from 1945 to

1986, and they are reviewed in chapters one and two. The aims of this part are

twofold: to provide an adequate background as a point of departure for the whole

study; and to look at the extent and the manner in which other scholars have explored

and studied the relationship between Australia and Indonesia.

In general, the following two chapters demonstrate that in the years after

World War II and until 1986, the relationship was predominantly unstable and

narrowly focussed. At different periods of time, a variety of issues emerged to pull the

relationship in different directions. Between 1950 and 1962 it was dominated by the

'West Irian issue, then followed by the confrontation policy between 1962 and 1966-

Since 1975 the issue has been East Timor. In the two earlier matters, politico-defence

strategy dominated the foreign policies of both countries. However, since East Timor

has emerged as a critical issue, human rights and the attitude of the Australian media

are high on the agenda. Over that time, the relationship tended to be a one issue

relationship,l without a solid institutional basis. At the level of government, at various

times relations have been said to: "lack substance, lack confîdence, marked by varying

levels of irritation."2 'l'he lack of suffioient nel.wclrk ties, both officially ard inftlrrnally,

has been described as symptomatic of failure in the relationship.3

t Colin Brown, "Australia-Indonesia Relations," in Nancy Viviani, ed., Australia anl Asia;

the Capricornia Papers, Research paper No. 10, Centre for the Study of Australian-Asian Relations

of the Griffîth University, 1980, pp. 77-821t Nancy Viviani, "Australia-Indonesia Relations -- Bilateral Puzzles and Regional

Perspectives," AusÛalian Outlook, Vol. 36 no. 3, 1982, p. 26.
t J. A. C. Mackie, "Australia and South-east Asia," in Coral Bell, ed., Agenda for the

Eighties, Canberra, Aust¡alian National University Press, 1980, p.741; and Desmond Ball and Helen
'Wilson, eds., Strange Neighbours, the Australia-Indonesia Relationship, Sydney, Allen and llnwitl,
r99r.
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One perspective argued that the poor relationship was a product of the fact

that Indo¡esia and Australia are unusual neighbours. Although geographically close, in

many respects the two countries are markedly different, in language, culture, religion,

history, ethnicity, population size, and economic development, a contrast rarely seen

between two neighbours anywhere else in thc world.a This view is commonly shared

by Indonesian scholars and government officers.t These fundament¿l differences were

heightened by distinctly different political, legal, and social systems, all of which

contributed to the way in which Australians and Indonesians perceived each other.

Given the wide range of cultural differences, it was not surprising that suspicion,

misconception, instability and even conflict would emerge in the course of Australian-

Indonesian relations. It was argued that this unfortunate relationship was the logical

consequence of the vast differences between the two countries and that conflict was

caused by "unfortunate misunderstandings and misperceptions," produced within the

"tyranny of cohabitation" as the reflection of the two countries "cultural clash."6 It is

in this light that part of Australian public tended to regard Indonesia as a military

threat, while among the Indonesian elites, there were those who believed in a

o Jamie Mackie, "In Each Others' Minds: Indonesia in Australia's Mind,"; and Harry Tjan

Silalahi and Mary Pangestu , "In Each Others' Minds: Aust¡alia in Indonesia's Mind," both in East

Asia Analytical Unit of Depargnent of Foreign Affairs and Trade, ed,, Expanding Horizons,

Australia and Indonesia Into ¡he 2lst Century, Canberrq AGPS, 1994, pp. 283-3t3; also Gareth

Evans and Bruce Grant, Australia's Relations in the World of 1990s, Melboume, Melbourne

University Press, 1991, pp. 184-5.
i Ati Alutur, '1Some Thoughfs on Tndonesian-Aust¡alian Relations," Jurnal Luar Neg,eri,

No. 12, 1989, pp. 88-95; Hasjim Djalal, "Berbagai Dimensi Dalam Hubungan Indonesia-Australi4"

Jurnal Luar Ñigeri, No. 9, 1988, pp. 66-81; the view also was expressed by four members of the

Indonesian House of Representatives whom I interviewed during fieldwork research. For scholars

see Harry lan Silalahi, "Austra-lia and Indonesia: Towards a More Positive Relationship," in

Desmond Ball and Helen Wilson, eds., op. cit., pp. 5-9; J. Soedjati Djiwandono, "Beyond

Occasional Strains," in David Anderson, ed., Australia and Indonesia, A Parlnership in the Making,

Pacific S ecurity Research Institute, l99 l, pp. 57 -60.
u Budiono Kusumohamidjojo, "The Indonesia-Australia Relationship: Problems Between

Unfamiliar Neighbours,"; and Savitri Scherer, "The Tyranny of Cohabitation; Australian-Indonesian

Relations," both in Australia Outlook, Vol. 40 no. 3, December 1986'

9



collspiracy theory that Australian joumalists, acadernics and the left-wing of the

Australian Labor Party iointly worked to discredit Indonesia leaders by bringing up

issues of corrupúon, human rights abuses and social injustice.T

Another perspective argued, however, that the lack of strong economic ties

was actually the root cause of the continuing political discord between Australia and

Indonesia. Its proponents referred to the fact that although both nations have

officially undertaken economic cooperation since 1950s, outcomes in economic terms

have been minimat. Pangestu's study found that in 1993 only 2.9 pet cent of

Indonesian exports went to Australia and imporu from Australia were only 4.9

percent of total Indonesian imports in the same year.t 'When compared with the figure

in 1978 where Indonesian exports to Australia was 0.01 percent and Indonesian

imports from Australia were 2 percent of total imports,e it is clear that growth has

been very slow. In addition, Australia's economic aid to Indonesia in the past was

mostly strategic, aimed at achieving foreign and security policy objectives. Those

supporting this view suggest that the elimination of the political difficulties between

Australia and Indonesia will be virtually automatic if economic ties between both

countries are reinforced.lO They argue that the primacy and logic of stronger

economic tir¡fts be.twe,en Australìa anrl Tnrlone.sia are fundamentally important in

developing a stable and healtþ relationship, and that they provide tangible means or

7 Harold Crouch, "Back to Square One: Australia-Indonesia Relations," Islant,30 August,

1987, pp. 17-8.
t Mari Pangestu, "Indonesia-Australia Economic Relations into the 21st Century," in Hadi

Soesastro and Tim McDonald, eds., Indonesia-Australia Relations; Diverse Cultures, Converging

Interests, Jakafta, csIS, 1995, p. 65,

' Neil Dias Kamnaratne, "Prospects for Stronger Aust¡alia-Indonesia Economic Ties,"

Asian Survey,Yol.22 no.3, 1982, p.294.
to lbid, p.293.
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bridging general difTerences. In the long term, it is argued, this pattern will help both

the govemments and peoples of Indonesia and Australia to look beyond their old

suspicions.

Hal Hill, one advocate of this view, referred to the way in which Australia and

Indonesia have developed their relations with Japan. Hc pointed out that the strength

and importance of both countries' economic cooperation with Japan has sidelined

Australia's and Indonqsia's suspicion and mistrust over Japan, originating from

Japan's role during the Pacific War. Hill suggested that the Australia-Indonesia

politico-strategic relationship may be more easily managed and more likely to develop

into a mature relationship if their economic links were strengthened, as has been the

case between the two countries and Japan.lt

Finally, the following two chapters reveal that despite various domestic

factors, the trend of global politics and how both countries responded to it, was also

another significant factor that influenced the instability of the bilateral relationship.

" Hal Hill, "Economic Relations," in David Anderson, ed., op. cit., pp.16-25
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CHAPTER ONE

FEAR, THRBAT, AND IGNORANCE, 1945-66

Cordial But Ambiv alent 19 45'49

Most previous studies describe the early period of the relationship between

Australian and Indonesia as close and cordial. They refer to Australian support for the

Indonesian struggle for independence between 1945-49. This has been the ofticial

Australian view.l The following is a summary of how these studies have described and

elaborated this cordial relationship.

After Japan surrendered to the Allies at the end of the V/orld War II,

Indonesian nationalist leaders moved quickly to declare independence on 17 August

1945. There were already about 10,000 Indonesians in Australia for some of the

period between 1942-45. The majority of them had been brought to Australia by the

Dutch after it surrendered to Japan n t942. They worked for low wages in Dutch

ships, and a few of them were employed in Dutch government organisations.' These

Indonesians received the report of independence happrly and many of them were

repatriated by the Australian governmenl

t Joint Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade, Australia's Relations

With Indonesia, Canberra. AGPS, 1993,p.3.
2 Ma¡tin O'Hare & Anthony Fteid, Australia Dan Perjuangan Kem¿rdekaan Indonesia,

Jakarta, Gramedia, 1995, P.7 .



However, the Netherlands Indies Government-in-Exile (hereafter the Dutch),

who had moved to Australia since Japan occupied Indonesia tî 1942, had a different

intention - to regain power in Indonesia. Aware of the Dutch plan, Indonesians in

Australia were completely opposed to it and showed their opposition in many ways.

In September 1945, the Indonesian Seamen's Union in Australia, fully supported by

the Australian Waterside Workers' Federation (WWF) organised an embargo on any

Dutch ships allegedly preparing to transport munitions to Indonesia. Starting in

Brisbane, where many Dutch ships were anchored, the embargo attracted wide

support from workers in the other major Australian ports including Sydney,

Melbourne, and Adelaide.3 Activities by the Waterside'Workers initially were limiæd

to refusing to load Dutch cargoes and repairing Dutch ships but later extended to a

boycott of Dutch transport, stores and depots ashore. The embargo continued until

1948 and, in total, there were 3l Australian trade unions and four unions of Asian

seamen directly involved. Between them, they paralysed 559 Dutch ships which were

to supply the Dutch effort to regain control of Indonesia.a

The embargo prompted the Dutch to take military action in July 1947.

Australia responded by condemning the actions of the Dutch. The Australian

representative in the Unitecl Nations (UN), Mr. J. Burton, raisecl the issue fo the.

Security Council, referring to article 39 of UN Charter which condemned the use of

military powe.r especially wìthout any warning. The UN, in an attempt at finding a

way of resolving the dispute between lndonesia and the Dutch, established the Good

3 M. P. Schneider, "Australia and Indonesian Independence, A Study In Australian Foreign

Policy," Honours Thesis, the University of Adelaide, 1955.
a Rupert Lockwoo4 Black Armada, Australía &The Struggle for lulanesian Independence

1942-49, Sydney, HaIe &.Iremonger, 1982, p.4.
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Offices Committee. In negotiations Indonesia was represented by Australia and the

Dutch by Belgiurn, and the United States of America (US) was chosen by both

Indonesia and the Dutch as a third neutral member. Australia took a similar position

after finding that the Dutch took a second military action. When the Dutch took

military aotion again in December 1948, the Australian representative in the UN, now

Mr. T. Critchley, criticised and condemned the Dutch. Australia urged him to defend

the Indonesian position by using the strongest possible terms. At this point, the

Roman Catholic Church in Australia added its voice to the condemnation of the

Dutch. Initially the Church was concerned by the growth of communist forces in

Indonesia and their possible linl<s to the Communist Party of Australia (CPA), but this

did not prevent its strong opposition to the use of military force by the Dutch. The

Church urged the Australian government to raise the case in the UN.s Subsequently,

Australia sent two officials to the Asian Conference in New Delhi, India, in January

1949, one of the themes of the conference being "to consider possible acúon against

the Dutch."6 These activities led in 1950 to the Australian government's co-

sponsorship of Indonesia's admission to the UN.7

One unnamed offîcer from the Ausralia's Departrnent of External Affairs was

quotcd as soying tho.t Âustralia's attitude in the Security Council ancl in the Good

Offices Committee would be remembered by Indonesians as an important and

historical moment, and that "Canbe.rra's Inclone.sian peacemaking ha.s earned Australia

more Dutch ill-will - along with Indonesian good-will - than the never-to-be-

t M. P. Schneider, op. cit., pp.46-8.
u B, D. Beddie, "Aust¡alian Policy Towards Indonesia," in David Petit, ed., Selected

Readíngs in Australian Foreign Policy, Sydney, Sorrett" 1973, p.123.
7 Gareth Evans and Bruce Grant., Australia's Foreign Relations In the World ol the 1990s,

Melbourne, Melbourne University Press, 1991, p. 186.
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forgotten Dutch shipping ban."8 This staternent clearly syrnbolises how close the

relationship was at that time. It also indicates how strong Australia was in supporting

Indonesia's struggle for independence. It gives the impression that Australia was the

major player in putting Indonesia's case on the UN's agenda.

The unions' boycott proved effective. Up until March 1946, for example,

1,000 Dutch trucks, intended for shipment to Indonesia, still remained in Australia.e

The delays brought about by the massive boycott weakened and incapacitated the

Dutch strategy to regain power, while allowing the new Indonesian government to

consolidate power. Furthermore, the boycotts were instrumental in creaúng

international support for Indonesian independence. Ír Australia, Indonesians were

encouraged to organise and take acúons against the Dutch, and as an historian has

noted, many of these Indonesians returned to their homeland to play crucial roles in

the struggle to retain Indonesian independence.to It is worth noting, however, that

many Australian Unions at the time were under the influence of the CPA. The support

by the Waterside Worker Union with its communist leadership can be interpreted as

support by the CPA, which was of the view that the dispute between Indonesia and

the Dutch epitomised conflict between "colonial power and its oppressed subjects,"

and it argued that the defeat of f)utch capitalism in Indone.sia woulcl strike anofher

blow at world capitalism.

It is true that Australia's public support and sympathy both frorn the

government and public was genuine and was part of moral support for the Indonesian

* M. P. Schneider, op. cit.,p.72.
e RupertLockwood, Ioc, cit,
to Martin O'Ha¡e & Anthony Reid, op. cit., p.13
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revolution, but it is also the case that Australia's official attitudo was rather

ambivalent, and Aust¡alia's policies contained some element of reserve. During the

entire period of boycott, for example, there was no substantive policy indicating

whether the Australian government formally stood behind the boycott or otherwise.

Most of the comments regarcling Lrdonesia were generally raised when the

government was attacked by the Opposition. Australia played an 'unclear' policy

game with two aims; to give the impression to Indonesia that it was sympathetic to

Indonesia's struggle for independence, while at the same time it was able to argue to

the Dutch that the massive boycott by the unions was not official policy.ll One scholar

categorised the initial support of the Australian government for Indonesia as some

kind of sympathy, conveyed "through various minor gestures"; Australia asked the

Dutch to grant "a greater degree of self-government to the Indonesians" but at the

same time "it [Australia] did not deny Dutch sovereignty in Indonesia, [and] it sold

surplus military equipment to the Dutch and withheld recognition from the

Republic."12

In dealing with Indonesia, the Labor govemment was hampered by a lack of

unanimity. According to a study by Margaret George, this was particularly the case

bctwcon thc Minisrcr for Extcrnal Âffairs, Herbert Evatt, ancl Australia's

representative in the UN, Mr. J. Burton and Mr. T. Critchley. Evatt was strongly

influenced by the idea that to secure its intere,sts in the Pacific region Australia's

defence system should be tied to 'Western powers with similar interests, and he held

tt T. B. Millar, Australia in Peace and War, External Relations 1788-1977, Canberra, ANU

Press, 1978, p.225.

" J. A. C. Mackie, "Aust¡alia and Indonesia, 1945-60," in Gordon Greenwood and Norman

Harper, eds., Australia inWorld Affairs 1956-1960, Metboume, F. W. Cheshire, 1963, pp. 274-5'
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the view that Australia's Asian neighbours should adopt Western political and

economic standards. Evatt believed that Australia's relations with countries in the

Southeast Asian region were unequal, based on intolerance and a fear of difference.

Evatt, as revealed by George, once proclaimed the value of European colonial powers

as potcntial to instil the conception of the individual rights, and argued for the

continuation of Dutch presence in Indonesia.l3 Burton and Critchley disagreed and

favoured the principle of national self-determination, both were convinced that

"Australia's demonstration of confidence in the Indonesian peoples was the way to

establish the basis for a mutual relationship of acceptance and peaceful co-existence."l4

This ambiguity resurfaced during a visit by an Indonesian delegation to Australia after

the flrst of the Dutch military actions. The delegation, led by Prime Minister Sjahrir,

intended to discuss the situation and persuade the Australian government to formally

raise the Dutch action to the UN. However, the discussion failed and the Indonesian

delegation was reported to have been disappointed, claiming that there was no clear

response from the Australian side.15

It is a matter of record that the Australian government represented Indonesian

interests and played a significant role in the Good Offices Committee. However, it was

actually India whichÚ brought the clispute to the affention of the UN. Following

the first police action by the Dutch n L947, Nehru, the Indian Prime Minister,

appealed to the US and the British governments to take action. When no response was

forthcoming from either nation, Nehru sent a letter to the Secretary General of UN,

t' M.g.r"t George, Australio and the Indonesian Revolution, Melbourne, Melbourne

University Press, 1980, p. 101.
to lbid, p. 166.

's lbíd, pp.78 onwards.
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infbnning hirn that "the Dutch had launched a rnilitary action in a big scale toward

Indonesia, without iury preliminary warnirrg."tu When the case was taken to the

Security Council by both India and Australia, India referred to article 34 of the UN

Charter, stating that international situation was threatened following the Dutch rnilitary

action. Australia based its argument on article 39, stating that the Dutch's military

action was already breaking the peace. The Security Council regarded the Australian

reâson as stronger than India's, so that in the following process the UN referred to

article 39. This clearly indicated that it can not be claimed that Australia was the only

party which played a major role in promoting the Indonesian case in the UN between

1945-49. This is perhaps why a leading historian of Asian diplomatic history at

Cambridge University, A. W. Stargardt, wrote in one of his works that "Incliê-¡nel

Australia refemed the Case lthe Dutch-Indonesian dispute] to the Security Council

and, as a result, the UN Good-Offices Committee on Indonesia was established on

which the Netherlands chose to be represented by Belgium and the Republic of

Indonesia, by Australia. " 
17

The history of Indonesia's case before the UN shows that Jamie Mackie's

claim of two decades ago was well-founded. Mackie argued that Australia tended to

have highly ambivalent attitudes tow¡rd Indonesia, an attitucle that hacl <leveloped

since Indonesia won independence in f945. On the one hand, argued Mackie,

Australia wanted to promote. c.ordial re.lations with Inclonesia, hut on the other hand it

remained "uneasy, suspicious or apprehensive about lndonesia 
- 

or in some cases

t6 Hilman Adil, Hubungan Australia Dengan Inìonesia 1945-1962, Jakartå, Djambatan,

L993,p.54.
tt A. W. Stargardt, The RoadTo Bandung: The Emergence Of The Asian System of Powers,

Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1988, p. 7, emphasis added: see also Werner Levi,
Australia's OuÍlookOnAsia, Sydney, Angus andRobertson, 1958, p. 183.
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contemptuous, unsylnpathetic or unintorested."rs Despite the uneven policy response,

it should not be forgotten that Australia granted Indonesia de facto recognition in July

1947, and de jure recognition in December 1949.re

The West Irlan Dispute 1950-62

The defeat of Chifley's Labor government:uir 1949 and the coming to power of

the Coalition government led by Robert Menzies changed the nature of the

relationship between Australia and Indonesia. Although the Menzies government

granted de jure recognition, co-sponsored Indonesia's admission to the UN in 1950,

and sent the Foreign Minister to make a lrst official visit to Indonesia in the sarne

year, these events did not prevent the two countries from entering into dispute over

the issue of V/est Irian (West New Guinea) during the 1950s.20

On27 December 1949, the Dutch and Indonesian governments concluded an

agreement in which the Dutch formally transferred sovereignty to Indonesia, although

still retaining their economic assets in Indonesia. The Charter of Transfer of

Sovereignty, however, contained one crucial point of disagreement - the political

status of 'West kian. The Dutch government wanted West Irian to be separated from

thc tcrritory of thc Rcpublic of the United States of Indonesia. Tnrlonesia demandecl it

as an integral part of the new federation. Failing to reach agreement, it was decided

that the status quo of V/est Irian was to be maintainerl, anrl that the matter would be

tt J. A. C, Mackie, "Australian-Indonesian Relations," Current Affairs Bulletin, 1 October

1976,p,12.- tn Carlyle A. Thayer, "Aust¡alian Perceptions and Indonesian Reality," New Tzaland

International Review, Vol. 13 no.4, 1988, p.6.
20 Wcst Irian and West New Guinea refer to the same territory in the western part of New

Guinea, formedy occupied by the Dutch. For the consistency I prefer !o use Vy'est Irian.
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negotiated one year after the date of the transfer of sovereignty.2r Twelve months later

the stalemate merely continued, the Dutch refusing to move from their original

position. President Soekarno felt that the Dutch broke their prornise to negotiate the

handover of territory. He realised the possession of West Irian by the Dutch would

potentially disadvantagc Indoncsia. It could possibly trigger the secession of other

states within the Republic of the United St¿tes of Indonesia, formed by the Dutch as

part of negotiation after the Dutch took ¡pice mititary action. Therefore, when

President Soekarno started a political campaign to take over'West lrian, he dispersed

the Republic of the United States of Indonesia and declared it to be the Republic of

Indonesia.

Stepping up the campaign, President Soekamo argued that West Irian was part

of the former Netherlands Indies territory, to which Indonesia was entitled after

independence. He also felt that the acquisition of 'West Irian was psychologically

important to complete the building of Indonesia's unity which would be difficult to

achieve as long as the Dutch government held the territory as a springboard to regain

at least some of its lost power in Indonesia.22 Furthermore, Soekarno claimed that the

people of West Irian were in a similar economic and social position to many of the

people of Indone.sia, and they could better de.te,nnine, their affairs a.s part of Indonesia

than in any other way. Even more significantly the Indonesian government argued

strongly that West Irian had been an integral part of the Majapahit Empire in the

fourteenth century, an empire which Indonesians had historically recognised as

21 Arend Lijphart, The Traumn of Decolonization, The Dutch and West New Guínea, New

Haven and London, Yale University Press, 1966, p. l4-5 .

t' J,F. Caims, Living With Asiø, Melbourne and London, Lansdowne Press, 1965, p. 82;

also E. M. Andrews, A History of Australian Foreign Polícy, From Dependence to Independence,

Melboume, Longman Cheshire, 191 9, pp. 152-6.
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'I¡donesia' long before the arrival of Westem colonialism.23 In countering the

Indonesians the Dutch argued on the basis of race. They declared that "the people of

'West Irian were not of the sarne race as Indonesians and should decide their own

future."24 However, the bottom line of the Dutch objective was not self-determination

for West Irian peoplc. According to a study by Arrend Lijphart, it was the retention of

the Dutch to secure its economic interest in Indonesia: "the Dutch might have

attempted to use the promise of a gradual and conditional transfer of the territory to

Indonesia as a means to safeguard their extensive economic interests in that

. ¡r25
country.

In facing this situation, Australia followed the Dutch arguments but with its

own security interests in mind.26 The notion of a threat from the North ("Yellow

Peril") had a strong grip on the minds of many Australians. Experience during the

World War II had proven how important the areas around Australia were for its own

strategic defence, and one of the most significant was New Guinea. The Australian

government was obsessed with the idea that the existence of "aggressive, united or

monolithic force" would cause another World WaÍ,21 and it saw a politically unstable

Indonesia, at the mercy of communist interests, as a potential threat to the security of

East New Guinea an<l Australia itse,lf.28 The result was that the Australian govemment

23 Hilman Adil, op. cít., p.I34
toJ. F. Cairns, op ciÍ.p.82.
25 Arend Lijphart, op. cit., p.65.

" Henry S. Albinski, "Australia and the Dutch New Guinea Dispute," International

Journal, no. 16, 1961, pp, 358-82; C. P. FitzGerald, "Australia and Asia," in Gordon Greenwood

and Norman Ha4rer, eds., Australia in WorLd Affairs 1950-55, Melboume, F. W. Cheshire, 1957,

pp. 202-5; and Andrew James Strickland, "Australia and the West New Guinea Dispute: the

Crystallisation of a Policy," Honours Thesis, the University of Adelaide, 1973.

" T.B.Millar, op. cit.,p.227.
tt Ign. Krisønyo Hardojo, "Australian Policy on the Future of Western New Guinea (Irian

Jaya): A Historical Approach from 1945-1963," Indonesian Quarterly, Vol' 20 no.2,p'202.
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infonned the Indonesian government in 1950 in very explicit terms, that it was

unsymphatetic to Indonesian claims over West lrian. The Australian Foreign Minister,

Sir Percy Spender, told the Dutch government and the Australian Parliament that the

West Irian was "an absolutely essential link in the chain of Australian defence" and

thcrcforc "Australia might be able to help the Netherlands adrninister, develop and

defend West New Guinea [West lrian], or even go further than that."" It becatoe

apparent that Australia had not only moved out of the Indonesian camp but that it was

also not ruling out the possibility of conflict between them.

President Soekarno's aggressive style of campaigning heightened the potential

for conflict. In his national address of Independence Day in August 1950, for example,

Soekarno bluntly asserted that a massive conflict would occur if the solution over

V/est Irian disappointed Indonesia. Similarly, in February 1950, Mohammad Hatta, in

his capacity as Indonesian Prime Minister, was asked by journalists whether Indonesia

would claim Britain's North Kalimantan as well. Hatta was quoted as saying that, at

that time, Indonesia was only interested in the former Dutch territory.3O In Australia,

this statement was interpreted as rather aggressive and as implying a plan for clairning

other territories. Absorbed by the combination of ideological and strategic

consideration.s, there was a belie.f within the Australian govemment that the, West

Irian case might be part of an experiment by Soekarno to exercise expansionist

ambitions. This fed Australia's perception of threat, and some believed that the

acquisition of 'West Irian would be followed by Papua New Guinea, a territory clairned

by Australia to be "an absolutely essential link in the chain of Australian defence."

2e T, B. Millar, op cit., pp.226-27.
to Hilman Ad1l, op. cir., pp.136-40.
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Subsequent to inlbnning Indonesia of Australia's position, the Menzies

govemment undertook substantial policy initiatives. When, n 1954,Indonesia sought

to raise the case of V/est Irian before the UN after failing to achieve agreement with

the Dutch, Australia mounted a vocal campaign among UN rnember countries, aimed

at preventing Indoncsia from obtaining rnajority support. Australia's Minister for

Foreign Affairs, Mr. Richard Casey, stated that "Australia would resist the proposed

Indonesian attempt to bring the question of Dutch New Guinea fWest lrian] before the

United Nations."3l The antagonism was heighæned when in 1958 Australia concluded

a bilateral agreement with the Dutch. The two governments issued a joint statement on

possible future cooperation on administrative policies in New Guinea. Casey flew to

Holland for discussions with the Netherlands Foreign Minister. In his press release

following the meeting Casey clearly indicated that Australia's position supported the

Dutch when he declared that, "Australia fully recognises and supports Dutch

sovereignty over the western half of New Guinea-"32 This statement prompted

speculation about a possible joint agreement between the Australian and Dutch

governments on future poìicies, including the possibility of military cooperation should

it prove necessary."

As 'rvell as strategic considerations, ideological cliffe.re,nces at the tjme a-lso

contributed to the change in relations between both countries.3a Under Menzies'

t1 C. P. FiøGerald, op. cit., p, 205. Casey also involved in personal discussions with
Indonesian Foreign Minister, and in a polite way Casey tried to convince his counterpart why the

West New Guinea need not to be discussed in the UN forum, see T. B. Millar, ed., Auslralian
ForeignMinister,The Diaries of R. G. Casey 1951-ó0, L¡ndon, Collins, 1972,pp.l9l-2'

tt lbid, pp.298-99.
33 Gordon Greenwood, Approach to Asia; Australian Postwar Policies anl Attitude'ç,

Sydney, McGraw-HilL, 197 4, P. 292.

'o J. A, C. Mackie, "Australian-Indonesian Relations," op. cit., p. 15.
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leadership, Australia was a strong supporter of an anti-communist ¿rlliance, and its

f'oreign and defence policies relied on its powerful allies, the US and the Britain. For

the Indonesian govemment Australia's anti-communist stance was epitomised by its

involvement in the South East Asia Treaty Organisation (SEATO), fonned irr't 1954

with the main objective to contain communist influence in the South East Asian

region.'s Indonesia under Soekarno's leadership, based its foreign policy upon non-

alignment and anti-colonialism. The Bandung Asia-Africa Conference in 1955, where

counüies from Asia and Africa declared their opposition colonialism, was one major

example of how non-alignment and anti-colonialism were formulated and implemented

in Indonesia's foreign policy. As a matter of record, Menzies was invited to participate

in the Asia-Africa Conference but he refused to attend.36 This refusal was yet another

indicator of the substantial size of this ideological difference. In explaining the

ideological differences between Australia and Indonesia, it is worth looking at

Menzies' perception of Soekarno when Menzies was the leader of the opposition,

particularly as Menzies' view of Soekarno later influenced Australia's policy toward

Indonesia. Menzies once characterised Soekarno as a man who collaborated with the

Japanese.

Surely nobody in Australia wants to feel that, ... we have a

population that either is directly influenced by the Japanese, or
has at. its head people whose only claim to history is that they

collaborated with the Japanese during the war. Soekarno, the

man who visited Japan to pay his tribute to the Japanese people

in this war! Soekarno, the man who led the feeling against the

British and American in the course of this war! If the Australian

" George Modelski, ed, SEATO, Melbourne, F. W. Cheshire, L972.
tu A. W. Stargardt, Australia's Asian Policies, The History of a Debate 1839-1972,

Hamburg, Institute of Asian Afïairs, 1971, pp. U4-5.
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'Watersi<le Workers, with the Australian Government doing

nothing, are to instnll hirn in a position of arrthority in the

Netherlands East Indies, then I say that Australia must look to
its security. Instead of having, in a political sense, a barrier reef

in the north-west, Australia will have a potential base of attack

against itself.37

The relationship, however, started to shift when Indonesia determined that it

would take over West Irian by military force. Initially, Australia did not respond; it

waiæd for US and the Britain to react. However, there was no sign from either

country that they were interested in military retaliation against Indonesia. The

Australian government was obliged to back down. The Minisær for External Affairs,

Sir Garfield Barwick, acknowledged this by saying that, "if any should have

contemplated a military adventure it is worth remembering that none of the countries

of the 'West, and particularly those with whom Australia has the closest association

were at any relevant time willing to maintain a Netherlands administration by miliury

mearì.s."38 As a result, Australia was forced to reassess its radical policy.'e When the

Indonesian Foreign Minister, Dr. Soebandrio, visited Australia in 1959, the Australian

government declared that it would "accept any agreement reached between Indonesia

tt4O

policy was confirmed during the visit of Prime Minisær Menzies to Indonesia in the

37 "Liberal Pafiy Leader R. G. Menzies opposes national self-determination in the Dutch

East Indies," Commnnwealth Parliamentary Debates, House of Representative, Vol, 186, 6 March

1946, pp. 7-9, compiled by Neville Meaney, Australia and the World, Melbourne, Longman

Cheshire, 1985, p. 534.
tt Commonwealth Parliamentary Debates, House of Representatives, 21 August 1962.
3e Justus M. van der Kroef, "Australia and the West Irian Problem," Asian Surtey, Vol. 10

no. 6, 1970, p.487.
ao Andrew Mills, "Australian-Indonesian Relations: A Snrdy of the Timor Sea Maritime

Delimitation," Horìours Thesis, the University of Adelaide, 1985,p.?4.
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sarne year. It was subsequently reinforced during General Nasution's visit to Australia

in 1961, during which "Australia gave additional assurances that it had not entered

into a military pact with the Netherlands for the defence of WNG [West New

Guinea]."4l [n fact, Australia had no choice after the US under the Kennedy

administration in August 1962 changed its position from being pro-Dutch to oue of

greater sympathy towards Indonesia.

Despiæ pressure by the US, the role of Sir Garfield Barwick was important in

reversing Australia's policy. He became Minisær for External Affairs in December

1961 and made a personal assessment that Indonesia was not a threat to Australia, and

it did not have sufficient capacity to be mititarily expansionist. He believed that even

the acquisition of West Irian by Indonesia would not constitute any security threat to

Australia. Barwick, despite criticism from the Australian press and public, then

persuaded his government to accept a total reversal of the policies which Australia had

adopted over the issue of West Irian. Barwick proposed five important policy

changes; flrstly, the avoidance of armed conflict in the region; secondly, adherence to

the princþle of self-determination; thirdly, the desirability of developing friendly and

cooperative relations with Indonesia; fourthly, the promotion of negotiations between

tfiu prilcipal palties to rcach a pcaceful solution; and fifthly, the withdrawal of support

for the Dutch administration and acceptance of Indonesian impending control of the

tcrritory.a2 When Barwick called for continued friendship with Indonesia, his proposal

was portrayed by the press as appeasement or making concession to an aggressor. The

4t lbid.
o' Garfield Ba¡wick, A Radical Tory: Garfletd Barwick's Rcflections and Recollections,

Sydney, theFederation Press, 1995, pp. 175-6.
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Syùtey Mont.irtg Herald even accused him of being unfit to hold his portfolio.a3

Barwick's policy, nevertheless, weakened the Dutch position and smoothed the path

for Indonesia and the Dutch to reach a bilateral agreement, subsequently signed in

August 1962.44

In summary, during the 1950s, uncertainty about Lrdonesian politics seemed to

prevent Australia's making a clear-cut policy on matters associated with Indonesia. On

the Australian side, problems in the relationship reflected a combination of

expectations about Indonesia's disintegration, fear of communism, and apprehensions

about Indonesia's inæntion to be expansionist. The lack of clarity contributed to

difficulties in buitding bilateral trust and confidence. In Australia, the lack of a wider

assessment of Indonesian aspirations prevailed until Sir Garfield Barwick came with a

new style and straight-forward approach. Barwick was reported to have based his

broader assessment of Indonesia and the strategic significance of West Irian on a

complete briefing by the Australia's Chiefs of Staff.as More importantly, the W'est Irian

case had clearly indicated how sentiments which "were strongly felt but rarely well

informed" dominated Australian attitudes and policy toward Indonesia.au Fear,

ignorance, and threat contributed significantly to the uneven relationship between

Australia and Indonesia during the 1950s.

a3 David Mar, Barwick, Sydney, George Allen & Unwin, 1980, pp. 170-71. For a wider

analysis of Ba¡wick's sudden turn-ovor approach, see Hanno Weisbrod, "Sir Garfield Barwick and

Dutch New Guinea," Australian Quarterly, Vol. 39 no. 2, June 1967 'pp.24-35'
oo For a deøil study on the agreement see Christopher J. McMullen, Mediation of lhe West

New Guinea Dispute, 1962: A Case Study, Washington, D. C., Institute for the Study of Diplomacy'

School of Foreign Service, Georgetown University, 1981; and William Henderson, West New

Gtúnea; the Dispute and lts Seîtlement, South Orange, N. J., Seton Hall University Press, 1973.
os Haono Weisbrod, op. cit., P.30.
ou J. A. C. Mackie, "Ausüalian-Indonesian Relations," loc. cit., p.314.
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Konfrontasi 1963-66

After World War II, Australia's strategic and security concerns shifted, and for

the first time, the Southeast Asian region becarne Australia's main security concern.

On 9 March 1950 Australia's Minister for External Affairs, then Percy Spender, stated

that in pursuing foreign policy, Australia, because of its geographic situation, had to

pay serious attention to the need to maintain peace in its own region.aT The

endorsement of a Forward Defence Perimeter was a clear indication of how strategic

and security concerns shifted;48 neighbouring regions, particularly Southeast Asia,

became much more important to Australia. Furthermore, Australia associated the

strategic value of Southeast Asia with what the'Western countries commonly believed

at that time to be the threat of a geopolitical communist offensive. Forward Defence

Perimeter was to be Aust¡alia's protection against communist encroachment. Soviet

communism was regarded as the main contender in opposition to 'Western capitalism.
44

When the Chinese Communist Party was victorious on mainland China 1n 19f/,

was seen as part of that communist geopolitical strategy.ae Consequently, countries

which had a close relationship with China were regarded as a potential threat as well.

The notion of such a strategy was prominent in Australian politics when the

British government proposcd thc Fcdcration of Molnysia in Septernber 1961. Menzies

described the plan as "an imaginative and far-sighted concept" which might contribute

significantly to stability and progress in a region in which Australia was decply

a7 Current Nol¿s, Vol. Zl,9 March 1950, pp. 153-73.
a8 Ratih Hardjono, Suku Putihnya Asia, Perjalanan Australia Mencari Jati Dirinya, Jakarø,

Gramedia, 1992, pp. 180-5.
oe T. B. Millar, op. cit, p.251; and Henry S. Albinski, Australian Policies and Attitudes

Toward China, Princeton, New Jersey, Princeton University Press' 1965.

China
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intere By the same token, when the federation calne into existence, Menzies would

be able to use it to advance Australia's strategic and security interests. Prior to the

announcement of the proposal for federation, a defence treaty between Britain and

Malaya was signed on 31 August 1957. It had the strong support of the Menzies

government. By supporting the treaty, the Australian contribution to the

Commonwealth Strategic Reserve would be allowed to remain in Malaya with two

main tasks: to combat the communist guerillas, and to defend Malaya if attacked.

Australia formally joined the treaty through an exchange of notes between Canberra

and Kuala Lumpur in 1959.51 In the early 1960s Canberra then supported proposal to

extend Malaya into the Federation of Malaysia by adding Singapore and the British

territories in northern Borneo.

In facing this proposal, Indonesia took a different view. It opposed the

formation of Malaysia and employed a policy of confrontation (konfron,tasi) aimed at

breaking up the new proposed federation of Malaysia through military and political

destabilisation.t' Indottesia's opposition to Malaysia was based on the following

grounds.s' Ideologically, Indonesia regarded the Malaysia federation as a puppet of

British imperialism; a neo-colonialist creation aimed at maintaining British influence in

the Asian rcgion by prul.cuditg l-o cooperate with local rulers and busincss groups

(predominantly Chinese). tn Indonesian eyes, it was a British construction, against the

wishcs of local pcople signalling the beginning of neo-colonialism in Asia. On security

to Cited in Gordon Greenwood, op. cit, pp.297'98.
5' R. Catley, "Australia, Malaysia and the Problem of Confrontation," PhD Thesis, the

Australian National University, 1967 , p. 22.
tt For a substantial study see J. A. C Mackie, Konfrontasi, The Indonesian-Malaysian

Dispute 1963-1966, Kua-la Lumpur, Oxford Uuiversity Press, 1974.

" J. A. C. Mackie, Konfrontasi, op. cit,. p. 8-9.
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grounds, the Indonesian govemment believed that the existence of the fèderation

would place Indonesia under constant and serious threat, given that the British and

Malaya had signed a defence treaty n 1957, and which was then joined by Australia in

1959. Indonesia wondered whether the proposed federation was partly aimed by the

Britain to encircle and subjugate Indonesia's position in the region. As a couutry

which had historically experienced 350 years under Dutch colonialism and gained its

independence through political revolution and military struggle, Indonesia reiected any

suggestion of continuing imperialism in a near neighbour. For Indonesia, imperialism

was identical with domination and exploitation. The presence of British troops in

Malaysia only reinforced the impression of an imperialist power willing to inærvene in

Asian problems and which might possibly lead to the region's instability and national

disintegration, just as the Dutch had attempted in Indonesia. The Indonesian

government, furthermore, felt that the creation of a Malaysian federation violated the

law. It accused the parties involved of deliberately announcing the federation's

establishment one month earlier (August 1963) than it was planned (September 1963).

This was significant for lndonesia because the announcement came while the UN

Commission concluded its investigation into whether the majority of people in North

Kalmantan had agreed voluntarily to join thc proposed federation.

As a matter of record, Australia was strongly against lndonesia's confrontation

policy and conflict was inevitable.sa In supporting the federation of Malaysia, Australia

based its policy on three major considerations: strategic interests; defènce

commitments in relation to the Britain and Commonwealth; and legal aspects ir regard

5a Hílman Adtl, Australia's Policy Towards Indonesia During Confrontation, 1962'66'

Singapore, Institute of Southeast Asian Studies,7977 ,
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to the UN. As revealed previously, the establishment of a new fèderation was in line

with Australia's strategic interests. Menzies, in supporting the federation, argued that

since the Federation of Malaysia was recognised by the Commonwealth, it was

Australia's sister country, and therefore, he said, it was reasonable for Australia to

confront whoever opposed the creation of it.55 In the Padiament, Menzies bluntly

stated that in the defence of Malaya's territorial integrity and political independence,

Australia should add its military assistance to the efforts of Malaysia and tre Britain.s6

Thus, Australia's membership in the British Commonwealth was added to the factors

influencing Australia's position.5T Throughout the period of confrontation, moreover,

Menzies also argued strongly that Malaysia's formation had been recognised by the

UN. He referred to a firm declaration by U Thant, then Secretary-General of the UN,

which supported the results of an investigation by the UN Cornmission, into the views

of the people in North Kalimantan on joining the Federation. U Thant stated:

It is my conclusion that the majority of the peoples of the two
territories ... wish to engage, with the peoples of the Federation

of Malaya and Singapore, in an enlarged Federation of Malaysia

through which they can strive together to realise fulfilment of
their destiny.5s

5s Consult Menzie.s' argrìme¡ts in "Australia's Response to Indonesia's Konfrontasi of

Malaysia," Commonwealth Parlíam¿ntary Debates, House of Representative, Vol. 42,21 Apnl 1964,

pp. lT79-80, compiled in Neville Meaney, op. cit, p. 662; and also Abdul H. Egoh, "The Malaysia-

ln¿onesia Dispute, A Study of the Role of the Commonwealth in Contemporary International

Politics," Honours Thesis, Politics DepafÍnent, the University of Adelaide, 1965.
tu CornmnnwealthParliam¿ntary Debates, Houseof Rep.,25 September 7963,p.1339.
t? For a broader argument see K. H. Bailey, "AusEalia's Membership in the British

Commonwealth of Nations as Affecting her Postwar Role Among the United Nations in the Far

East," in Australian Institute of International Affairs, Australia and the Pacific, New York, FreeporÇ

1970,pp.l-42.
tt Cited in Gordon Greenwood, op. cit, p. 300.
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The arguments raised by Australia and Indonesia were heavily influenced by

the very different ideological positions of the countries' leaders. President Soekarno

was already widely known as the 'champion' of anti-colonialism and he was proud of

Indonesia's victory over'West kian. He believed that he would be able [o rertlove

British influence and presence from the Asian region just as he had ousted the Dutch

from W'est Irian. By 1964, Soekarno began to accelerate his campaign of "crush

Malaysia', part of which involved supporting rebel groups in North Kalímantati./

Infiltration by Indonesians into North Kalimantan forced a response from Australia.

On 25 September 7963, Menzies sent an unequivocal message to Indonesia that

Australia would provide military assistance to Malaysia if Indonesia continued to take

military action in pursuing its confrontation policy. In the Parliament Menzies told

members:

... if, in the circumstances that now exist, and which may

continue for a long time, there occurs, in relation to Malaysia or
any of its constituent states, armed invasion or subversive

activity 
- 

supported or directed or inspired from outside

Malaysia 
- 

we shall to the best of our powers and by such

means as shall be agreed upon with the Government of
Malaysia, add our military assistance to the efforts of Malaysia

and the Unitetl Kingtlom in thu dufcr!:c of Malaysia's territodal
integrity and political independence.se

On 16 January 1964, as a response to Sockarno's increasingly tctive campaign of

"crush Malaysia," Menzies again addressed the Parliarnent and repeated his previous

stance on the issue of Malaysia.6o

se Conunonwealth Parlianrcntery Debates,Ilouse of Rcpresentatives, 25 September 1963
60 Currenl Notes on Internalional Affairs, Vol. 35 no. l, January 1964, p. 2.
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Menzies took two policy steps throughout the period of confrontation.

Initially, as indicated by the statements he delivered in Parliament, his intention was to

take a tough policy position against Indonesia. Menzies felt confident particularly as he

received wide-spread domestic public support for his stand. An opinion poll conducted

in October 1963, for example, indicated that 62 per cent of the electorate felt Australia

should aid Malaysia in the event of her being attacked by Indonesia, while only 17 per

cent oppo.sed .such action.6l Support for his policies increased in the months leading up

to the federal election in late 1963. However, afær the Menzies govemment

successfully won the federal election, its policy toward Indonesia on the issue of

confrontation appeared to change. Aust¡alia's initial tough policy was progressively

replaced by a policy of graduated response.

The policy of graduated response was a strategic decision by which Australia

would be able to avoid direct military battle with Indonesia, but would be able to

negotiate at a diplomatic level. At the same time Australia would not necessarily be

less responsible in its defence commitment to Malaysia.u2 It was also a policy of

dualism whereby Australia, on the one hand, would not lose its good relationship with

lndonesia, while on the other hand, it would attempt to reverse Indonesia's policy of

uurrfiorrtation. As it was stated or 25 January 1964 by Sir Garficld Buwiclc, then

Australia's Minister for External Affairs:

Naturally international relations in such a case [confiontation]
can be difficult. But the policy we should follow is clear 

- 
it

should be a policy of friendship pursued with patience and

understanding, and without easy discouragement. At the sarne

time, wherever the vital interests of ourselves or our allies and

u' Cotnmonwealth Parliantenrary Debate, House of Rep, Vol. 40, 17 Octobcr 1963, p.1979:
u'For a wider elaboration see R, Catley, op. cít., pp.186-267.
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füends are concerned we should be fînn and unequivocal, not

merely in asscrting thcsc interests, but in the indications u'e give

of our intention to maintain them.63

At a diplornatic level, Australia demonstrated the policy

úQ
in two major ways. The first occurred during the negotiation of Ñianila Agreement in

4

1963 xwhen Barwick had a long discussion with his counterpart, the Indonesian
)

Minister fbr External AfÏairs, Socbandrio. Both men were involved in intensive

negotiations of policy altematives to end disagreements. The second was during the

visit of Paul Hasluck (who took over Barwick's portfolio in April 1964) to Jakarta in

June 1964. As with Barwick, Hasluck's visit was mainly aimed at further negotiating

+ttø-
the issue of confrontation. In other diplomatic b4øs, Menzies repeatedly expressed

his arguments for opposition to Indonesia's confrontation poticy. When he visited the

US, he argued strongly for explicit American support for Malaysia, trying to convince

them to increase pressure on Indonesia. Menzies repeated his efforts in the forum of

the Commonwealth rneeting in London.ú

On 2 September 1965, Hasluck reaffirmed Australia's policy of graduated

response. He argued that Australia's historical development, which was without a

violent revolution, made it difficult for that country to understand what Soekarno

wanted to achieve through confrontation. Hasluck believed that "a revolutionary

leader does find it both easier and perhaps more congenial to continue in the

revolutionary phase instead of facing the new and irnmense difficulties of

63 Sir Galfield Barwick, Current Notes on Internotíonal Affaírs, Vol. 35 no. 1, 1964, p.19
ua R. Catley, loc. cit.
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reconstruction." However, Hasluck argued that for the mutual benelit of Indonesia

and Australia, Indonesia should be integrated, well-govemed and engaged in relations

with neighbouring countries in the region.6s Despiæ a lirnited w¿r which occurred

when Australian troops fought Indonesians along the Saraw¿k border in North

Kalimantan,66 there was no major battle between the two countrics during the

confrontation period. This has sometimes led to a perception that the policy of

graduated response was successful, that it largely achieved its main objectives of

avoiding direct military confiontation with Indonesia while allowing some room for

diplomatic negotiations.

Such a perception, however, is open to question. Indonesia's confrontation

policy came to an end after the demise of the Soekarno government following the

abortive coup in September 7965.Indeed, Soekarno's confrontation policy never had

the full support o onesian army as had the West Irian case.67 Following the fall of

- Soekarno and with the support of the military, President Soeharto effectively took

over the government ater, the Soeharto government was not interested in pursuing a

confrontation polic The question of the success of the policy of graduated response

must be assessed in the light of the changes within the Indonesian government.

Thc policy is even more signifioant when its military aspect is analy.sed. Prior

to the 1963 federal election, the Menzies government purchased F-111 bombers,

which, according to rumours, were aimed at anticipating Soekarno'.s movement to the

6s Paul Hasluck, Current Noles on InternaÍional Affairs, Vol. 36 no. 9, 1965, p. 543.
66 David Horner, "The Australian Army and Indonesia's Confrontation with Malaysia,"

Australían Ou.tlook, Vol. 43 no. 1, April 1989, pp. 6l-76.
67 Hidayat Mulcnin, TNI Dalam Politik Luar Negeri, Studí Kaxts Penyelesaian Konfrontasi

Inionesia-Malaysia, Jakarta, Pustaka Sinar Harapan, l99l; and also Amry and Mary Belle

Vandenbosch, Australia Faccs Southeast Asia: The Emzrgence of Foreign Polic1,, Lexington,

University of Kentucky Press, 1967.
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communist side, and were intended to give Australia the capability to bomb Jakarta

should Soekarno continue with confrontation policy.68 The rumours seemed to be

confirmed when Australia's 1964 Cabinet pâpers were released in January 1995. They

revealed that in November 7964 the Australian Prime Minister, Robert Menzies, had

agreed to several military plans being formulated in response to Indonesian activities.

However, these plans, namely the Spillikin Plan, the Hemley Plan, the Shaltone Plan,

and the Aclclington Plan, <lid not involve just Australia; they included British and New

Tnaland govemment co-operation. The Spillikin Plan and the Hemley Plan were

proposed n 1963 while the Shaltone Plan and the Addington Plan were formulated in

1964, but all were in part a response to Soekarno's confrontation policy.6e The

Spillikin Plan was aimed at protecting the rich oil fields of Sabah and Sarawak.

According to the plan, if it should became necessary, 12 commonwealth battalions,

supported by two air craft carriers, would be deployed to protect the area, particularly

the sea lanes and air fields in Sabah and Sarawak. Similarly, in anticipation of an attack

by Indonesia over Singapore and the western part of Malaysia, the Hemley Plan

involved joint co-operation of the air forces and navies of Britain, Australia, and New

Tnaland, to repel Indonesia. The plan projected that in such an attack, Indonesia's

forces woultl be tleslruycd withiu scvcrt tlays.

ln 7964,Indonesia stepped up its "Crush Malaysia' campaign. On 17 August
qÇe'v,,r rren

of that year, thc Indoncsian navy landcd^on Pontian, North of Singapore, and on 2

u* Harvey Stockwin, "A Neighboudy Nod," Far Easlern Economic Review, March 5, 19J3,

p. 15; and Bruce Grant, The Crisis qf Loyalty, A Study of Australian Foreign Polícy, Australia,
Angus and Robertson, 1972, p,83.

ue "Britain planned to.bomb Indonesia, documents say," Jakarta Post, 3 January 1995; and

"Ausralia Pernah Berencana Membom Pangkalan AURI," Kompas,3 January 1995.
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September, two Indonesian Hercules aircrafi passed over Malaysia's territory and

dropped about 50 troops into Labis. Australia reacted quickly by moving one of its

two air attack squadrons to Darwin and putting its radar unit there on constant alert.

Together with Britain and New Zealand, Australia then quickly concluded the

Shaltone and the Adtlington Plans, the fonner aimed at attacking small islands

belonging to Indonesia in the Malacca Straits. The Addington Plan was a much larger

exercise and gave Australia a major role. Its strategy was to attack the Indonesian air

thc L) n.'s ^
force which comprised of 540 jets and bombers, many acquired from^Sovi{For these

purposes, Australia, Britain, and New Taaland would use 170 aircraft from the two

main bases, at Darwin in Australia and at Butterworth in Malaysia. The forces in

Darwin would target Indonesian bases in Morotai, Biak and Arnbon (eastern part of

Indonesia), while those in Butterworth would be directed to Pekanbaru and Medan

(western part of Indonesia).

As mentioned previously, the confrontation policy was abandoned by the

Soeharto govemment soon after it came to power and consequently none of the

military plans formulated by Australia were put into action. However, the release of

the Cabinet papers on the issue have made the nature of the policy of graduated

rcsponsc much clearer. u\s well as confinning the rLlÍIours arotlncl l\4enzies' plans for

the newly-purchased bornber jet aircraft, they also shed light on the hidden activities

around the policy of graduated response.

In summary, Australia's policy reaction to Indonesia's confrontation was

triggered by the combination of several factors including the inadequacy of Australi¿ur

defence forces and Australia's desire to avoid complications between'West Irian and
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East New Guinea. Australia's reactions was heightened by the uncertain policies

adopted by the US and the Britain.T0 On 11 August 7966, confrontation policy

formally ended following the conclusion of a peace treaty between Tun Abdul Razak

and Adam Malik representing Malaysia and Indonesia respectively. In the same

month, Australia's Minister for External Affairs, Paul Hasluck, visited Indonesia and

had a meeting with Malik, then Indonesian Minister of Foreign Affairs. Following that

meeting, Malik was quoted as saying thaf. the relationship had 'cleared-op'.tt

7o B. D. Beddie, op. cit.,p.133-4.
zr Amry and Mary Belle Vandenbosch, op. cit, p. 107; and Mochtar Lubis, "Report from

Indonesia," Current Affairs Bulletin, Vol. 41 no. 3, 1968, pp.35-47,
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CHAPTER TWO

THE POLITICS OF AID, 1966.86

Cementing New Foundations

When President Soeharto's New Order government came to power, it was

immediately supported by Australia. Australia was of the view that the new

government was strongly anti-communist and was inclined to work with the West in

restoring order to Indonesia's chaotic economy. Soeharto's strenuous efforts in

pursuing 'aid diplomacy'1 towards major Westem countries and Japan particularly

fed this view. Furthermore, Australia was convinced that the new government was

committed to a low-key, unassertive foreign policy, and that it preferred to give

priority to regional stability by pursuing 'good neighbourly' relations with countries

nearby.2 All these indications, nonetheless, were in line with the rnain objective of

Australia's policy of graduated response. Since that time, the objective of enhancing

the relationship has become the basis for Australia's approach to the politics of aid to

Indonesia.

t Usha Mahajani, "Indonesia's New Order and the Diplomacy of Aid," Australian Outlook,

Vol. 21 no. 2, 1967, pp. 273-34.

'J. A, C. Mackie, "Australian-Indonesian Relations," Currenl Affairs Bulletin, 1 October

1976. On 11 August 1966, a peace treaty with Malaysia was signed, ending the policy of
confronletion and opened the way to establish ASEAN (the Association of Southeast Asian Nations)

on 8 August 1967.



Australia clearly indicated its enthusiasm to help Indonesia address the

economic chaos left by the previous government. When Indonesia heid negotiations

with major westem creditors in Tokyo and Paris in 1966, Australia sent its own

observers, and later, n L961, when these creditors established the then IGGI (the

Inter Governmcntal Group on Indonesia), Australia joined the organisation.3 The

IGGI was an economic consortium which worked under the auspices of the World

Bank and which focussed its activities on the co-ordination, contribution and

management of financial support for Indonesian economic development.a It was

reported that in the early days of establishing IGGI, Ausúalian diplomats played a

significant part in its efforts. During the IGGI's regular meetings between 1967 and

7970, Australian and Dutch diplomats "lent the most sympathetic support to the

Indonesian delegation's request for sufficient economic aid." As a result, n 1966

Indonesia received its flrst emergency credit from the IGGI worth $170 million. The

credit continued to rise every year thereafter, n 1967 to $190 rnìlli6n, then increased

to $350 million in 1968, $500 million in 1969, and further up to $600 million n 1970.

As well as participating in the IGGI, Australia also provided direct bilateral aid. In

1966 Australia provided an initial emergency grant which was worth $0.5 million and

also macle a grft of rice which was worth $0,2 million, and committed itself to

increasing the grant each fiscal year. In t967168 this aid was worth $5.2 million, rising

to $12.7 million in 1968/69, and to $15.0 in 7969170. Table 2.1 summarises

Australia's general aid to Indonesia from 1966 to 1970. In April 1970 Australia

3 Andrew J. Maclntyre, "Ausf¡alia-Indonesia Relations: Towards a More Stable Footing," in

David Anderson, ed., Australia and Inìonesia, A Partnership in lhe Making, Sydney, Pacihc

Security Research Institute of Institute of Public Affairs, 1991,p.52.
o IGGI members included the US, the UK, Japan, Germany, France, the Netherlands,

Canada, Belgium, Denmark, New Zealand, Australi4 and ltaly'
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ànnounced an expansion of the aid program, with an aid-grant worth $53.8 million for

three fiscal years, lg7 017 1-1972ß.s

Table 2.1

Australian Aid to Indonesia 1966-1972 ($A'OOO¡

Sources: Adopted from David Petitt, "Australian Aid to Indonesia," in David Petitt ed., .9 elected Readings in Australian

ForeignPolicy, (Australia; Sonett 1970), p. 139.

The decision to increase aid, was part of Australia's effort to improve its

relationship with Indonesia. A good relationship was in Australia's interests because a

friendly Indonesia would be strategically important to contain any communist threat,

while a stable and healthier Indone.sian economy would increase Australia's future

export market. This view of Indonesia had bipartisan support. The Opposition,

Australian Labor Party (ALP) went even further. Its deputy leader, Gough Whitlam,

argued, after visiting Jakarta in 1966, that Indonesia deserved to receive more aid to

improving its infrastructure, especially since curbing an attempt coup by communists

in t965. Whitlam maintained that, if the communists succeeded in controlling

t H. V/. Arndt, "Australian Economic Aid to Indonesia," Ausîralian Outlook, YoL ?A no, 2'

1970, p.730-2.

17,818t5,51214,63011,5005,9701s,810Total Aid

9ttt,32'71,2008408206,640T.A. Aid

4,n54,r784,0003,540Food Aid

2,6832,2861,550t,2004009,1,70E. D. Aid

9,949'1,7217,8805,9204,750S. Aid

t97t-721970-7r1969-701968-691967-681966-1967
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Indonesia, Australia rnight be forced to increase spending to rnaintain its security

interests.6

The initiat aims of Australia's politics of aid appeared to be successful. Aid

enabled Indonesia to plan economic development with the confidence that finance

would be available. As a result, Indonesia was ablc to succcssfully stabilise its

economy and attract a substantial level of foreign investment. At the same time,

Australia's trade expoß to Indonesia started to increase (Table 2.2), marl<ng a

renewal of economic activities. Most importantly, however, aid and its trade benefits

established a base from which both countries formed a new relationship.

Table2.2

Australian Trade With Indonesia, 1967 -1972 ($A'000)

St¡urccs: Depautlrelt of Trarle atd Industry, Canberrq Novembe¡ 7972, itlcd in David Pctitt, d., Sclected Readings in Australian
Foreign Policy, Australia; Sonett Publishing, p. 142.

The new relationship was strengthened by the increasing trend of personal

contacts between top elites. 'When Prime Minister John Gorton visited Indonesia in

u Phitip J. Eldridge, Indonesia and Australia: The Politics of Aíd and Developments Since

1966, Monograph No. 18, Canberra, Development Studies Centre, the Australian National
University, 1979, p. lO.

+42,939+5,007-13,616-39,291-41,560Balance of Trade

14,37222,52348,88259,95655,430Imports of Indonesia

57,25039,07635,26620,66513,870Export to Indonesia

42,896n,530u,79111,7169,173NonAid Export

t4,35611,546'1.1,0758,9494,697Aid Finance Export

1971-721970-711969-701968-691967-68
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July 1968, he suggested that the two countries might improve their relationship by

embracing a non-aggression pact. Koen to maintain Indonesia's policy of non-

alignment, President Soeharto politely refused Gorton's proposal.T The two leaders,

however, did sign a cultural agreement which among other matters addressed the

ncccssity of awareness

of the need for widening the mutual understanding and

respect of the diverse peoples and nations of the Âsian and

Pacific regions, [r]ecognising that history and geographical

propinquity have presented Australia and Indonesia, as countries

of widely different cultural background, with unique

opportunities for leaming from each other, ... [both] should

have a deeper understanding of the character, history and

culture of the other, [both are] convinced that as close

neighbours each has a clear interest in promoting friendship and

goodwill and in fostering the welfa¡e and development of the

other.8

The agreement signalled a rising and shared perception by both countries of the need

to recognise cultural differences and the importance of efforts to readjust policies

which would take such differences into account. It is irnportant to note that this was

the first cultural agreement to be signed between Australia and any country in

Southeast Asia.

In February 1972, President Soeharto paid a return visit to Canberra. During

the visit he publicly announced the need for Australia and Indonesia to institutionalise

annual consultations, which would thus allow both sides to have a permanent

mechanism for discussing matters of common concern and for the exchange of views

t J. A. C. Mackie, "Indonesia and Australia," in H. G. Gelber, ed., Problems of Australian

Defence, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1970, p. 46.
8 Current Noîes on International Affairs, Vol. 39 no. 6, June 1968' pp. 269-10.
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on regional and bilateral matters.e Soeharto also recognised the signifìciulce of

Aust¡alia's economic aid to Indonesia. He acknowledged Australia's role in providing

aid in the form of grants through IGGI and through the energetic spirit of Australia's

businessmen investing in Indonesia. The promised benefits, he said, had given

Indonesia the greatest encouragement in improving cconomic development.lO In July

1972, the Australian Prime Minister, now 'William McMahon, visited Jakarta. The

bilateral visits led to the signing of an agreement defining the seabed boundary

between north-west Australia and Indonesian Timor on 9 October,tt a precursor to

Timor Gap Treaty of 1 As the governments' relationship became closer, it

was reflected in the development of defence collaboration. This began with informal

defence cooperation in 1969, in which Australia committed to providing training

opportunities for Indonesian officers in Australia's military training facilities. 1r.1971,

a formal inælligence sharing arrangement between the Indonesian inælligence body,

BAKIN, and its counterpart in Australia were established.l2

Enhancing the Relationship

On 2 December 1972. the Australian Labor Party (ALP) won government

and Gough Whitlam was sworn in as Prime Minister on 5 Decembe.r 1972. Whitl.am

brought a wide agenda for change in Australia, and foreign policy was no exception.

' John Ingleson, "South-East Asia," in W. J. Hudson, ed,, Australía ín World Affairs l97l'
75, Sydney, George Allen & Unwin, 1980, p. 285.

10 Current Notes on International Affairs, Vol. 43 no.2, 1972, p. 40.
tt Philip J. Eldridge, op. cit, p.287 . An in depth study of how this agreement evolved until

1985, see Andrew Mills, "Australian-Indonesian Relations; A Study of the Timor Sea Maritime
Delimitation," Honours Tbesis, Politics Department, the University of Adelaide, 1986.

12 Munster and Walsh, Secret of Stat¿, Aust¡alia, Angus and Robertson, 1982, pp. 57-9,

quoted in Andrew Ìllfllls, ibid, p.45.
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He oame to power with the intention of establishing a more independent Australia, of

making Australia a more distinctive and well-regarded middle power, which wa^s al.so

committed to tolerance, equality and racial justice.l3 Whittam was very forceful in

f'ormulating Australia's foreign policy, initially retaining the portfolio of Foreign

Affahs for himself until he passed it to Senator Willesee n 1974. Thus, the foreign

policies of the Labor government between 1972-1975 "were largely shaped,

introduced and pressed by Whittam himself."la

Whitlam was determined to build up Australia's relations with Indonesia. His

statement, when he was deputy leader of the opposition, that he wanted to see

Australia to have close relationship with Indonesia, was soon acted upon, and

Indonesia became an important foreign policy focus of the Whitlam government.l5

One outcome was that the politics of aid, begun by the previous Liberal-Country

Party (LCP) govemment, was not only continued but expanded.

In January 1973, amonth after Whitlam was sworn in as a new Prime Minister,

he announced plans to visit Indonesia, explaining that it was appropriate for him to

make his first overseas official visit to Indonesia, not only because of its proximity to

Australia, but also because of its size and influence in the region.16 During the five day

visit in February 7973, Whitlam said that he was ple,ase.cl hy the opportunity to renew

personal contacts with President Soeharto, as he attached great importance to the

t' Peter Wicks, "AusEalia's Relations With Southeast Asia," in Institute of South-East

Asian Studies, Southeast Asian Affairs 1976, Singapore, ISEAS, 1976,p.122,
t4 T. B. Milla¡, Australia in Peace andWar, External Relalions 1788-1977, Canberra, the

Australian National University Press, 1978, p. 408.
t' Other comminnents were Australia's national security, the security and unity of a friendly

Papua New Guinea, peace and prosperity of the immediate region, develop and maintain Australia's

repuøtion as a non-racialist country; see Whitlam's address to the Indonesian Parliamenf, Australian

Foreign Affairs Record, Vol.44 no. 1,"1,973, pp. 97-100; and also Gough V/hitlam, "Australia¡-

Indonesian Relations in 1973," Australian Foreign Affairs Record, Vol. 44 no.3, 1973, pp. 152-58.
L6 AusÍralian Foreign Affairs and Record, Vol. 44 no. 1, January 1973, p.40.
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relationship. Soeharto emphasised to Whitlam the irnportance of Australia's economic

aid in lndonesian national development.r? The outcome of the talk was that the

consultation at the elite level was not only continued but also enhanced. Most

importantly, this visit facilitated the conclusion of other agreements. The boundary

problern between Papua New Guinea -at the time Australia's colony- ancl V/e,st

Irian was settled by the signing of an agreement between Australia and Indonesia on

12 February 1973.In November, administrative arrangements over the border were

also agreed and signed by the two governments.ls 'Whitlam's stated intention to

strengthened Australia's relationship with Indonesia was thus quickly and successfully

acted upon.

Economically, the relationship also enhanced. In July 1973, Australia agreed to

provide civilian aid worth $469 million to Indonesia.re Australia also maintained the

Devisa Kredit aid scheme until it was abolished in 1974 following serious allegations

that the scheme was inappropriately used by Indonesian officials and Australian

companies operating in Indonesia.20 In October 1973, an Investnent Guarantee

Agreement and Joint Arrangements for Mineral Marketing and Pricing were signed

between Indonesia and Australia, the former committing a guarantee that it "would not

nationalise or expropriâte companies, freeze company funds or block transfer of profits

and funds" of the latter out of Indonesia. The agreement also created ways to settle

problems arising in relation to matters in the agreement; "if any such action should

occur the Export Payments Insurance Corporation (EPIC) was to cover the loss and

" Ibid,p.94-5.
t* John Ingleson, op. cit, p.287.
re Australian Foreign Affairs Record, Vol. 44 no. 7, July 1973,p.457.
2o Jim Hyde, Australia: The Asia Connection, Malmsbury, Victoria, Kibble Books, 1978, p.

\

112.
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via the OECD's International Convention on Invesfinent Disputes resort to arbitration

to recover losses from the Australian government."2l

Another development during this period was the increase in Australia's military

aid to Indonesia. A bilateral defence cooperation, signed by Indonesia and the

Australia's LCP government n L969, was renewed ancl was formalised under the

Whittam government. Under the new agreement Australia agreed to provide military

aid worth around $20 million for a three year period.zz In 197213 fiscal year,

Australia's military aid to Indonesia was worth 83,763,336; it rose to $5,107,912 n

197314, and up to $5,565,405 n 197415. At the same time, the number of Indonesian

military officers coming to Australia for training during that period increased. In 1971

there were 91 personnel, rose to 240 n 1972, down to 164 n 1973,141 in 1974, ar,.d

decreased to 126 personnel in 1975.23 Wiùin the sarne period, Indonesia purchased

Australian military hardware. In February 1973, 16 former RqJ{F Sabre jet aircraft

were delivered to Indonesia as part of the main element of defence agreemenLza In the

following year Indonesia received one former RAN Attack Class patrol boat, two

former RAJNì Dakota aircraft, three link instrument flyrng trainers, three electronic

target rafiges, and adding field equipment for Indonesia's contingent to UN

peacekeeping forcc to the Middle East. This was followed by another former RAN

Attack Class patrol boat, three electronic target ranges, and 26t field radio

transceivers n 1974, and a year later four Nomad aircraft, six small patrol boats, and

" Ibid, pp. 108-9.
22 Senate Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence, Australia's Defence

CooperationWith its Neighbours in the Asian-Pacific region, Canberra, AGPS, 1984,p.42.
23 Laurel Black, "Australian Policy Towards East Timor," Honour Thesis, Politics

Depatrnent, the University of Adelaide, 1977, p.30.
2a Australian Government Digest, Vol. 1 no. 1, December 1972-March 19'13, p. 129; and

Vol. 1 no. 2, April-June 1973,p,549.
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dental equiprnent were delivered to Indonesi¿.2t Personnel were also supplied by

Australia to train Indonesian troops and to maintain equipment.

This close relationship, however, did not progress without criticism. Some

critics questioned the effectiveness of Australia's economic aid, claiming that it was

more about diplomacy, and less meaningf'ul in terms of accelerating general

development. They particularly questioned whether this aid could produce a sustained

and effective improvement in the living standards of the people in Indonesia. They

pointed to the lack of consideration of various social variables in Australia's policy of

aid, and maintained that aid to Indonesia was aimed to political and diplomatic ends

rather than genuine development.26 Critics also questioned Whitlam's close

relationship with Soeharto. Many, including sections of the press, accused Whitlam of

supporting a corrupt military government and "tuming a blind eye to administ¡ative

corruption and refusing to protest clearly against the continued detention without trial

of between 50,000 and 100,000 political prisoners."" Critics strongly urged Whitlam

to immediately stop military aid and to limit economic aid to Indonesia. There were

also critics demanding that Australia should restrict Indonesia's chance to become a

member of the Southwest Pacific Association, or at least make Australia's support of

Inclonesia's membership of the. Southwest Pacific Association a condition for

25 Laurel Black, loc. cit; ãnd Australian Government Digest, Vol. 1 no. 3, July-September

1973,pp.163 and972.

'u See for example Philip Eldridge, "Australian Aid to Indonesia: Diplomacy or

Development?" Australian Outlook, Vol. 25 no. 2, 1977, pp. 141-58; and Philip J. Eldridge'

"Australia's Relations With Indonesia; An Alternative Approach," Australian Outlook, Vol. 29 no.

l, 1975, pp.34-52. For the opposite view, see J.A.C Mackie, "Australia's Relations With Indonesia,

part I," in Australian Outlook, Vol. 28 no. l, 1974, pp. 3-14; and part II in Australian Oullook, \ ol.

28 no. 2, 197 4, pp, 168-78.
27 Laurel Black, op. cit, p.34.
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Indonesian support for Australia's membership into the Association of South East

Asian Nations (ASEAN).28

In defending his policy, Whitlarn argued strongly that Indonesia was not only

important, but that it would continue to be a model for Australia's future policy

towards other countries in the region, particularly as thosc countries faced o common

problem of economic development.2e Whitlam stood firm on his close relationship with

Soeharto and it became particularly controversial when the issue of East Timor arose.

Indonesia took over Bast Timor, a former Portuguese colony, in December 1975, a

few weeks after Whittam's dismissal on 1l November 7975, and only a few days

before the Australian federal election on 11 December 1975.

Many critics have accused Whitlam of not only failing to prevent Indonesia

utitising military force, but of giving a green light to Indonesia to act militarily. In fact,

Whitlam had two personal discussions on the matter with President Soeharto: frst in

Yogjakarta, Indonesia in September 1974, and later in Townsville, Australia in April

1975. During the Yogìakarta discussions, Whitlam reversed the initial policy of

supporting self determination for East Timor as advised by the Department of Foreign

Affairs. He was reported to have told President Soeharto that "an independent East

Timor would be unviable, ancl a potential threat to stability in South-e,Rst Asia,"

therefore "[i]ntegration with Indonesia was ... desirable but the Timorese should

ultimately decicle the.ir own fufltre."30 Referring to information leaked in 1976, one

scholar notes that Whitlam in October 1975, "refused to make a public disclosure and

tt Philip Eldridge, Indonesia ani Australia: The Politics of Aid and Developments Since

1966, p. 51.

" E. G. Whitlam, Australian Foreign Affairs Record,YoL44no.5,1973,pp.339-40.

'o Alan Renouf, The Frightened Country, Melbourne, MacMillan, 1979,p.443'
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to express [his] regret over infbnnation that Indonesia was rnilitarily involved ir

Portuguese Tiûror," and "[s]trong internal evidence tends to corroborate speculations

that during the civil strife on Tirnor, Whitlarn privately communicated to the

Indonesians that he would not take umbrage if Indonesia intervened [and] ... he asked

the Indonesians not to embarrass his government by intcrvening in force before an

anticipated Australian election. "3 
1

Initially, the East Timor affair aroused a variety of emotional responses within

Australia. The Labor government was divided.32 At the top, Whitlam and his Foreign

Affairs Minister, Senator'Willesee, had different views. Whilst V/hitlam favoured East

Timor to be associated with Indonesia, Willesee preferred self determination. The

ALP's right wing mildly support Whitlam, but the left wing totally refused to do so

and put its weight behind the self determination option. Paralleling this, the Defence

Departrnent had its own sceptical view on how to encourage Indonesia to reverse its

policy but it made no formal submission on the matter.33 The Opposition, the Liberal

and Country Party Coalition, though angrily condemning Indonesian military action,

provided no firm policies on how to handle the situation. Indeed it signalled an

ambiguous policy. The Opposition reiterated that Australia's relationship with

Indonosia was its highest priority,3a but its spokesman on foreign affairs, AnrJre,w

Peacock, with the full support of Ian Sinclair, Deputy Leader of the National Party,

statecl that his sicle preferred to .see Portugal remain in control of East Timor, and that

tt Henry S. Albinski, Australian External Policy Under Labor, Content, Process øn'd the

National Debate, St. Lucia, Queensland, University of Queensland Press, 1977, p. ll0.
32 Alan Renouf, op. cit, pp. 399-4511and Laurel Black, op. ciî, particularly pp. 78-98.
t' Henry S, Albinski, op cit, p.708.
tn Commanwealth Parliam.entary Debates, House of Representatives, February 25,1975.
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it would be up to the Timorese to determine their own l'uture. In several occasions

Peacock met Fretilin leader, Jose Ramos Horta.35

As a matter of fact, the dismissat of the Whitlarn government in Noverrber

1975 was Australia's most serious political issue which consumed most political

attention at that time. Other issues were sidelined and East Timor was no exception. In

the federal election on 1l December 1975, the Liberal Party and the National-Country

Party were victorious and they formed a new Coalition government. Although the East

Timor issue was sidelined for a while afær Whitlam's dismissal, it nevertheless then

became the most central issue colouring the relationship.

East Timor and the Mediats Role

The Indonesian govemment was aware of the new Australian government's

view on East Timor but hoped it would adopt a similar view to its predecessor. This

optimism was based on the Coalition's view, shared with Indonesia and expressed

when the Coalition was in opposition, that Fretilin, the Left wing East Timorese

movement for self-determination, was communist-inspired. However, the situation

quickly changed when the new Australian government signalled a different policy

perceived by Indoncsia as ambiguous especially in the light of their previons

position.36 At the UN, Australia supported resolutions of the Fourth Committee on

Deoolonisation which stated that the warring parties in East Timor neeclecl to negotiate

and a UN mission was necessary to investigate the situation. Most importantly the

" James Dtnn, Timor, A People Betrayed, Milton, Queensland, Jacaranda Press, 1983, pp,

t44-47.
'6 Michael E. Salla, "Australian Foreign Policy and East Timor," Australian Journal of

I nt e rnational Affair s, Vol. 49 no. 2, 799 5, pp. ZI3 -4.
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resolutiolt supported self'-detennination for East Timor.37 By that time Australia's

public demand for the Australian government to support East Timor independence

Six
increased. The Australian media, for reasons of the death ot'F fellow journalist

during Indonesian operation in East Timor, was heavily involved in keeping the East

Tiuror issue Ïve. Fol Indonesia, neveftheless, all these indicated that Australia had an

opposite view on the East Timor issue.

Indonesia reacted angrily to the development of Australia's position. The

Indonesian Foreign Minisær, Adam Malik, accused Australia of trying to help Fretilin

by sending small arms to East Timor, and to reinforce the message, the government-

backed National Youth Committee protested and demonstrated outside the Australian

Embassy in Jakarta. The anger mounted afær it became apparent that in 1976,

Australia had once again voted against Indonesia in the UN on the issue of East

Timor. At about the same time, Malcolm Fraser, Australian Prime Minister,

introduced an import protection policy aimed at middle level manufactured products

such as textile, clothing and footwear. Indonesia, and other ASEAN countries, which

had enjoyed exporting such products, were extremely irritated at the decision. They

felt that Australia was refusing to provide a market outlet for the very industries which

Âustralia once helped develop through providing economic aid.38 Fraser's protection

policy, nevertheless, added to Indonesia's anger to Australia's policy over East Timor.

Fraser realised that the situation could je.oparclise the whole relationship, and

this had to be avoided. Eventually he was of the view that to maintain the relationship

with Indonesia, his government needed to give some kind of concession in policy, and

'7 Nancy Viviani, "Australians and the Timor Issue: II," Auslralian Outlook, Vol. 32 no. 3,

1978,p.?47.
38 lbid.
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in this rnatter rnaintaining economic aid was a strategic option. When Andrew

Peacock, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, visited Jakarta in April 1976, Australia

approved a three-year program of economic assistance which was worth $86 million,

an increase of $17 million of the previous three-year package. During the same visit

agreement was reached on a three-year defenoe cooperation prograln under which

Australia provided $25 million.'e In defending the decision to maintain economic aid,

Peacock stated that it was part of Australia's moral and social responsibility, and it

indicated Australia's contribution to peace and stable international relations.aO

Australia's decision to maintain economic aid led to raising hopes within the

Indonesian elites that this might be followed by Australia changing its view on the East

Timor issue, and this was Jakarta's main expectation when Prime Minister Malcolm

Fraser made a trip to Jakarta in June 1976. According to Alan Renouf, a former

Secretary of the Australian Deparftnent of Foreign Affairs (1974-77), before leaving

for Jakarta, "Fraser was briefed to accept the de facto incorporation of East Tirnor

into Indonesia," but he refused to take such action fearing that this could cause

domestic problems for his govemment.al Indonesiafelt deceived and elite figures such

as Ali Murtopo expressed their view that the Fraser government was more hostile to

Indonesia than the prcvious Whittam administration. The outcome was that "the visit

merely deepened the legacy of bitterness" between Jakarta and Canberra.o' However,

3e Australian Development Assistance Agency, Report 1976-77, Parliamentary paper No.

104,1919,p.22.
a0 Andrew Peacock, Second reading Speech on Australian Development Assistance Agency,

St at emz nt s, March-September 197 7, p. 2.
ar Alan Renouf, op. cit, p,767.
n2 Alan Renouf, "Australian Diplomacy 1976-1980," in P. J. Boyce and J. R. Angel, eds.,

Independence and Attiance, Australia In Worlà Affairs 1976-80, Sydney, George Allen and Unwin,

1983,p.329,
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the Fraser govemment was not discouraged but decided to continue giving more

concessions in policies toward Indonesia. This was particularly the case of Australia's

evolving treatment of the issue of East Tirnor which slowly favoured Indonesia. In

early 7977, Australia agreed to close the pro-Fretilin radio transmitter in Darwin, and

agreed to provide relief aid to East Timorese through the Indonesian government

rather than through the Intemationat Red Cross.a' In the UN, Australia voted to

abstain on the issue of East Timor. All these policies, most importantly, led Australia

to give de facto recognition of East Timor's integration into Indonesia in 1978, and

Indonesiahappily received the decision Y
Undoubtedly, by giving recognition Fraser was 'successful' in mainøining the

stability of the relationship between Australia and Indonesia. However, his

policy Indonesia was widely criticised in Australia. The left wing

of the ALP and the Australian Council for Trade Unions (ACTU) condemned it and

strongly demanded that Australia stop providing military assistance to Indonesia, since

it might be used in a military operation in East Timor. In short, Fraser's concessional

policy towards Indonesia did not stop public criticism over the issue of East Timor.

Indeed, criticisms over Indonesia's position on the East Timor issue, with considerable

suppot't from the Auslr¿rlian rnudia, increascd.

This unfortunately annoyed Jakarta which believed the involvement of the

Australian media vcry much discredited Indonesia. In responding to this, the

Indonesian govemment refus'ed to renew a visa for Warwick Beutler, Radio

Australia's Jakarta correspondent, an incident which led to the closure of the

ot 
J. R. Angel, "Australia and South-East Asia," in ibid, p.239
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Australian Broadcasting Cornmission office in Jakarta in the middle of the same year.

In 1981, a similar incident occurred with the Age-Herald's only correspondent in

Jakarta, Peter Rogers. The relationship clearly worsened as it was summarised by two

observers, that "the combination of the official Australian position, ... and the non-

governmental criticism of Indonesian throughout the period from 1975 to 1980,

caused Australia to emerge as Indonesia's most vocal critiC' which deteriorated the

relationship more sharply.4 Nonetheless, when the relationship was deeply embroiled

in the East Timor issue between 1976 and l982,Feõñõmic-fdl played a significant role

in helping the Australian govemment to retain diplomatic and political influence in

Indonesia.a5

When the Bob Hawkeled Labor government was elected to office in 1983,

Indonesia watched carefully. This was because Hawke was a former ACTU President

who had once criticised Fraser's policy of recognising Indonesia's incorporation of

East Timor and had demanded a stop to military assistance to Indonesia. Hawke was

not the only critic. Bill Hayden, Hawke's first Minister for Foreign Affairs and fonner

Labor Leader, had taken a similar position, when, in 1978, while Opposition leader, he

stated that, "Indonesia's occupation of East Timor is unjustifiable, illegal, immoral and

inexcusable and reoogniLiut ilconceivablc."a6 Indonesian suspicion was heightencd by

the fact that since its 35th National Conference n 1982, the ALP already had adopted

East Timorese self detcrmination as part of its plaform; stating clearly that it reiected

the Australian government's recognition of the Indonesian annexation of East Titnor,

44 P. J. Boyce and J. R. Angel eds., op. cil., pp. 40-1.
as stephen Harris, "Aid to lndonesia," World Review, Yol. 22 no. 1, 1983, p. 41.
46 

Quoted in Geoffrey Gunn, A Critical View of Wesîern Journalism and Scholarship on

East T im.or, Manila Joumal of Contemporary Asia Publishers, 1994, p. 143'
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endorsed by the Fraser government.aT Indonesia also wondered whether the new

government would seek to challenge and perhaps reverse the recognition policy

endorsed by the former Fraser government five years before. There was an anxiety

within the Indonesian government that the incoming Labor government would

intensify bilateral irritations, as it would give the Left wing of the ALP Ílore

opportunities to confront Indonesia directly regarding East Timor.

Hawke understoocl the reasons behind the tension which existed between

Australia and Indonesia. He confirmed this when he answered a question in

Parliament, saying that his government believed that there was apprehension on the

Indonesian side about the Labor govemment's intention regarding the relationship,

particularly in the early days of his government.4s The Hawke government set out to

improve mutual understanding and in April 1983 sent Australian Foreign Minister, Bill

Hayden, to Indonesia. A series of consultations and discussions were held with

Indonesian officials, including with President Soeharto, in which East Timor figured

very prominent. In Hayden's last statement during the visit, he indicated that his

government realised that Indonesia has incorporated East Timor, but he also expressed

Australians' deep concern that "an internationally supervised act of self-determination

has not taken place in E¿ut Timor."4e Ilr Junc 1983 Hawke himself visited Indoncsia

and held a series of discussions with President Soeharto. Despite some differences,

these visits conveyed a similar mcssagc - that the Hawke govornment's position on

o' The ALP's 35th National Conference, Canberra, 1982, p. 81.
ot Commanwealth Parlíamtntary Debates, House of Rep., Vol. 148 1986, p.3242.
ae Backgrounde¿ No. 377, 13 April 1983, p. vr.
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Indonesia was sirnilar to his predecessors in that it valued the irnportance of the

relationship.5o

These visits, apparently, marked the beginning of a progressively shifting

position which the Labor overnment took on the issue of East Timor. It began at the

when, under Hawke and Hayden's

influence, the resolution on the East Timor was considerably changed. Although the

ALP was still very concerned with the issue, the words, "rejects the Australian

government's recognition of the Indonesian annexation of East Timor," endorsed in

the 1982 conference, were omitæd. The resolution retained its condemnation of

Indonesian annexation but failed to explicitly reject the recognition policy endorsed by

the previous government.sr Certainly, the Left wing of ALP was disappointed and

reminded Hawke that it was the ALP's policy to advocate the independence of East

Timor and to reject Indonesian claims over the Timorese. However, Hawke argued

against his critics by "asserting the right of the government to exercise its own

judgement and to accommodate Indonesia's position."s2 This position was put again in

a radio interview on 25 July 1985, when Hawke fìnally stated explicitly that "we

[Australia] recognise the sovereign authority of Indonesia over East Timor."53 A year

later, this stätement was supportcd antl oulfimrcd by the ALP in its 37th National

Conference in Hobart.sa

s0 Ronald Nangoi, "Hawke's Visit to Indonesia," Indonesian Quarterly, Vol. 11 no, 3, July

1983, pp. 3-5.
st Australian Labor Party Ptatþrm, Constitution ønd Rules, as Approved by the 36th

National Conference, Canberra, 1984, pp. 101-2.
tt Graham Maddox, The Hawke Government and Inbor Tradilion, Ringwood, Victoria,

Penguin, 1989, p. 81.
s3 Backgrounder, No. 493,28 August 1985, p. iii.
to Fo, full resolution statements se,e Australian Labor Party Platþrrn, Conslittttion and

Rules, as Approved.bythe 36thNational Conference, Hobart, 1986, pp. 143-44.
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Retaining the recognition policy however, did not lne¿ìn the end of irritation on

the issue. Some sections of the Aust¡alian media continued with the style of bluntly

reporting domestic issues, particularly human rights abuses and corruption occurring

in Indonesia. The deaths "tlh" fellow journalists in Balibo, East Timo r, tn 19J5,

allegedly murdered by Indonesian soldiers, helped fuel opposition to the Australian

government's policy. The reporting style of Australian media on Indonesian issues,

nonethele.s.s, considerably irritated the Indonesian government. The issue blew up in

1986, following the publication of an article by David Jenkins on the front page of the

Sydney Morning Herald, which touched on the business and financial interests of

President Soeharto's family. Jenkins described the extensive business interests of

members and associates of the "First Family." He made an analogy benveen the

Indonesian First Family's fortune with that of the recently deposed President Marcos'

family in the Philippines, and went on to narrate how the corrupt Marcos regime was

eventually toppled by "peoples' power."tt

The Indonesian government reacted angrily to the article, arguing it was

untrue and calling it a deliberate insult.56 The repercussions were widespread. In

Jakarta, the Indonesian Foreign Minister summoned the Austalian Ambassador and

in Canbcra, the Lrdonesian Ambassador notified thc Australian Minister for Foreign

Affairs of Indonesia's serious concern over the publication of the article. On 72 April,

the Indonesian Minister for Research and Technology, B. J. Habibie, cancelled his

official visit to Australia. He was reported to have been shocked and embarrassed by

s5 David Jenkins, "After Marcos now the Suharto millions," The Sydney Moming Herald,

10 April 1986, p. 1; and also David Jenkins, "The Quiet, Bald Moneymaker of Jakarta's Elíte," The

Sydney Morning Herald,l0 April 1986, p. 7.
tu Patrick Walters, "Article not true, says Indonesi4" The Sydney Morning Herald, 14 April

1986, p. 1.
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the publication of Jenkins' article, and as a protest to the Australian government, he

cancelled his scheduled official trips? The cancellation put an end to plans for a joint

Indonesian-Australian Aerospace Corporation, a result that was deeply regretted by

the Australian government.s8 Two days later, another hard-hitting decision rwas taken

by the Indonesian government. It refused to grant entry visas to any Australian

journalist, or to extend working visas for the journaüsts of the Australian Associated

Press who were posting in Indonesia at the time.5e In<lone.sìa even banned nine

Australian journalists who were to cover the summit meeting between then US

President Ronald Reagan and President Soeharto in Bali.60 The rift extended to

journalists organisations. On 17 April, the Indonesian Journalists Associalon (PWI;

PersatuanWartawanlndonesia) expressed its great displeasure to it's counterpart in

Australia, the Australian Journalists Ass ociation.

(- The row worsened. Indonesia decided to postpone, indefinitely, negotiations

with Australia on the seabed boundary in the Timor Gap, negotiations which had been

on-going stnce 1972.6t The Australian government retaliated on 21 April 1986 by

unilaterally withdrawing landing rights for Indonesian traditional fisherman on islands

5? Michael Byrnes, "Indonesian Minister cancels trip after newspaper atticle," Australian

Financial Revietv, 14 April 1986, pp. 1, 4; and Michael Byrnes, "Dr, Hahibie shocked,

embarr"¿ssed," Australian Financial Review,15 Aprit 1986, p,2.
tt The Commonwealth Parliamentary Debates, House of Rep., Vol. 148, 1986, pp. 2179-80;

and also "Hayden 'regrets' cancelled visit by Indonesian," The Australian, 14 Aprit 1986, p. 1.
t' Pa6ick Walters, "Journalists face Indonesian ban," The Sydney Morning Herald, 15 April

1986, pp. 1, 14; M¿rk Baker, "Iutlous Ban media over graft clâim," The Age, 15 April 1986, p. 1;

and Ross Peake, "Indonesia orders more media bans after insult," The Au,stralian, 15 Apnl 1986, p'

1,2.
60 The nine joumalists were John Lombard, Ian R. Mackintosh, Phua Tin Tua (the three

from ABC radio), Cameron L. Forbs (The Age), Bruce L. Dover (The Heratd), WMicnaet A.

Richardson (International Herald Tribune), Michael R. Byrnes (Australian Financial Review), Leigh
Mackay and Dallmeyer (both from AAP), see Michael Byrnes, Australia and the Asia Gønte, St.

læonards, New South Vy'ales, Allen & Unwin, 1994, p. 258-9; and "Indonesia Bans Aust¡alian

Reporters from Bali Talks," Canberra Times, 15 April 1986, p. 8.
6r Michael Byrnes, "Jakar[a freezes border tålks," Australian Financial Review, 17 April

1986,p.'1.,4.
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in the Ashrnore Reef in the Timor Sea.ut The day after, Indonesia abruptly cancelling

visa-free entry for Australian tourists and irnposed controls at every lndonesian

intemational airport. As a result, around 180 Australian tourists were stranded at

Ngurah Rai airport, Bali. Many of them were shocked and expressed anger at the

decision, particularly as they were forced to relinquish their planned holidays and

return to Australia.ut At Polonia airport in Medan, Sumatra, four Australian tourists

were forced to fly back to Kuala Lumpnr in Malaysia chre to their visa cancellation.

On the same day, John Martin, an Australian pilot flying a new Australian aircraft

from Colombo, Sri Lanka, and who was in transit at Polonia airport faced intense

interrogation before he was allowed a night's stop over.6o

The Australian Ambassador lodged an official objection about the visa

cancellations with the Indonesian Foreign Affairs Department, arguing that Indonesia

had punished innocent tourists. In Canberra, the Australian Minister for Foreign

Affairs summoned the Indonesian Ambassador to explain the latest decision.65 After

intensive negotiations, lndonesia reversed the tourist visa cancellation on 24 April,

only a day af-ær its imposition. 'I'he speed of the reversal was due in large part to the

Indonesian Minister for Foreign Affairs, then Mochtar Kusumaaûnadja, who played a

6' John Hurst, "A Clash of Culture; Indonesia and the Australian Media," The Australian

Quarterly, Spring and Summer 1987, p.349.
u' John Lyons, "Jaka¡ta Expels 192 Australian tourists on Bali," The Australian,23 Apnl

1986, p. 1; Anna Grutzner, "Visa Curb on Bali Visitors," Cqnberra Tim¿s, 23 Apnl 1986, p. 1;

Michael Bymes, "Tourists: Jakarta s Latest Target," Australian Financial Review, 23 Ãpnl 1986, p.

1, 4; Anthony Nagy, "Tourists Stranded in Bali," The Age, 23 Apnl1986, p. 1; and "Indonesia
Visa Clamp: Australian Tourists Stranded," The Sydney Morning Herald,23 Apnl1986, p. 1.

to Tempo,3 May 1986, "Siapa Dilarang Masuk?"
u' Anthony Nagy, 'E'nvoy Puts on Bold Front in Visa Shuffle," The Age, 24 Apnl ß86,
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moderate but calculated diplornatic role. He argued that the visa cancellation,

particularly fbr tourists, would not help to the overall relationship.66

The reversing of the visa cancellation, however, did not end the row. A

number of Indonesian ministers became involved in criticising not only the publication

of Jenkins' arlicle but in a more general critique of the Australian government's

relationship with its media. The Indonesian Minister for Information, Harmoko,

described thaf Je¡kins' moclel of journali.sm, very emotively, as "alcohol journalism"

and far from truthful.67 The Head of the Indonesian Armed Forces, then General

Benni Moerdani, described Jenkins' article as evidence of a smear campaign, an insult

against the Head of State, and an attempt to interfere in Indonesian inærnal affairs.6*

In addition, Moerdani was also reported to have said that Australia's defence aid was

not very significant (he described it as "chicken feed"), and that he would reject the

prospect of future defence co-operation.ue The coverage of the arguments between

Australia and Indonesia widened in Australia's media. In several major newspapers,

The Sydney Moming Herald, The Age, Australian Financial Review, The Australian,

and Canberra Times, stories about the row almost always featured on the front page.

u6 Michael Byrnes, Greg Earl, and Tony Grant-Taylor, "Indonesia backs down as moderates

prevail," Australian Financial Review,24 ApnI1986, p. 1, 4; Patrick Walters, "Indonesia visa back-

off," Th¿ Sydney Moming Herald, ?A ApnL 1986, p. 1, 4; Anna Grutzner, "Turnabout on visa

decision," Canberra Tirnes, V|. Aptrl1986, p. 1; Anthony Nagy and Damien Murphy, "Jakarta backs

down on visas," The Age,'24 Apnl1986, p. 1, 6; nnd John Lyons, "Jakatta Power Play Behind 24-

HourVisa Ban," The Austrølian,24 Apnl 1986, p. l-2.For Mochtar's comment seeTempo,3 May
1986.

ut "Menpen Harmoko: Tulisan Jenkins-Jurnalisme Alkohol," Merdeka,22 Apnl t986.
ut Yang Razali Kassim, "Row Over Sydney Morning Herald Articles-Murdani Blass

Aussie paper," The Strait Tim¿s, 22 ApnL 1986; and see also "Soal Berita Koran Australia itu,"
Tempo, April1986.

6n Richard Robison, "Explaining Indonesia's Response to the Jenkins Article: Implications
for Aust¡alia-Indonesia Relations," Australian Outlook, Vol.40 no. 3, 1986, p.32; Leigh Mackay,

"Indons threaten to reject Aid," The Age, 22 April 1986, p. 1, 8; and Michael Byrnes, "Jakarta

dumps Australia's military deals," Australian Financial Review,22 April 1986, p. 1, 4.
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On many occasions, articles strongly critical of the Indonesian govemment's position

appeared. Often, the authors of the articles put forward a very cynical view of the

official position the Australian govemment had taken over the row and statements

made by the Prime Minister Hawke, for example, were often sensationalised by using

derogatory expressions.To

The uproar went even further when a series of articles, identifying and

de.scribing several rather negative aspeats of Australia, were published in Harian

(Jmum Angkøtan Bersenjata, a newspaper of the Indonesian Armed Forces. Aticles

stressing Australia's feeling of isolation, racism in Australia especially in relation to

the White Australia Policy, its attitude toward its Aboriginal people, Australia's

arrogant habit of interference, and its culture of gossip, and the possibility of an

Australian threat from the South were all featured.Tl Given that the articles were

published in the newspaper belonging to the armed forces, while other respected

Indonesian newspapers, such as Kompas and the then Sinar Harapan, did not print

stories of this sort, it seems certain that these articles were designed deliberately as a

pay-back. They were published to counter Australia's media reports and to

demonstrate, possibly, to the Austalian public how Indonesians felt about the

7o See for examples, Blanche D'Alpuget, "To only see through their eyes," The Sydney

Morning Herad,28 Aprit 1986, p. 1; Peter Hastings, "Who feels culturally sensitive?" The Sydney

Morning Herald,28 April 1986, p. lZi Peter Bowers, *We can do very woll without you Indonesi4"
The Sydney Morning Herø\.d,3 May 1986, p.27; Jim Dunn, "Talking stright about Indonesi4"

Canberra Tim.es, 22 Apnl 1986, p. 6; John Short" "Hawke signals Suharto that the gloves ate off,"
The Australian,25 April 1986, p.2; Gregory Hywood, "PM warns Indonesia: no more grovelling,"

AustrøIian Financial Reyiew, 5 May 1986, p. 1, 4; and Michelle Glattan, "Hawke says his

government will not have a grovelling relationship with Indonesia," The Age, 5 May 1986, p. 1.
tt See "Aust¡alia di Simpang Jalan," editorial, Angkatan Bersenjata, 14 April 1986;

Walryono S. K., "Australia dan Persepsi Ancaman Dari Utana," Angkatan Bersenjata, 2l and 22

April 1986; Nur H. D., "Budaya Gosip: Tanggapan Atas Ajakan Menteri Imigrasi Australia,"
Angkatan Bersenjata, 29 May 1986; and Arman Latif, "Ancaman dari Selatan," Angkatan

Bersenjata, 2 June 1986.
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Australian media's reports on Indonesia. Nonetheless, the articles showed the degree

to which the Indonesian government, or at least the armed forces, regarded Jenkins'

article as an insult to the Head of State.

As well as the Indonesian elite's argument, that Jenkins' article was an insult

to the Head of State, its tirning also contributed to the mounting anger of the

Indonesian government. Firstly, it was published when Indonesia was still suspicious

of Australia's new military plans, following the release of Dibb Report in the early

e&
1986. tndonesia was concen[because the report stated, among other things, that

because of its proximity to Australia, Indonesia "is the area from or through which a

military threat to Australia could most easily be posed."?t Indeed, some of the elite in

Jakarta tended to see suggestions by the Dibb Report as indicative of Australia's

unfriendly attitude.T3 This had raised sufficient concern in the Australian government

for Kim Beaz)ey, the Defence Minister, to visit Indonesia in early March 1986, a

month before the Jenkins affair. The visit, during which Beazley spent six days

holding talks with lndonesian officials, was believed to be an effort to convince

Indonesia not to worry if Australia developed a nerw military strategy as suggested by

the Dibb Report. In particular,Beazley expressed Australia's official view, that it did

nul. rcgard hrdoresia as a sccurity threat, but recognised that a strong Indoncsia

would be helpful to Australia's defence interests.Ta

72 Paul Dibb, Review of Australía's Defence Capabilities, Report to the Minister for
Defence, Canberra, AGPS, 1986, p. 48.

73 Paul Kelly, "Indonesians soothed ahead of Dibb report," The Australian, 9 April 1986, p'

1; and also "Peningkatan Pertahanan Australia Tak Usah Ditihat Sebagai Sikap Tidak Bersahabat,"

Kompas,28 March 1988,

'n Leigh Mackay, "Jakarta no threat to us: Beazley," Ausîralian Financial Review,2 Aptil
1986, p. 9; and Michael Bymes, "Beazley hints at 'misunderstandings'," Australian Financial

Review, T April 1986, p. 10.
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Secondly, Jenkins' article wàs published during the fourth Australian-

Indonesian Confèrence (9 - 11 April 1986) in Jakarta. This involved not only

academics, journalists, business groups, and political scientists, but also diplomats and

politicians from both countries, and one of the most significant topics for discussion

was the state and strength of the Australia-Inclonesia bilateral relationship. This topic

was discussed both formally and informally, and indeed the role of the media in the

relationship was the most hotly argued issue.75 Thus, Jenkins' article was clearly going

against the trend. It was published while others were ûrying hard to think of how to

enhance and further develop relations. It was understandable that some sections of the

Indonesian elites regarded it as a deliberate effort to disturb the bilateral relationship

of Australia and Indonesia.

In short, the'Tenkins affair" has been one of the most bitær moments in the

history of Australia-Indonesia ,"1¿1i6¡5.Ghe turmoil it created revealed that cultural

differences between the two counties had been the main impediment in developing

and managing the overall relationship) In this case, media's function and the

relationship between government and media was an issue. It also demonstrated the

prevailing fragility of the bilateral relationship. The case also revealed the extent to

which Jakarta actually valued and regarded z\ustralia's position within Indonesia's

foreign relations. Its immediate decision to either postpone or threaten to stop various

bilateral cooperation projects indicated that Australia was not among Inclonesia's

primary considerations. This was demonstrated, for example, when Washington Post

and New York Times published a story similar to Jenkins one week later, Jakarta did

?5 "Australia as a Neighbour," The Jaknrta Post, 14 April 1986.
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not react so sensitively as it regarded the US fär more powerful than Australia - and

beyond its influence.

In summary, this chapter has indicated that the relationship of Australia and

Indonesia between 1966-86 was slightly improved compared to the previous era. This

was partly due to decision of successive Australian governments to pursue /i'the

politics of aid approach")to Indonesia, by which it lifted Australia's importance to

Indonesia. However, the¡@ of the r3þqgqship still remained narrow; it tencled to be

dominated by the issue of Þ$_TiUnor and the Australian Media's reporting of

Indonesia. The Jenkins affair was one of the most bitær example. However, all of this

presented Australia and Indonesia with a new challenge for developing their future

relationship.
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PART TWO

BALANCE OF PO\ryER AND ECONOMIC ISSUES

IN THE 19805



CHAPTER THREE

THE SHTFTING BALANCE OF POWER

AND THE EMERGENCE OF ECONOMIC ISSUES

This chapter is about the shifting priority of global issues from geo-politics to

geo-economic in the 1980s. The theme is explored as the basis for an understanding

of the next two chapters on Indonesia's and Australia's foreign policies.

The geo-political and ideological rivalries between the US and the USSR can

be traced back to the end of the Second World War. Victory had made them the

world's most powerful nations, as noted by James Lee Ray, so that by the end of

1945 the US was the only country strong enough to pose a threat to the USSR, and

conversely, the USSR the only country with the capacity to resist the US threat.l The

two nations were not able to sustain the collaboration they had achieved during the

war. Cooperation changed to conflict especially in regard to their particular 'spheres

of influence' over areas previously occupied by Germany and Japan during the war. In

Europe, this ended with the USSR ultimaæly controlling Eastern Europe. In Asia the

conflict between the US and the USSR resulted in the Korean War, in the civil war

won by the Communists in China, and in the Vietnam'War. During the 1960s, the

rivalry strengthened, especially since the USSR was able to rapidly develop its

atomic weapons technology following the first successful test in 1949. The outcome

I James Lee Ray, Global Politics,4th. edition, Boston, Houghton Mifflin, 1990, p. 56
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of this rivalry was a polarisation of the globe into Eastern and Western blocks. The

confrontation wãs strengthened by the arrns race between the two super powers

during the period of the Cold War,2 and in turn it created a structure which became

known as the bipolar system. Although the bipolar system was slightly relaxed

following a serics oI negotiatiorrs and agreernelìts during tILe deÍente of the 1970s, it

remained in existence until the earþ 1980s.

Witlrin the bipolar system, the super powers dourinated and controlled the

dynamic of international politics.' The order which emerged from this system "was

shaped by, and its major actors organised around, a seemingly irreconcilable

antagonism between two opposed social systems apparently dedicated to the political

destruction of the other."4 For middle-level and srnall powers, however, the bipolar

system meant they were exposed to global, extemal factors which significantly

influenced the formulation of their own foreign policy.s Such countries' limited

powers required them to have flexibility to adjust to trends within the international

system. Their capacity to adjust also determined how much of an impact international

influences would make on middle-level and small powers, and what kind of foreign

policy they would adopt in response.

2 For various aspects of the rivalry see Paul Kennedy, The Rise and Fall of the Great

Powers, London, Fontana Press, 1989, pp. 480-509; and Henry Kissinger, Diplomacy, New York,
Touchstone, 1995, particularly pp. 394 forward.

3 For the structure of the relationship between two dominating super powers, the US and

USSR, see Brian Hocking and Michael Smith, WorM Politics, an Introduction Ío International
Relaîions, Harvester'Wheatsheaf, I 990, pp. 239 -65.

a Michael Cox, "From Detente to the 'New Cold V/ar': The Crisis of the Cold War System,"

Millennium: Iournalof InternationalStudies, Vol. 13 no.3, Winter 1984,p.265.

'Richard C. Snyder, H. W. Bruck, and Burton Sapin, "Decision-Making as an Approach to
the Study of International Politics," in Richard C. Snyder, H. V/. Bruck, and Burton Sapin, eds.,

Foreign Policy Decision Making, New York, Free Press of Glencoe, 1962, pp. 14-185; and K. J.

Holsti, International Politics; a Fram¿workfor Analysis, 7th., ed., Englewood Cliff's, N. J, Prentice

Hall, 1995, particularly chapter 11.
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In the early 1980s, several new and ma-jor developments emerged. Ronald

Reagan won the US presidential election and came into office in 1981, at that tirne

when there was a strong sense that the US was undergoing a significant decline in its

potitical influence. In the Middle East, in January 1979, the US had lost a significant

part of its political influence with the fall of the Shah in Iran, one of its strongest

allies since the CIA had been instrumental in restoring him power in 1953. In Latin

America" the US was coming to terms with the overthrow by anti-American forces of

its long-time ally, Anastasio Somoza in July 1979. Carter's soft approach to the

USSR was blamed as the fundamental source of US political decline, an accusation

that helped Reagan win the presidential election.

On gaining office, Reagan immediately re-introduced a tough approach to the

USSR. He did not hesitate to significantly increase US military budget even though

the country was facing a budget deficit. To match the USSR's influence in Central

America, Reagan order the invasion of Grenada in 1983 and began to financially

support anti-Sandinista elements in Nicaragua. In the same year, Reagan ordered the

deployment of medium range missiles in Europe, and went ahead with plans to

develop the Strategic Defence Initiative (SDI), the so-called 'Star'Wars' proposal. In

rcsponse, the USSR broke off arms limitations talks with thc US and continucd its

efforts to match the military capacity that the US and its allies had achieved. In

supporting its efforts, tho USSR had increased its influence in several developing

countries including Afghanistan, Angola, Ethiopia, Mozambique, South Yemen,

Vietnam, and Cuba. It tried to maintain similar efforts in Eastern Europe, but had to

face emerging demands from countries in this region wanting to build their own
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identity and to have a more direct say in dealing with the West on econotnic matters.

The unfolding of these events coincided with the rapid political consolidation of

communist power in China, a development of which initially concerned the V/est. The

possibility of coalition between China and the USSR was seen by the West as a

potential threat. However, China's split from the Soviet's communism and China's

urgent need to accommodate its economic growth led it to increase economic

interpenetration with Japan and the US.6

These trends obviously indicated a change in the structure of inæmational

balance of power. It was not easy to judge and to predict, however, where this trend

might lead. The Reagan factor (the get-tough approach), at some stage, pushed the

two rival blocks into a New Cold War. Stephen Ambrose concluded that at fi¡st the

achievement of Reagan's tough approach were unclear. It did not enable the US to

liberate Eastern Europe, nor was it able to slow arms race, it did not result in a

genuine rapprochement with the USSR, and nor was it able to force the USSR out

from Afghanistan. The result, Ambrose notes, was a continued Cold War which was

higtrly dangerous and much more expensive.T The USSR might be able to match the

US militarily but it could not challenge it economically, and if it continued to increase

military spending, the USSR would face serious economic difficulties, & oase that was

later to prove correct.

By the middle of 1980s, the bipolar concentration of power, at least in terms

of nuclear weapons acquisition, was still with the US and the USSR. However, both

6 Coral Bell, "The Central Bala¡ce and Australian Foreign Policy," in Coral Bell, ed.,

Agendafor the Eighties, Canberra, Australian National University Press, 1980, pp.LA.
7 Stephen E, Ambrose, Rise to Gtobatism,3rd edition New York, Penguin Books, 1983, p.

411.
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camps, particularly the USSR, began to become more aware of the potential that

massive military expenditure had to ruin their economies. Around this tirne India,

China, Japan, and the European Economic Community (EEC) emerged as other poles

of power; Japan and the EEC were even predicted to be able to match or even to lead

the US econornically. hr Europe, the Britain and Frauce aheady possessed nuolear

weapons and had the capacity to develop thern further, and German economy was

growing quickly. Chinq following strong political and economic consolidation in the

early 1980s, began to show accelerated economic growth and continued to develop as

a nuclear power. India, likewise, already had a nuclear technology capacity and was

able to built nuclear weapons within a short period if it wished to do so. All of this

suggested that the balance of power was in the process of moving from a bipolar

toward a multipolar system. Significantly, the power shift was followed by a change

of ideology. China, although it continued to build a solid political consolidation,

began to open iæelf to foreign capital and to introduce economic reforms, which, by

and large, were incompatible with its old ideology of state planning. China maintained

its communist political system while it enormously increased and encouraged

economic contacts with Western capitalism. As is widely known, Mikhait Gorbachev

tried a similar path by introducing perestroika and glasnost in the USSR. He failed,

but the changes helped erode Soviet communism. Following the failure of

Gorbachev's reforms, Soviet influence in Eastern Enrope cle.clinecl; it culminated ìn

the disintegration of the USSR and the Eastern Block in 1991.8

8 Coral Bell, "The Changing Central Balance and Australian Policy," in Coral Bell, ed.,

Agenda for the Nineties, Melboume, Longman Cheshire, 1991, pp. l-23; and Coral Bell, "The
International Environment and Australia's Foreign Policy," in F. A Mediansky and A. C.
Palfreeman, e.ds., In Pursuit of National Interests, Austrolian Foreign Policy in the i,990s, Australia,
Pergamon Press, 1988, pp.67-84.
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Three major global developments occurred fbllowing the speedy erosion of

Soviet cornrnunisrn. First, deten.te reopened between the super powers, as illustrated

by a mild rapprochement in ternß of lowering arms capacity in Europe and other

regions. These helped reduce the heat in the East-'West conflict, which in turn

opened rrrorc opportunities for the East zurd the West to initiate discussions. Second,

growing problems in intemational political economy became irnpossible to ignore. The

US faced domestic economic difficulties, partly caused by its high military spending,

which resulted in the relative erosion of US capacity to manage and lead the

international economy. Its former leading role in the General Agreement on Tariffs

and Trade (GATT) and the international monetary arrangements, declined. Third,

other significant issues such as environmental and nuclear-weapons disarmament

emerged. In Germany and France, for example, aspirations and demands put forward

by groups such as Greenpeace and the Rainbow Alliance forced govemments to be

more aware of the political and economic impacts of these issues.e

As political tension declined following the major political change at the

intemational level, economic issues, especially economic recession predominated. The

imbalance of trade among the three economic giants: the US, Japan, and the then

West Germany in Europe become a concern. The US tracle cleficits continuecl as it

faced challenges from the growing Northeast Asian economies. At the same time the

European countries began to move towar<l the European IJnion. Many govemments

and commentators worried that the economic difficulties the US was facing would

lead her to adopt a more protective trade policy. This concern strengthened when

e Nancy Viviani, "Foreign Economic Policy," in Christine Jennett, and Randal G. Stewart,
eds., Hawke and the Australian Public Policy, Consensus and Restructuring, Macmillan Australia,
1990, pp. 393-96.
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they witnessed the US gradually pursue an aggressive unilateral trade policy which

airned at allowing it to interpret other countries' trade barriers according to her own

standards. In effect this enabled the US to impose a new trade barrier to other

countries' goods whenever it found that those countries applied a trade barrier higher

than the US standard.to Tlús policy continued during the 1980s and helped introrJuce

Super 301; a new trade procedure whereby the US was able to implement its law

against unfair trade practiced by other countries. This trade weapon was designed for

use against countries such as Japan and the European Economies, to re-balance

continued US trade deficit.tl

In other countries, particularly the developing nations, economic problems

were replicated in various forms such as poverty, economic inequality, and

environment degradation. This experience forced many countries to take the same

view, that it was time to concentrate on economic issues. In managing and

maintaining their economies in a global market place, many were aware that the trend

toward econornic protecúve measures and bloc regional integration did not help to

revive the international trade regime under the GATT system, and that the US

hegemonic system of the inæmational political economy has proven economically

difficult to operate, Many cor¡ntries believed that tracle liberalisation was â better

choice for all than the protection option. Thus, more equal cooperation, as suggested

to Pierre Martin, "The Politics of International Structural Change: Aggressive Unilateralism
in American Trade Policy," in Richard Stubbs and Geoffrey R. D. Underhill, eds., Political Economy
and the Changing Global Order, Basingstoke, London, Macmillan, 1994, pp. 439-52.

1r For further elaboration on Super 301, consult Jagdish Bhagwati and Hug T. Pat¡ick, eds.,
Aggressive Unilateralism: America's 301 Trade Polícy and the World Trading System, Ann Arbor,
University of Michigan Press, 1990.
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by Keohane, was urgently needed to replace the old US hegemonic system of the

world political economy. t'

The shifting balance of power was rapidly followed, therefore, by the

emergence of economic issues, which replaced rnilitary and ideological matters as the

single, most dominant intsnrational corrcerrr. This was a vital shift frorn geo-pt-rliLics to

geo-economics because everyone appeared to agree that "that the methods of

commerce are displacing military methods-with disposable capital in lieu of flrepower,

civilian innovation in lieu of military-technical advancement, and market penetration in

lieu of garrisons and bases."l3 The new system tended to be focused around

competition for influence by capital flows rather than militarisation, and the movement

of international capital has been a driving force behind the world economy ever

since.la

The ascendancy of global economic issues was helped by three distinct

pressures.ts The fi¡st was the increasing demand for national economies to be

globalised. Many domestic economic sectors produced commodities to be consumed

globally while service sectors had expanded to become part of a global service system.

This was made possible by the rapid innovations in transportation and communication

technologies. Similarly, the development of extensive electronic networks helped

capital and finance move easily across national and state boundaries. Indeed, the

12 Robert O. Keohane, Afier Hegemony, Cooperatìon and Discord in the WorM Politicql
Economy, Princeton, N. J., Princeton University Press, 1984.

13 Edwa¡d N. Luttwak, "From Geopolitics to Geo-Economics: Logic of Conflict, Grammar
of Commerce," The National Interest, Summer 1990,p. l7 .

la P. Drucker, "The Chaltenge of the World Fconomy," Foreign Affairs, Vol 64 no 4, 1986,
pp.769-91.

15 Stua¡t Harris, "Australia in the Global Economy in 1980s," in P. J. Boyce and R. J.

Angel, eds., Diplomacy in thc Marketplace, Australia in Worll Affairs 1981-90, Melbourne,
Longman Cheshire, 1,992, pp. 37 -40.
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changes within the international capital market and the rapid increase in the size and

extent of the services sectors constituted the greatest changes. The second pressure

came from the irnpact of the US economic difficulties and its contribution to a liberal

international economic order. Continuing economic difficulties in the US including a

huge foreign debt, an imbalance of exteural trade, and budget deficits, resultetl in

decreased financial support for the IMF and the GATT which then lowered the

capacity these organisations to operate effectively. The third pressure stemmed from

the growth of the new regional economic groups. The move within European

countries towards a single European Economic Market, undoubtedly encouraged

similar groupings in other regions, and in 1989 Asia Pacific F,conomic Co-operation

(APEC) was formed, followed in December 7992 by the North American Free Trade

Arrangement (NAFTA). There was wide concern, however, that the trend to regional

economic integrationtu had the potential to be a real barrier to the liberalisation of

international trade and global economic change, as regional integration threatened

economic stability and reduced options for countries such as Australia, whose

economies relied on an open global market.l7 In short, the trend towards closed and

competing regional economic groupings or blocks presented a threat to the future of

the global e,conomy.

The birth of a global economy with liberal characteristic at the international

level can be tracecl back to the. creation of the Bretton'Woocls system following the

tu For reasons of these regional economic groups to be integrated see Kym Anderson and
Hege Norheim, "History, Geography and Regional Economic Integration," in Kim Anderson and
Richard Blackhurst, eds., Regional Integration and Global Trading Sysîem, Ha¡vester Wheatsheaf,
1993, pp. 19-51.tt Richard H. Snape, Jan Adams, and David Morgan, Regional Trade Agreements,
Implicalions and Options for Australia, Canberra, AGPS, 1993.
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end of World War II. It was this systern which created the GATT, the IMF, and the

IBRD flMorld Bank) as global economic institutions committed to creating and

maintaining a liberal international economic order with two main principles: non-

discrimination and multilateralism.rt The Bretton 'Woods system and its related

organisations and agreements including the GATT, thc IMF, and thc IBRD gavc a

powerful role to the US by allowing it the capability to influence the structure of the

global economy, and indeed it enjoyed this privilege for several decades.le The

situation, however, began to change during the 1970s when US started to face

economic trade balance difficulties, exacerbated by the oil crisis in 1973, and the

emergence of Japan and the EEC as serious economic competitors.2O Their trade

surpluses undermined US trade markets and challenged the US dominance and

hegemonic status within the GATT, the IMF, and the World Bank. Their impact was

great enough to constitute a serious threat to US national economic interests.

In the initial stage, at least, these new factors forced a rethink in policy making

circles in the US, including policies and attitudes toward the GATT. The Reagan

administration, despite its rhetoric of free trade, actually took a more realistic

approach to solving US economic problems. It operated from "a state-centric

tt F. R, Block, The Origins of International Economic Disorder, Berkeley, University of
California Press, 1977; W. M. Schammell, The International Econorny Since 1945, London,
Macmillan, 1980; Bernard M. Hoelcnan and Michel M. Kostecki, The Political Economv of the

WorldTrading System, frorn GATT to WTO, Oxfoñ, Oxford University Press, 1995, pp,12-31.
1e Avinash Dixit, "How Should the United Søtes Respond to Other Countries' Trade

Policies?," in Robert M. Stern, ed., U..S. Trade Policies in a Changing Worl.d Economy, Cartbridge,
Massachusetts, MIT Press, 1988, p.'2A5; and Richard N. Cooper, "Ttade Policy as Foreign Policy,"
in ibid, pp.297-322. For further elabo¡ation see Robert A. Pollard and Samuel F. Wells, h., "1945-
1960: The Era of American Economic Hegemony," in William H. Becker and Samuel F. Wells Jr.,

eds., Economics and Worl.d Power, An Assessment of American Diplomacy Since 1789, New York,
Columbia University Press, 1984, pp. 333-90.

20 David P. Calleo, "Since 1960: American Power in a New Wodd Economy," in ibid, pp.
391-458.
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perspective and [frorn] tþe assumption that the intemational (economic) order is

anarchic, turbulent and unceftain."2r The US was detennined that the international

trade ilstitutio¡s such as GATT and IMF, had to remain under its control if they were

not to jeopardise US trade arrangements. The introduction of Super 301, a piece of

US legislation which give it a power to value other countries' trade barrier according

to US standards, was an example how the US undermines the role of such

international trade institutions, and at the same time protect its own position. To some

degree, this kind of activity ran counter to the main principles of GATT; non-

discrimination and multilateralism. Middle countries such as Australia and Indonesia

have had to face considerable changes in the global economic structural changes

which then have had little power to affect or influence.

In summary, the decade of 1980s was the decade of change, as indicated by

various trends. While many developing countries struggled to improve their

economies, industrial countries were still traumatised by the increasing price and

declining availability of energy fuels in the 1970s. At the same time, the East-West

conflict substantially increased the economic difficulties of the two main super

powers, the US and the USSR, to some extent brought about by their massive militaty

cxpcnditure during the Cold War. Serious regional conflicts were common - by 1984

Europe was the only continent without active fighting.22 The rise of issues such as

environmental degradation, rapid growth in world population, and the prevailing

poverty in many countries complicated the situation. Many countries faced a common

issue of economic crisis, symptoms of which appeared in various forms. These

21 Richard A. Higgot, The WorM Economic Order, the Trade Crisis anl ils Implications for
Australîa, CanberrA the Aust¡alian Institute of International Affairs, 1987, p' 16.

" Stephen E. Ambrose, op. cit., p. 316.
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problems f'orced many government leaders to reàssess ways in which they had

previously managed their econornic policies, both dornestically and internationally.

It is true to say that geo-political and ideological issues dorninated the agenda

of the intemational system right up until the middle of 1980s. However, after

Gorbachev inÍoduced his lústoric poücy of Clasnost and Perestroika, thc situation

changed dramatically. Gorbachev's revolution helped the disappearance of the bipolar

system and gave new opportunities to both super powers to hold serious discussions

on nuclear weapons disarmament. Gorbachev's reforms also encouraged former

Soviet allies, particularly countries in Eastern Europe, to go even further in

consolidating their own political identity and in seeking their own ways of solving

their economic problerns. They found that they could confidently set up Bast-West

business relationships without fear of interference from the USSR.23 In short,

Gorbachev's glasnost policy was a tuming point that helped bring about a new

balance of power in the international system, a multipolar system. Furthermore,

universal recognition that econornic well-being was more important than military

rivaþ, assisted by new technologies in communications, has itcreased

interdependence between states. However, economic competition between states

intensified too, following the clecline in strategic compe.tition betwee,n sltper Powers.

Nonetheless, a much more fluid international environment emerged, which provided a

stage for small an<l middle-sized nations to play a signifìcant role in the global politics.

As well as this, other security concerns surfaced. Some were caused by the resurgence

of ethno-nationalism as people appealed for self-deterrnination, while others

t' K. E. Schenk, J. Monkiewicz, Vy'ass V. Csege, eds., N¿w Dimcnsion in Easî-Wesl

Business Relations, Fram¿work, Implications, Gtobal Consequences, New York and Stutgart, VHC
Publisher and Gustav Fisher Verlag, 1991.
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fbrcefully demanded an opportlìnity to build own nation states. The implications of

these new trends are global and it is likely that no single country is able to handle

them alone. Mulúlateral-based cooperation might be an appropriate approach to

contend them.'a Within the new pattern of global politics, economic strength is not

the only factor which will give countries a greater potential to exert influence over

other states. International trade, foreign invesfnent levels, and aid flows also have a

significant impact on the behaviour and even internal stability of many countries.2s In

short, economics has steadily become the prime focus of most countries, and the main

item on the foreign relations agenda during the 1980s. Security alliances are still

important,2u but many countries used them merely it as a basis to establish a

constructive environment which is needed as a cornerstone to achieve long ternt

economic objectives.2t Within this changed framework, it was necessary to redefine

clear goals of foreign and defence policies.28

'o For more elaboration see Gareth Evans, Cooperating for Peace, the GIobaI Agenda þr
thc Igg\s øruLBeyond, Sydney, Allcn & Unwin, 1993,pp.3-5; Gareth Evans, "The World After the

Cold War- Community and Cooperation: An Australian View," The Round Table, no. 329, 1994,

pp. 33-9.

" See Andrew Selth, "The Changing Strategic Environment, a Global and Regional

Overview," Current Affairs Bulletin, Vol. 70 no.9,1994,pp.17'21.
tu Jim Sanday, "security alliances still important," Asi.n.-Po.cific Defence Reporter,

February/ March 7994, pp. 35-6,
27 Richard A. Higgot, "The Evolving Wortd Economy: Some Alternative Security Questions

for Australia" in Canberra Papers on Strategy and Defence, No. 51 Canberra, Srarcgic and

Defence Studies Centre, Research School of Paciftc Studies, the Australian National University,

1989, pp. 1-90.
2t Bob Hawke, "Cooperation, Hope, and a New Wodd Order," Australian Foreign Affairs

andTrade,Yol.62no. 9, 1991, pp. 531-35; Bob Hawke, "Clear Goals and Roles in Defence Poliry,"

Australian ForeignAffairs andTra.de, Vol. 62 no. 9, 1991, pp.577-791and see also Gareth Evâns,

"Australia's Foreign Policy; Responding to Change," AusÍralian Foreign Affairs ani Trade, Vol. 61

no. 9, 1990, pp. 586-95.
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CHAPTER FOUR

RESPONDING TO CHANGE:

AUSTRALIA'S FOREIGN POLICY IN THE 1980s

This chapter analyses the ways in which the economic impact of global

economic change led the Australian government to re-structure and re-formulate its

foreign policy during the 1980s. It explores positions taken by the Australian

government and the arguments used by the government to justify them. During this

process the prinacy of the economy was unquestioned and led to the formulation of a

"new looK' official foreign policy in 1989. The orientation of Australia's foreign

policy has, over that decade, changed from the one which was globally oriented and

strategically reliant upon the US, to the one that is more oriented towards regional

economl9s.

Economic Decline

It has been argued widely that while Australia rnaintained its protection of

industry through economic policy, its economic development historically has

depended on the open global market for exporting its agricultural products.l Change

1 Bob Catley, Gtobalising Australian Capitalism, Melbourne, Cambridge University Press,

1996, chapter 3.



in the global economy, consequently, has always efTected the state of the Australian

economy. A study by Meredith and Dyster has found that the development of

industrialisation in Western Europe, North America, and Japan significantly influenced

the Australian economy, and that Australia's dependence on the imports of foreign

capital and labour increased that influcnoe. This study argued, moreover, that the

economic crisis of the 1980s challenged Australia to formulate a new structural and

strategic economic policy that would enable it find a place in the new world

economy.' This situation has been something of a test for successive Ausfralian

govemments since 1980.

Throughout the 1980s, the need to come up with new policy inænsified

because Australia experienced an almost continuous economic decline, as indicated by

the following economic figures published by the Australian Bureau of Statistics

(ABS). Trade in goods and services decreased and reached its lowest mark in 1986.

This was accompanied by an increased stagflation, a ballooning budget deficit, and

rising unemployment. The value of the Australian dollar declined as well, trading at

less than 0.6 US dollar in 1986. During the same period, Australia's main commodity

exports, wo6l, wheat, meat, iron-Ore, cOal, petrOleum, and manufactures, were At

stcady or falling prices,3 while external debt increased from $ 30,475 million in 1984-

85 to around $70,000 million in February 1986.4 V/ithin two years unemployment

doubled, going from five to ten per cent betwee,n 1981-1983.5 A study by Harris

' BaJr:iie Dysær and David Meredith, Australia in the International Econorny, in the

Twentíeth Century, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1990.
3 tbid, pp.268-92.
o E.M. Andrews, A History of Australian Foreign Policy, second edition, Melbourne,

Longman Cheshire, L988, p. 234,
5 R. Catley, "Aust¡alia and the Great Powers 1.933-83," Auslrqlian Outlook, Vol. 37 no, 3,

1983, p. 145.
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which analysed nine key economic indicators --current àccount, tenns of trade,

exchange rate, trade weighted index, foreign debt, rnigration, change in real GDP of

Australia, GDP compared to OECD countries, export 'as % of GDP, international

index of competitiveness, and interests rate- concluded that the Australian economy

generally declinetl during the 1980s.6

The growing trend to regional econornic orientation made the situation worse

for Australia, because it encouraged the fonnation of protected markets, resulting in

the breakdown of the General Agreements on Tariff and Trade (GATT). This had the

potential to reduce the willingness of the three major economic powers (the US,

Japan, and the European Union) to collaborate on financial matters, and could result

in a slowing of economic growth leading to global inflation and triggering a debt

crisis.T This picture would leave the Austalian economy a greatly reduced range of

options. Faced with such a scenario, Australia needed to re-structure its economy. It

required a new domestic economic mechanism which was able to respond to rapid

structural change at the inærnational level. The Fraser-led Coalition government tried

to achieve this but failed. In particular, that government was unable to maintain

Australia's mini boom in 1980/81.' Subsequently, the popularity of his govemment

waned and in the March 1983, the Coalition lost governme.nt to the Australian Labor

Party (ALP), and Mr. Robert (Bob) Lee Hawke became the Prime Minister.

6 Stuart Harris, "Australia in the Global Economy in the 1980s," in P. J. Boyce and R. J.

Angel, eds., Diplonacy in the Marketplace, Australia in World Affairs I98I-90, Melbourne,

Longman Cheshire, 1992, p.48.
7 Stuart Ha¡ris, "Economic Change in the International System; Implications for Australia's

Prospects," in Corat Bell, ed., Agendafor the Nineties, Melbourne, Longman Cheshire, 1991,p.42.
t W. M. Corden, "Australia in the World Economy," in Paul Dibb, ed., AusÍralia's External

Relations in the 1980s, the Interaction of Economic, Political and Strategic Factors, Canberra,

Croom Helm Aust¡alia and New York, St. Martin's Press, 1983, pp.l7-21'
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Shifting Orientation

The Hawke-led Labor governlnent recognised the imperative of global

economic change and the need for a policy of economic adjustment, carefully co-

ordinated and supported by wcll-considered strategies. It started by substantially

deregulating the domestic economy and opening it up to global market forces. Hawke

argued that adverse developments in thc international economic environment had

partly contributed to the acute economic difficulties Australia was trying to overcome,

and reminded critics of the crucial linkages between trade, debt, interest rates, and the

stability of the world financial system. He insisted that this economic stability required

the existence of a more certain economic environment, in which macro economic

policies of the major industrial countries ptayed a leading role. The importance of the

Asia-Pacific region were also stressed. Hawke pointed to their past growth and the

enormous trading opportunities they offered. To achieve similar growth rates and

expanded exports, he argued that Australia had to complete a prelininary but vital

task - that of establishing a nationally coordinated program that would pull together

political, defence, security, and trading objectives.e

In gene.ral, the. gove.rnme.nl.'s ârgunrenls signalled an urgent need to havc a

coherent economic strategy capable of responding to global economic changes. It also

sent a strong message that if Australia was not ready to adjust to the global change, it

would lose out. The arguments made in favour of such strategy clearly indicated a

real shift in the substance of Australia's foreign policy which placed economic issues

e Bob Hawke, "An Australian View of the Wodd," Auslralian Foreign Affairs Record, Yol.
54 no.8, 1983, pp.479-21.
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on a par with political and security concerns. In recognising the importance of Asia-

Pacific economies, the government equally dernonstrated Australia's readiness to take

a more regional approach in foreign policy. Although the new approach was less

global, it did not undermine Australia's relationship with its main security ally, the US.

Hawke stated publicly that flre relationship was vital to Australia and thercforc it must

be sustained.l 's foreign policy, nevertheless, shifted from the one that was

primarily concerned with bilateral and rnultilateral alliatrces for political and security

reasons, to one which was more strongly economically and regionally U*"9/ fni,

was a significant response to global economic change and the growing importance of

the Asia-Pacific economy.

Bill Hayden, Hawke's flrst Minister for Foreign Affairs, elaborated on this

when he argued that Australia was facing fundamental technological and economic

changes which had wide implications for Australia's way of life, including the

economy, foreign policy, and even its social system. Australia, said Hayden, needed to

make two major efforts if it was to meet the challenge successfully. One was to

develop vigorous, independent foreign and defence policies which would boost

Australia's relationship with its allies, and the other was to take a vigorous

entreprenourial approach towards economic activitje.s, encouraged and promotecl by

government.l' Furthermore, in relation to the growing importance of Asia's economy

to Australia, Hayden stresse.cl that Australia would have to change its percepúon of

to lbid.
t1 Nancy Viviani, "Foreign Economic Policy," in Christine Jennett and Randal G. Stewart"

eds., Hawke and the Australiqn Public Poticy, Consensus an¿ Restructu,ring, Macmillan Australia,

1990, p. 391.
12 Bill Hayden, "Australia and the Asian Region," Australian Foreign Affairs Record, YoI.

54 no. 10, 1983, p.580-81.
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Asians ancl Asian countries as it was inevitable that Australia and countries in the

Asian region would share an interdependent future. He insisted that it was inportant

f'or Australians to become expert and knowledgable on Asia, to have personal

contacts and be more understanding, and have an interest in, and commiûnent to,

regional development and peace.t'

Hayden gave another examples of why Australia's new foreign policy

approach was importå,nt in a speech to the Sir Herman Black Contemporary Asian

Affairs Forum, University of Sydney on 16 October 1984. He pointed to Australia's

future trading relationship with three Northeast Asian countries: Japan, China, and

South Korea. In the case of Australia-Japan relations, Hayden highlighted the decline

of Australia's exports, but emphasised the need for both countries to commit to

building new arïangements, that would ensure regional security while allowing for

increased economic growth. In relation to South Korea, Hayden pointed to the 32 per

cent increase in Australia's export to that country between l97l and 1982. During the

same period, Australian-South Korean relations in social, political, and cultural

exchanges also widened. Hayden also touched on some achievements in Australia's

relationship with China in which both countries had gained, particularly since

diplomatic relations were established n 197? by the Whitlamled Labor government.

Australia's exports to China had increased while bilateral affangements on education,

culture, science, and technology belween two countries were undenvay. Hayden

supported China's continued attempt to improve relations with the Soviet Union, ¿s

this was a positive trend toward the creation of a more construcúve environment for

t3 Hon, V/,G. Hayden, "Australia and the Asian Region," Australian OuÍlook, Vol. 37 no. 3,

1983, p. 150.
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rnaintaining the type of economic <ievelopment which all countries ir the region

wanted to achieve.to The increasingly irnportant role that China would play in the

future in Asia-Pacific was re-ernphasised by Prime Minister Hawke. He mentioned

China's current impressive of ten per cent economic growth, and predicted this was

an eady indication of the degree of economic dcvelopment China would be able to

achieve by the end of century. Hawke insisted, however, that to maintain economic

momentum, China needed to further relax its open door policy to the outside world

and continue with economic and political reforms. Hawke indicated that as a part of

the region, Australia wanted and was ready to develop its relationship with China.

Australia's past successful experiences in opening trade relationships with Japan and

East Asia's newly industrialised countries in the 1950s and 1960s, argued Hawke,

could be applied for achieving similar success with China.ls

Hawke's and Hayden's remarks, as described above, wore significant on a

number of points. For one thing, they clearly demonstrated Australia's recognition

that it cannot separate or protect its domestic economy from global economic trends.

Further, they acknowledge explicitly the importance to Australia of economic

developments within the Asia Pacific region. All these pushed the Australian

govemment to make the neces.sary effort to remakc Australia's foreign policy and

have it focus more sharply on the Asia Pacific region. In addition, these arguments

showecl the willingness and the readiness of the Australian government to restructure

ta Bill Hayden, "Australia and Asia: Options and Opportunities," Australian Foreign Affairs

Record, Vol, 55 no. 10, 1984, pp. 1066-73,
rs Speech by the Prime Minister, Mr. R. J, Hawke, at the Nanjing University, China, on 23

May 1986, Backgrounder, No. 527, 1986, p. 4.2.
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economic policy, and have foreign polioy acljusted to serve the needs of the revised

economic stratogy

Aid, Defence, and Liberalisation

The govemrnen['s resporxes to global economic change wcrc justified and

supported by a number of important reports and policy documents. The first occurred

when the Minister for Foreign Affairs authorised a committee, led by Sir. Gordon

Jackson, to review Australia's overseas aid program. The review was aimed at

evaluating the effectiveness of Australia's overseas aid program as an arm of foreign

policy. The government required the Committee to analyse the program and submit

recommendations for the better management of future aid policy.

The Commitûee's findings, known publicþ as the Jackson Report, may be

summarised as follows. Compared to other donor programs, the Australian aid

program was one of the most fragmented as it tended to spread small amounts of aid

over a large number of activities. This fragrnentation discouraged the building up of

any significant degree of expertise in particular sectors or in particular countries'

Noting this negative outcome, and aware of the modest size of Australian aid and its

marginal status with largo donor countries, the Commitæe sugge.ste,cl that the aid

prograrn be rationalised in order to strengthen Australia's donor position. As well, the

Committee found various instances of ove.rlapping due to the poor coordination of

multilateral aid delivered through the various United Nations various agencies and

suggested that aid be consolidated to avoid waste. The most interesting suggestion,

however, was the one to maintain the aid program's, humanitarian and development
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ob-jectives, while redirecting future aid programs to a lnore regional focus. The

Committee proposed that four regions have priority. Firstly, Papua New Guinea and

the small countries in the South Pacific and Indian Ocean were entitled to receive all

types of aid programs. Secondly, Southeast and South Asian countries were to

receive country programs aid, but an evaluation would be rnade of their greatest aid

needs. Thirdly, China, India, Pakistan and Bangladesh were eligible to get project aid

but it would be considered on the basis of mutual interest between Australia and these

countries. Fourthly, other developing countries outside the Asia-Pacific region were

eligible to receive only food aid, technical and training assistance. For these countries,

it was strongly recommended that project aid not be delivered, because "Australia

cannot undertake projects effectively unless it focuses its effoß."16

Conclusions and suggestions made by the Jackson Report, however, received

trenchant criticism from various aid and humanit¿rian organisations. The Australian

Council for Overseas Aid (AFCOA) and the Cornmunity Aid Abroad (CAA) agreed

with the underþing rationale of Jackson's suggestion: that is, aid was for development

and humanit¿rian reasons. However, they criticised the report for failing to clarify the

confusion existing around aid objectives. Similarly, the Australian Freedom from

I{unger Campaign (AFFHC) complaincd that the findings of Jackson Commission

concentrated heavity on economic growth and paid too little attention to the issue of

equality.li Regardless of these criticisms, the Jackson Commission's finclings and

suggestions strengthened the government's attempts to redirect foreign policy by

l6Report of thç Committee Review, The Australian Overseas Aid Programm¿, Canberra,

AGPS, 1984.
tt Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence, The Jackson Report on Austrqlia's

Overseas Aid Prog,ram, Canberra, AGPS, 1985, p. 8.
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giving it a more regional focus. It also justified the govemtnent's argument about the

growth of economic dynamism in the Asia-Pacific region and the economic value it

represented to Australia. On the primacy of economic over other issues, the report

made explicit connection between aid and trade (export). It argued that in making

decisions about the distribution of aid, the goveuìment needed to consider the

specialist expertise and future exports that Australia might gain from countries that

received its aid.

When the report was discussed by the all party Joint Parliamenøry Committee

on Foreign Affairs and Defence, its findings and suggestions were mostly agreed to.

On the geographic consideration of aid distribution suggested by the Jackson Report,

the Joint Committee fully supported this on the grounds that it provided a basis for

sound judgment and level of analysis, and helped to establish a planning framework

for distributing various forms of aid, both in sectoral and country programs. On the

matter of the relationship between aid and trade (commercial interests), the Joint

Committee endorsed the recommendations of the Jackson Report. It suggested,

however, that "the value of the aid program to commercial interests can best be

extended by careful selection and design of aid so as to emphasise areas in which

Australia is competitivc and has dcmonstratcd strengths that are appropriate to the

needs of developing countries."l8 The approval of refocussing aid priorities meant that

Australia attempted to build strong economic and diplomatic structttres within the

Asia-Pacific region through the donation of significant amounts of aid.le

tt The Parliament of the Commonwealth of Aust¡alia, Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs
and Defence, op cit.

t' John Kavanagh, "Australian Foreign Policy Under Hawke; 'New Fiddler - Same Tune,"'
Honours Thesis, Politics Departrnent, the University of Adelaide, 1991.
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The release of Australia's 1987 Defènce White Paper,z0 based on Paul Dibb's

review a year before,2r marked the second step in the changing direcúon of Australia's

foreign policy in the 1980s. The central tenet of the White Paper was the proposition

that Australia urgently prioritise the building of a self-reliant defence policy to be

pursued within a framework of alliances and agreements witlt other countries. Such a

policy involved a strategy of denial. It required Australia acquiring a number of

defence capability cornponents. First, it needed a capacity for early detection of

possible enemy approaches. Secondly, a long-range strike capability, both at the sea

and in the air, was required so as to prevent any likely enemy reaching Aust¡alian soil

and confine any conflict to the "air-sea gap." Thirdly, it was recommended that highly

mobile ground forces capable of supporting the effectiveness of long-range strikes be

formed. And, fourthly, that advanced technology in communications and advanced

intelligence operations be acquired. Concerning this last point, the continued presence

of joint US communication facilities in Australian soil was regarded as important

stategically for Australia. Indeed Australia saw its security anangements with allies

as an essential part in the process of enhancing self-reliance through improved

æchnological capabilities. The IVhite Paper emphasised, however, that Australia

needed to be 'realistic' in handling tasks within the alliance and it concluded that,

despite the need to be constantly vigilant about developments in its region of so-called

primary strategic interest, Australia should be able to react positively to calls for

military support under alliance commitments.22 To do this, Australia needed to base

20 Departrnent of Defence, The Defence of Australiø, Canberra, AGPS, 1987.
2r Paul Dlbb, Review of Australia's Defence Capøbilities, Report to the Minister for

Defence, Canberra, AGPS, 1986.
t' Deparûnent of Defence, op. cit, chapter one.
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its strategic calculations on a regional view. The paper identified South-East Asia, the

eastern Ildian Ocean, and the South Pacific as Australia's areas of prinary strategic

interest, arguing that "political, economic and rnilitary developments in this area are of

fundamental irnp ortance to Austr a\ià."23

Obviously, the fundament¿l airr. in the Defence White Paper was to defcnd

Australia's sovereignty from outside threats. The adoption of the strategy of denial

signalled the beginning of new approach; a realistic defence and foreign policy, which

required Australia to determine a position somewhere between carrying out national

security tasks on the one hand and its obligation's under arrangements with allies on

the other hand. In considering the problem broadly, the paper acknowledged that

Australia's various national interests needed to be met multi-dimensionally. In short,

by implementing the suggestions in the'White Paper, Australia could also achieve four

objectives simultaneously: independent defence of Australian territory, the promotion

of regional security and stability, the capacity to meet alliance obligations, and a

contribution to global strategic security.24 Most importantþ, however, by

emphasising the need for regional stability, the White Paper went in tandem with the

Austalian government's arguments about the importance of regional economic

development. Thus, stratcgy is importrnt to creato a stable situation, neecled a.s a

cornerstone for the long term objective of economic development.

By the mid of 1980s, Australia had begun ope.ning its economy, mainly by

introducing deregulation, floating the Australian dollar, reducing restrictions on

foreign investments, and lowering protection in sorte âreas of trade. It refocussed

,, tbid, p, 12.
2a Gareth Evans, "Aust¡alia's Place in the 'Woild," Auslralian Foreign Affairs Record, Yol.

59 no. 10, 1988, p.526.
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industry policies which aimed at improving the quality of Australian products and

encouraged industries to become export-oriented and internationally competitive. The

government diversified and increased exports in the service sectors, including

education, and tourism. At the multilateral level, similar efforts were made. Australia

began to pursue policies which favoured the liberalisation of international trade under

the GATT arangements. In regard to this, one considerable achievement by Australia

was its pivotal role in helping to establish the Cairns Group. The group was formed in

Cairns, Australia, on 27 August 1986. The then Australian Minister for Trade, John

Dawkins, and Austalia's Minister for Trade Negotiations, Mchael Duffy, convened

the first meeting. The group was made up of fourteen economically diverse but

agricultural-based countries including Australia, Argentina, Bra[ilfi Canada, Chile,

Colombia, Fiji, Hungary, Indonesia, Malaysia, New Znaland, the Philippines,

Thailand, and Uruguay. Its main task 'was to secure major reform in international

agricultural trade as proposed under the GATT arangement.2s The group members

agreed to make a united effort to have agricultural trade put on the agenda of the

Uruguay Multilateral Trade Negotiations (MTN), arguing that the exclusion of

agricultural trade from the MTN, as had been the case since 1940s, was not beneficial

frlr' 's¡all' agricultural countries such as mcmbcrs of the Cairns Group.26 It targetecl

the opening up of the Japanese and the European Community markets and the

dismantling of US domestic agricultural subsidies.2T Many initially criticised the Cairns

'5 Richa¡d A. Higgot and Andrew Fenton, "Middle Power Leadership and Coalition

Building: Australia, the Cairns Group and the Uruguay Round of Trade Negotiations," Internattonal

Organisation,Yol.44 no. 4, 1990, p. 590'
26 Editorial, "The Cairns Communique," The Sydney Morning Herald,20 August, 1986, p.

10.
2? Amanda Buckley and Sarah Sargent, "Tough Cairns Message," Australian Financial

Review,28 August 1986, PP. 1,4.
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Group activities and maintained that the Group had set an arnbitious goal without

regard for the fact that the majority of its members were developing countries.2s

However, in late 1993 the Cairns Group actions were successful when the GATT

Uruguay Round finally agreed to include agricultural trade in its negotiations.

In pushing to inægrate economic ancl loreign policy, l"he Austlalian

government amalgamated the Departrnent of Foreign Affairs and the Departrnent of

Trade into the Deparünent of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT) in 1987. This

merger not only had practical policy advantages, it also conveyed a message to other

countries that Australia was serious in pursuing its economic goals through foreign

policy.2e The new portfolio soon incorporated the Australian Information Service

(AIS), which previously existed within many departments but had played a marginal

role in overseas promotion. The government expected that the amalgamation would

provide better coordination on issues concerning Australia's economic interests

abroad. A former secretary of the Departrnent of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Richard

'Woolcott, later acknowledged that the incorporation of AIS into the portfolio of

DFAT had not only been a logical decision, but it had added to the effectiveness of

the newly amalgamated deparÍnent in serving its responsibilities in trade policy,

foreign policy, and thc promotion of Australian products and services overseas.'o In

1991, the government went further down this route when it relocated Austrade, the

28 Editorial, "strange goings-on at Cairns," Australian Financial Review,28 August 1986,

p. 14; Ross Dunn, "Expert says Cairns declaration hopes are set too high," The Sydney Morning
Heral.d,28 August 1986, p. 1; and Paul Austin, "Fair Traders group for GATT showdown," The

Ausîralian,28 August 1986, p. 1.
2e Gareth Evans, "Aust¡alia offshore ---Diplomats and Traders," AusÍralian Foreign Afføirs

Record, Vol. 59 no. ll, 1988, p.457.

'o Richard Woolcott, "The Amalgamation of Foreign Affairs and Trade," Australian
Foreign Affairs and Trade, special edition, Vol. 62 no. 11 & 12, 1992, p. 49.
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govemment's r¡ain extemal trade promotion body, into the DFAT, thus integrating

Austrade activities more closely with Australian diplomatic missions overseas."

The third rnajor event rnarking the reorientation of Australia's foreign policy

was the release of the Garnaut Report in 1988 and its subsequent support by the

government. Like the Jackson Report, the Garnaut Report was cornmissioned by the

government, however, this time with the aim of investigating the effects of economic

development in Northeast Asia and possible Austral'ian responses.

Essentially, the report contained an analysis of economic growth and

structural change in three East Asian countries; Japan, China (including Taiwan and

Hongkong), and South Korea. Its findings and recommendations are summarised as

follows.32 Without doubt, the steady increase in economic growth in Northeast Asian

countries was remarkable. Between 1950-80 production in these countries expanded

'from something less than one quarter of North America's, and one-tenth of the

world's, to a similar order of magnitude to North America's and one-fifth or one

quarter of the world's.' During the same period, Northeast Asia was the main source

of international trade, and its savings and investments were larger than those of North

America and the European F¡onomic Community. The report pointed to a deliberate

decision by the govemments of those counl¡ies Lo ltave an iutetnational oticntation, to

build and sustain political stability, to facilitate structural economic transformation,

and to provide adequate services for production. In addition to thcse factors, cultural

31 Gareth Evans and Bruce Grant, AusÍralia's Foreign Relations in the World oÍ the 1990s,

Melbourne, Melboume University Press, 1991, p. 40

" This part and the subsequent explanations are summarised from Ross Ganaut, Australi.a

and the Northeast Asian Ascendancy, Report to the Prime Minister and the Minister for Foreign
Affairs and Trade, Canberra, AGPS, 1989.
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influences (personal and social discipline in Garnaut's own words) and a long terrn

economic vision all contributed to this rernarkable economic growth.

The report, however, contrasted this picture with the poor performance of

Australia's productivity. Although Australia is prominent with mineral exports,

Northeast Asian economies only absorbed one-half of Australia's mineral exports and

one-third of Australia's agricultural products. This low fìgure was said to be

associated with the 'parochial orientation' or inwarcl looking and protection policy

Australia pursued in the past, resulted in trade inefficiency and uncompetitiveness.

However, the report suggested that the remarkable economic growth in Northeast

Asia was not threatening Australia's future economy but rather, said Garnaut,

presented an opportunity for enormous trade advantages. This required Australia to

develop a capability to engage. In doing this, the report argued, Australia's European

historical background and long established democratic culture were advantages that

could be utilised in engaging with Northeast Asia.

To successfully pursue such advantages, however, Australia must realise its

capacity as a middle power nation. As such, it has only a limited capacity to achieve

objectives through acting as a national power, but it does have the power to persuade

and hfluence other courltries over the economi<; dire<;tions thcy uright take. Witlillt

this framework, Australia would have to persuade Northeast Asian countries to keep

their economies open and internationally oriented, and non-discrirninatory in relation

to market access. The report strongly suggested that, as part of the region, Australia

needed to maximise economic diplomacy at any level (bilateral, regional, and

multilateral) within the region, to ensure continuing openness of the Northeast Asian
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economies. It stressed the necessity for Australia to acquire the appropriate skills to

manage relations with Northeast Asia professionally, and to become literate on Asian

matters. Furthermore, familiarisation with Asian culture, the report suggested, could

be possibly achieved by "increased flexibility in [Australia's] established public sector,

tertiary and research institutions, and by the lestablishment] of new private institutions

linking education, infonnation services and analysis related to Northeast Asian

economies, politics and languages." The report, moreover, urged Australia to improve

the quality and performance of its manufactured products so that they would be

competitive on the global market. Similar suggestions were advanced about

Australia's exports of raw materials, particularly those intended for Northeast Asia.

All recornmendations required the firm backing of the government's 'econornic

diplomacy' to have their maximum effect.

Despite its comprehensiveness, however, the Garnaut Report was widely

criticised within Australia. Bruce Grant was critical of the report's lack concern with

security and cultural matters. Grant argued that the Northeast Asian countries' strong

economies, especially China and Japan, may possibly exert a disruptive intluence in

Southeast Asia and the South Pacific, given the complexity of security matters in the

region, and if it was the cæe, Auslralia would not be able ttl t¿ikc ccttttutnic

opportunities, as suggested by the report. Despite opposing Gamaut's suggestions,

Grant's words reinforoetl the linkages between econorny, security, and political issues.

Similarly, on cultural issues Grant questioned the Garnaut Report's notion of cultural

change as rather a practical exercise that would be easy to achieve. Grant had

reservations about how Gamaut's praise for Asian culture as sornething that was
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special for Australian society. Grant argued that historically Europe has been a

"source of the ideas that have dominated the 20th Century," ànd clairned that Asian

"educational systerns and social forms do not encourage intellectual debate." In

addition, Grant argued that Asian culture is not monolithic, and that the multicultural

face of Australian society provides a less than fertile ground for advocating Asian

priorities within Australia's public life.33 Other critics focused on areas they believed

the report failed to address. They pointed to the strong interventionist policies that

were taken by all govemments in the Northeast Asian countries to boost their

economic development, including protective policies on car industries in South Korea

and agricultural products in Japan. Furthermore, they questioned the report's

suggestion that zero tariff applied by the year 2000, arguing that it would not produce

the desired economic stimulus when other countries still preferred protection policy.3a

Regardless of these criticisms, nonetheless, the Garnaut Report not only re-

emphasised the government's arguments but also justified the direction that economic

policy had taken since 1980s. Its economic recommendations clearly lent more

strength to the govemment's efforts to have foreign policy mote economically

oriented. Furthermore, where the report suggested Australia focus on domestic

economic retbrm -as a cornerstone to boost the Australian economy to be

internationally competitive- it actually justified the domestic economic policies

already endorsed by the government and strengtheued the tnacro economic reform

" Bruce Grant, "The Global Context of Australian-Northeast Asian Relations: Some

Comments on the Garnaut Report," Australian fournal of Inlernational Affairs, Yol. 44 No. 1, April
1990, p. 3, 5, and 6.

'o For more elaboration see John McKay and Geoff Missen, "Accounting for Northeast

Asian Growth: Garnaut's Limited lædger," Australian Journal of Internalional Affairs, Vol. 44 no.

1, April 1990, pp. 29-37; and see also Australian Manufacturing Council,The Global Challenge;

Australian Marutfacuring in the 1990s, Melbourne, Australian Manufacturing Council, 1990.
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that had proceeded since 1983. In short, most of the report's recommendations

boosted the government's intention to restructure the economy even further and

fäster.

As a response to the report, the Australian govemment proposed the

foundation of a new group - the Asia-Pacific Economic Co-operation (APEC) in

1989. Prime Minister Hawke launched the proposal publicly in a speech delivered in

Seoul, South Korea, in January of that year and in November, APEC was formally

established during the first ministerial meeting in Canbena. During the meeting,

members concluded several agreements, including one on APEC's basic principles

which were decided as follows;

APEC is to sustain growth and development of the region, so

as to contribute to growth of the world economy.
APEC should seek to strengthen an open multilateral trading

system and not be directed towards the formation of a regional

trading block.
Recognising the diversity of the region, APEC should rely on

dialogue and consensus with equal respect for the views of all

p articip ants, b ased on non-formal consultations.
APEC should focus on economic matters, rather than political

or security issues, to advance common interests and foster
constructive interdependence by encouraging the flow of goods,

seryices, capital and technology.
APEC should complcmcnt and draw upon existing rcgional

organisations such as ASEAN and PECC.
Participation in APEC should be assessed on the basis of

economic linkages with the region and could be extended by

conscnsus of all participants.3s

tt Vilberto Selochan, New Directions ani New Thinking in Australia-Southeast Asia

Relations, Australia-Asia Papers No. 62, Grifnth University, Cent¡e for the Study of Australia-Asia
Relations, 1992, p.37 .
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Thus, APEC was furitially a forum for regional dialogue on matters of cotntnon

economic interest, with the principal airn of encouraging more effective cooperation

between countries in the region. In doing this, APEC supported trade negotiations

through the Uruguay Round mechanism and promoted regional trade liberalisation on

a non-discriminatory basis.

The driving force behind Australia's APEC proposal was a strong urge to

catch up with the Asia-Pacific's economic development, and integrate with the region.

Furthermore, APEC's objectives, which so powerfully reflected Australia's,

illustrated not only another aspect of the economic imperative driving Australia's

diplomacy, but also a commiûnent to becoming a fully fledged parÛler of

neighbouring countries within the region.36 In short, it was a bridge to those rapidly

growing economies in the region with which Australia intended to integrate.

A New Look Foreign Policy

The official formulation of Austalia's foreign policy concluded when the then

Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade, Senator Gareth Evans, released his ministerial

statement, entitled Australia's Regional Security, on 6 December 1989.37 The

statement began by recogrúsing the shifting global balan<;e of power. Thc tlctnise of

communism, begun in Eastern Europe, had led to a shift in the global balance of

power fì'om a bipolar to a multipolar system. This allowed for an incrcasing role for

other countries such as Japan, China, and India. The statement argued, however, that

'6 Gareth Evans and Bruce Gran! op. cit., p. l2l.
37 Ministerial Statement by Senator, the Hon. Gareth Evans, QC, Minister for Foreign

Affairs and Trade,6 December 1989, Australia's Regional Security, Canberra, Management
Information Processing, Deparfrnelìt of Foreign Affairs and Trade, 1989.
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Western nations continued to dominate due largely to their political stability and

advanced economic development.

In tenns of the relationship between foreign and defence policies, the

statement placed defènce in a central position of Australia's foreign policy. The

statement stressed the importance of the South Pacific, Southeast Asia (including

Indochina and Myanmar), and the eastern reaches of the Indian Ocean, as the region -

as had been spelt out in the clefe¡ce White Paper 1987- in which Australia's primary

strategic interests lay. In maintaining this, the statement emphasised the importance

for Australia of achieving self-reliance, using its own resources. It argued also that

self-retance could be pursued through cooperation with allies especially through

Australia-New Zealand-United States (ANZUS) and Five Power Defence

Arrangement (FPDA), and by creating regional security networks. However, it was in

Australia's interests to develop arrangement with other countries in the region, both

bilaterally and multilaterally.

Within its new global outlook, the statement clarified four major priorities of

Australia's foreign policy: to protect Australia's security by participating in the

creation and maintenance of a positive strategic environment within the region; to

pursue tratle and invesl"menl. Lhruugh ecotromic cooperation; to contribute at all tirncs

to global security; and to build the cause of good intemational citizenship. The

statement argued, moreover, that cxtcnsivc cconomic linkages create mutual interests,

which in turn could reduce the possibility of rnilitary conflict. The statement placed a

high value on APEC as a mechanism through which new connections might be built

up within the region. The statement supported Australians becoming more familiar
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with Asian culture, as a prerequisite for integration with the region. In sup

regional stability, the statement stressed the need for Australia to continue to

concentrate on delivering aid toward countries within the region, although the quality

of it needed to be improved, if it were to serve Australia's future economic interests.

This was on the premise that the more recipient countries were able to achieve

economic well-being, the more they are able to absorb Ausffalia's exports. Despite

this, however, the statement also noted the need for Australia to rai.se other significant

issues such as human rights and environmental degradation, and recommended that

these be put into perspective so as to achieve a balance between these issues and ones

relating to economic and security matters.

The ministerial statement was a multi-dimensional approach, which contained

major policy responses. First, it went hand in hand with 1987 Defence White Paper,

by suggesting that Australia needed to possess a military capability for deterrence

purposes, but, if necessary, for defeating aggressors threatening Australia's

sovereignty. Second, Australia needed to utilise its military resources and presence in

the region in order to create a sense of shared security interests. Third, in cases where

tension and friction might arise between states in the region, Australia should be

preparetl ro use traditional diplomatio skills to solve disputcs effectively. Four,

Australia emphasised the need to increase economic cooperation, particularly with

countries ilr Southeast Asia. Five, it stressed the nccd for Australia to continue

developrnent assistance programs as a contribution to the security of the region -the

more these countries developed economically and became politically stable, the more

likely the entire region would be stable. Six, despite exercising politico-rnilitary
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capability, Australia needed also to help countries in the region with other social

problems including environmental degradation, AIDS, narcotics traffìcking,

unregulated population flows, and refugee problems. And seven, in assisting with

these, Australia needed to increase people-to-people contacts, as an important

medium for the exchange of ideas, and as means of fostering an understanding of

cultural differences. 
38

In short, the ministerial statement finally concretised the new orientation of

Australia's foreign policy which had gradually shifted its focus from geo-politics,

relying on the allia¡rce with the US, to a more regional foreign policy approach. It

gave primacy to economic issues within Australia's foreign policy and demonstrated

how strategic and security considerations have been closely tied to foreign policy,

thus indicating the multi-dimensional nature of the policy. The statement represented

"a departure from the past practice of regarding defence and foreign policy issues as

separate,"3e and in terms of image, its holistic view of security matters, "should help

change some hostile attitudes of Australia towards the region and the region towards

Australia."ao

In conclusion, in the 1980s, the Australian government made considerable and

constant efforts to change the orient¿tion of z\ustalia's foreign policy from onc which

was globally oriented and relied on the US strategically, to one that was more

economic and regionally oriented. During this period, the economy emerged as a

dominant aspect of Australia's overall foreign policy, though the policy did not

downgrade the importance of security and strategic issues. This chapter has shown

3s "Australia's Regional Security," Backgrounàer, Vol. 1 no.4, 15 December 1989,pp.2-3
3e The Sydney Morning Herald, T December 1989.
ao The CanberraTimes,8 December 1989.
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that two main factors triggered Australia to pursue a ne\ry orientation of fbreign

policy. One was the vulnerability of Australia's economy to the global econornic

change, the other was the challenge of rapid economic growth in the Asia Pacific

region, and the opportunities for Australia's economy that this represents. Both

täctors have forced the Australian government to open up and liberalise Australia's

economy which in turn has resulted in a considerable re-orientation of priority in

Aust¡alia's foreign po.licy. Evidence for the refocussing Çan be found in the major

initiatives taken by the government throughout the 1980s: the Jackson Committee,

Australia's participation in the Cairns Group, the release of the 1987 White Paper, the

Gamaut Report, and Australia's efforts to establish APEC. All these led to the birth of

a new look foreign policy for Australia, subsequently released in the 1989 ministerial

statement of the Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade.

The period of the Labor government brought two major changes to Australian

foreign policy. The power of the Soviet Union dramatically declined in part as a result

of US pressure supported by Australian policy, and this served to diminish the

importance of the geo-strategic and military components of Australian foreign

relations. By the same token, the economic crisis of the early 1980s, which had

assistctl thc ALP Lu power, had also highliglrtcd significant areas of wcakncss in thc

Australian economy. As it became clear that they would only be resolved through

trade globalisation, thc cconomic dimension of z\ustralian foreign relations became

more important. By the time the 1990 election carnpaign comtnenced, the new policy

was widely recognised and accepted in Australia.
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CHAPTER FIVE

AN INCREASING ACTIVE ROLE:

INDONESIA'S FOREIGN POLICY IN THE 1980s

After the Soeharto government assumed power in 1966, Indonesia adopted a

foreign policy which gave economic considerations primacy. During the 1980s,

Indonesia maintained this position and began to play a lnore active role at

intemational forums. This chapter explores this change. However, it begins by looking

at some underlying principles of Indonesia's foreign policy. An assessment of the

implementation of these principles follows.

Independent and Active

Indonesia declared its independence on 17 August 1945.In the subsequent

revolutionary struggle to retain independence from the Netherlands, the former

colonising power, there was no time for the new government to formulate an official

statement of foreign policy. It was not until 2 September 1948, that Mohammad

Hatta, Indonesia's first Vice President in his capacity as Prime Minister, officially

stated that an independent and active posture were basic principles of Indonesia's

foreign policy. Hatta delivered the statement in front of the Working Committee of

Central National Comrnittee of Indonesia (BPKNIP), the forerunner of the present



People's Consult¿tive Assembly, MPR, at Yogyakarta. It was a response to the

advocacy of the communists, united in Fron.t Demakrasi Raþat, (People's

Democratic Front), who argued strongly that Indonesia should exploit the prevailing

international situation (the beginning of the Cold War) by positioning itself firmly with

either the Soviet Union or the United States of America (USA).I Although agreeing

with the proposition -that Indonesia should be able to exploit inæmational

situation- Hatta's statement strongly rejected the suggestion that Inclonesia should

align itself with either block. He argued, rather, that Indonesia should avoid this and

struggle instead to retain the capacity to determine its own position. Self-reliance,

therefore, was very important.2

A more detailed and wider elaboration of independent and active principles

appeared in Hatta's article, published in 1953. By 'independent' he meant that

Indonesia would refuse to play favourites between the two deeply opposed blocks,

but instead would take its own way in handling various international problems. The

active princþle was to be demonstrated by Indonesia's constant efforts to work

vigorously to maintain peace and to reduce the tensions generated by the rivalry

between the two blocks. Indonesia preferred to do this by supporting of the majority

of members of the United Nat"ions (UN), and by building aud maintaining lricntlly

relations with any country on the basis of mutual respect. Furthermore, Hatta

inclicaled that independence was distinctly different to one of neutrality which implics

a policy of "the impartiality of one state towards two or more belligerent states" and

contained an "antisocial status." As a member of the UN, argued Hatta, Indonesia was

t J. Soed¡ati Djiwandono, "Indonesia's Post Cold War Foreign Policy," The Inlonesian

Quarterly, Yol.22 no.2, 1994, p. 92.
2 Mohammad Hattz, Menlayung Antara Dua Karang, Jakarta, Bulan Bintan g, 1976,
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committed to intenational solidarity and its principles were designed therefore

without reference to belligerent states and were instead airned at upholding and

strengthening peace. The central aspect, therefore, of an independent policy has been

an attempt to seek friendship with any country regardless of block alignment, on a

basis of respect for mutual independence. Hatta insisted, moreover, that the prosperity

of the people was the main target, and an independent and sovereign lndonesia was

simply a prerequisite achieving it. Indonesia's foreign policy practice can be summed

up as "a poticy of being a friend of all, an enemy of none."3

It is clear that at the time Hatta delivered his initial statement and then

published it, the Cold V/ar 
"rËi"¿ 

a significant influence on the basic principles of

Indonesia's foreign policy. It *., constructed in the setting of inænse rivalry between

the Soviet Union with its communist ideology on the one hand, and the US with its

belief in liberal-capitalisrn on the other. Indonesia's foreign policy also reflected a

powerful anti-colonialism and strong feelings of nationalism which had their origins in

Indonesia's long history of colonisation and rule by a Western imperialist power. The

experience had taught Indonesians to appreciate unity and the need to sustain dignity,

independence, and sovereignty. Early studies concluded that this ethos lay behind 'the

inclependent and active' approach in Inilonesia's ft-rrcign policy.a Thc struggle to ret¿in

independence from the Netherlands built nationalism and unity into a unique force. It

meant more than just the task to forging an affay of diffcrent ethnic groups into one

united nation. It guided Indonesia's relations with the world outside, without it

'Mohammad Hatta, "Indonesia's Foreign Policy," Foreign Affairs, Vol, 31 no. 3, 1953, pp.

441-52.
a Ide Anak Agung Gde Agung, Twenty Years of In"donesian Foreign Policy, 1945-1965,The

Haque and Paris, Monton & co, 1973; and Michael Leifer, Indonesia's Foreign Policy, London,

Boston, and Sydney, George Allen and Unwin, 1983.
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seeking superiority over ¿my nation. It is, nonetheless, inward-looking in nature,

designed "to build a sonse of oneness among the peoples and to maximise the

country's independence in the intemational arena."S Thus, it can be said that frorn the

early days of independence, Indonesians have finnly believed that 'Toreign policy must

reflect and promote the national interest, and should be carried out in an orderly

manner and based on a set of core values, principles, and premises shared by all

Indonesians across a wide range of political, icleological, and cultural differences."6

Foreign Policy in Action

During the period of armed revolution (1945-50), Indonesia's foreign policy

was mainly aimed to achieving international recognition of its sovereignty as an

independent nation. The policy was used as an integral part of national revolutionary

tactics, aimed at defeating the Netherlands' efforts to regain power in Indonesia.

Indonesia's active diplomacy began after initial talks on matters relating to the

recognition of independence failed in L945. The Netherlands was reluctant to

negotiate because it viewed Hatta, Vice President and chair of Indonesian delegation

in the negotiation, as a Japanese collaborator. This forced Indonesia to change tactics,

Sjah"i.
and on 14 Novernber 1945 Sutan ffiffb was appoirlted as Primc Minister and took

over Hatta's role in the negotiation with the Netherlands. Shahrir's reputation as a

nationalist-democrat and a western educatcd figurc proved advantageous ín

diplomatic negotiations. He was an outstanding western intellectual and publicly

5 Dewi Fortuna Anwar, "Indonesia's Foreign and Defence Policies," in Colin Brown, ed.,

Indonesia, dealing with a neighbour, St. Leonards, New South 'Wales, Allen and Unwin, 1996, p.35.
6 Rizal Sukma, "The Evolution of Indonesia's Foreign Policy, an IndonesianYiew," Asian

Survey, Vol. 35 no.3, 1995, pp.305-6.
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known fbr his refusal to collaborate with the Japanese. Shahrir also held the portfolio

of Foreign Minister and began tough negotiations with the Netherlands, with a

mediaúon role being given to British military authorities. Nonetheless, the bottom-line

of Shahrir's approach was 'Indonesia's right to self-determination.'7

By the 25th March 1947, under Shahrir's guidance, Indonesia's diplomatic

approach appeared to be successful, particularly when the Linggarjati Agreement was

concludecl, in which Indonqsia'.s de facto authority over Jawa, Sumatra, and Madura,

was recognised by the Netherlands, while other territories were to be gradually be

included. However, the Netherlands' unilateral decision to use military forces to

attack Indonesia in 1947 and 1948 put a stop to Shahrir's initial diplomatic

negotiations. The attacks re-awakened Indonesian anti colonial and nationalist fbelings

and had the effect of expanding the campaign for Indonesian sovereignty by various

nationalist movements. The nationalist-Left movement challenged Shahrir to take a

tougher approach, but his position was secured by the full support of President

Soekarno and Vice President Mohamrnad Hatta. However, Shahrir's sudden

resignation in July 1949 subsequently diminished the strength of Indonesia's acúve

diplomacy, and indeed it ended Indonesia's direct negotiations with the Netherlands.

Thc tlisputc bctweun the Nethcrlands and Indonesia was then brought into thc UN, by

the Indian and Australian governments. A series of negotiations followed under the

auspiccs of thc UN's Goodwill Commission for Indonesia.

Initially, agreement between the Netherlands and the Indonesian government

seemed unlikely. The situation was becoming increasingly difficult for the Indonesian

7 Michael Leifer, op, cit., p.8.
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govenrment because, almost at the s¿une time (1948), a colntnunist rebellion erupted

in Madiun, East Java. The rebellion attracted the attention of the US govemment

which was very apprehensive about the possibility of control of Indonesia by

communist forces. The US worried that the longer the Netherlands held a tough

position on Indonesia, the weaker the latter would be, and the easier the communists

would find it to get control of Indonesia. This prompted the US to immediateþ

pre.ssure the Netherlands to withdraw from its position over Indonesia. The US

threatened to exclude the Netherlands from the Marshall Plan project and its aid

program if it did not change its claim. The Netherlands had little choice and agreed to

\,..
negotiate.wË@l949,apeaceconference,knownastheRoundTab1e

c¡^ A?\.e¿nrbe-r-
Conference, took place in the Hague. An agreement was concludedrin which the

Netherlands recognised the sovereignty of Indonesia's independence and agreed to

include the territory covered by the former Dutch East Indies. Unfortunately, the

conference did not resolve all matters in dispute. The crucial point concerned the

status of 'West New Guinea or'West Irian (later known as Irian Jaya) which was part

of the former Dutch East Indies' territory. According to the Round Table Conference,

West New Guinea's status would remain unchanged, that is, it would remain in Dutch

hands, and would bc rcnegotiated after one yeûr.

However, the decision to exclude West New Guinea from the territory that

was rccognised by the Netherlands, made the Indonesian govemment feel that its

attempt to integrate the whole 'Indonesia' had not been fulfilled. Subsequently,

Indonesia directed its foreign policy to secure the transfer of 'West New Guinea. This

was driven by the idea that Indonesia's unity needed to be supported by the sort of
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strong national integrity, that was shown during the struggle against the Netherlands'

military actions n 1947 and 1948. When the Netherlands did not signal any indication

that it would resume negotiation on the status of West New Guinea, Indonesia

intensified its campaign to inûegrate West New Guinea. In 1950 President Soekarno

abolished the f'ederal structure of lndonesia's system of government, originally formed

by the Netherlands during the Linggariati Agreement. He viewed the structure as a

potential threat to Indonesia's unity ancl firture. sovereignty. Soekarno was aware that

the structure would give plenty of opportunity for separatist groups to consolidate

strength and launch attacks against the central government. It was at this time, 1950,

that Indonesia joined the UN believing that the UN was an effective international

institution that could play a significant role in speeding up the process of

decolonisation. Indonesia expected that by joining the UN, the task of securing the

transfer of West New Guinea from the Netherlands would be made easier.

The situation, however, proved to be otherwise. Indonesia found it faced

difficulties in renegotiating the status of 'West New Guinea with the Netherlands.

Indonesia was disappointed at the slow pace and lack of clarity from the Dutch

government concerning its commitment to the negotiation process. This was not

irnproved by the initial reluot¿nce of Wcstern oounhies to suppott Indoncsia's effort.

Australia, for example, deliberately collaborated and campaigned with the Netherlands

to block Indonesia's move to obtain majority support in thc UN. By this time,

Indonesia fäced many economic problems, partly due to the debt burden it inherited

from the former Dutch East Indies government. All these experiences drove Indonesia

to not just distance itself from the Western block, but to take an increasing anti-
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Western attitude. This was soon manifested in Indonesia's efforts to associate with

other developing countries experiencing a similar situation.

In 1955, Indonesia hosted the first Asia-Africa Conf'erence in Bandung. There

is no doubt that the conference syrnbolised Indonesia's opposition to colonialism, and

reflected the desires of the participants to maintain their independence from new

forms of imperialism. Soekarno declared during his speech at the conference, that

despite many differences, countries in Asia and Africa were united by a common

distike of colonialism and racism.s Subsequently, Soekarno used that rising tide of

nationalist and anti-colonialist sentiment to speed up his campaign for the take over of

'West New Guinea. He made preparations for a military action following the failure of

the Netherlands and his own government to reach agreement regarding negotiations.

In response to the 'West's reluctance to support Indonesia in its negotiation effoß,

Soekarno appealed to the Soviet Union for military assistance. A huge amount of

military equipment was quicldy made available and Indonesia was ready to expedite

its military operation.

Faced by these new developments, the US and the United Nations became

seriously concerned. Under the Kennedy administration, the US took the initiative and

began by exerting some diplomatic influence. It approached the Netherlands and

persuaded Indonesia to return to the negotiation option. Kennedy, with the

enthusiastic assistance and support of U Thant, the UN Secretary General, was

successful in having both sides agtee to negotiate the dispute at the UN. In 7962, the

matter was settled and West New Guinea was fonnally handed over to Indonesia.

' Sukarno, "Let a New Asia and Africa Be Bom," in Herbert Feith and Lance Castles, eds.,

Indonesian PoLitical Thinking 1945-1965, Ithaca and L¡ndon, Cornell University Press, 1970, pp.

454-60.
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West New Guinea became West Irian (Irian. Barat), but f'ollowing a UN sponsored

vote for self determination in 1968, it became Irian Jaya.

Having gained West Irian, Soekarno seemed to believe that his anti-'Western

stance would be supported by other developing countries. Partly fed by his personal

ambition, Soekarno was certain that there was considerable domestic support for his

flamboyant political style. The Indonesian Communist Party (PKI) watched this trend

closely and saw an opportunity to gain political control. The PKI supported Soekarno

when he moved Indonesia's foreign policy from its original principles towards a

Leftist position by deliberaæly declaring the creation of the Jakarta - Pnom Penh -

Pyongyang - Peking (Beijing) æris. There was significant communist support, for

speeches Soekarno made about the need to est¿blish New Emerging Forces,

consisting of revolutionary countries in Asia, Africa, and Latin America. These were

specifically aimed at opposing so-called the Old Established Forces of Western

capitalist powers, which, according to Soekarno were seeking to pursue a new

imperialist style. He argued that,

imperialism ... is a system that makes up a single whole [because] they

claw at each other like wolves when they are fighting over riches and

loot, but they hetp each other when they have to deal with us. [and]Just
see how the United States, lVest Germany, lsrael unite to humiliate our
brothers the Arab nations ! . .. how the British and the Americans unite to
preserve "Malaysia," that puppet state, as a force hostile to the Republic

of Indonesia! ... how virn¡ally all the imperialists unite to defend the

racialist Verwoerd govemment and defend apartheid in generalle

In promoting his anti-'Western and anti-irnperialist stance, n 1962 Soekarno

openly opposed the creation of Malaysia, calling it an artificial product of British

n Sukarno, "storming the Last Bulwarks of Imperialism," ibíd, p. 467 .
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imperialisrn. With the strong support of PKI, Soekarno strengthened his position by

arguing that Malaysia was a neo-colonialism project designed to encircle Indonesia,

and for that reason it had to be totally opposed.l0 Soekarno's toughest anti Western

policy play was to pull Indonesia out of the UN in January 1965. He was hoping that

the creation of New Emerging Forces might be a competitor to the UN, a forum

which Soekarno believed represented Western interests too greatly.

However, Soekarno's dominance ended abrupfly after an abortive coup by the

PKI on 30 September 1965. The Indonesian military successfully defeated the coup

and took control of Indonesian politics under the leadership of President Soeharto.

What remained was an image of Indonesia as an aggressive country and a regional

bully. Its image abroad was tarnished particularly afær its pursuit of the confrontation

policy toward Malaysia and the West.ll Internally, Indonesia was facing economic

chaos, with inflation skyrocketing to hundreds of per cent, domestic infrastructure in

ruins and general economic outlook was poor. Foreign reserves in Indonesia's Central

Bank, Bank Indonesia, were almost nil.12

Pragmatic and Realistic

After a bitter transition period, in which hundreds of thousands of supporters

of the PKI were destroyed and Soekarno resigned, the New Order Government, led

by President Soeharto, was sworn in 1968. Faced with the chaotic economic

t0 G. Modelski, New Ernerging Forces: Documents on the Ideology of Indonesian Foreign
Policy, Ca¡berra, Australian National University Press, 1963, pp.7z -5.tt O. Sutomo Roesnadi, "Indonesia's Foreign Policy," ISEAS, Trends in Indonesia,

Singapore, Singapore University Press, 1972, p. 62.t' Sabam Siagian, "Indonesia's Foreign Policy and Its Relations With Australi4" The

Sydney Papers, Vol. 6 no. 3, Vy'inter 1994, p. 58.
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situation, the new govemment had no option but to utilise all its resources to improve

the national economy. All efforts were made towards one goal, that of restoring the

national economy, and in this, foreign policy was no exception. The new govemment

believed that Soekarno's foreign policy excesses had driven Indonesia away frorn its

original principles. Confiontation policy and the decision to quit the UN had tamished

Indonesia's image abroad, and resulted in unfriendly relations with many Western

countries. The new govemment saw these a-s obstacles in its efÏorts to restore

Indonesia's economy and realised that domestic resources could not be maximised

without the cooperation of developed nations. And for this, Indonesia needed to

return foreign policy to its original principles.

Its priority was to create a friendly environment through improving

Indonesia's image overseas. Adam Malik, who was appointed as Deputy Premier for

Political Affai¡s and Foreign Minister in 1966, prornised that the Indonesian

government would immediately re-evaluate its foreign policy, and that it would seek

to work together with other nations. A sharp statement came from General Soeharto,

then Caretaker President, in his New Year message on 31 December 1966. Soeharto

was quoted saying that, "in order to achieve solidarity between nations in the world in

general ¿rul Asia-Africa in partioular, an turoganl" attitudc, Indoncsia's glaring style of

leadership, pretending to be a pioneer, champion, all had been left, and foreign policy

in the years to come will be directed to improvc [Indoncsia's] fbreign relations."r3

13 
Quoted in Bantarto Bandoro, ed., Hubungan Luar Negeri Indonesia Selama Orde Baru,

Jakarta, CSIS, 1994, p. 2.
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Evidence f'or this change came immediately when Adarn Malik announcecl the

end of confrontation policy,ra followed by active diplornacy to form the Association of

South East Asian Nations (ASEAN), officially established on 8 August 1967, ¿urd

addressed the problern of Indonesia's image at the international forum by immediately

announcing that Indonesia would rejoin the UN. Comprising Indonesia, Malaysia, the

Philippines, Thailand, and Singapore, ASEAN was formally established as a regional

group for economic cooperation, aimed at increasing the economic development of

member countries.ls However, ASEAN's most important contribution at the time was

to establish confidence-building measures between members, which would then

guarantee regional stability as a corner-stone for continued economic development.

As one observer later argued, the high priority Indonesia has given to ASEAN has

been due to the central role ASEAN has played in maint¿ining peace and stability in

the region. It has created a relatively harmonious relationship between Indonesia and

count¡ies in the region. The stability provided has allowed the Indonesian governrnent

to be less apprehensive about the security of its far-flung borders, and concentrate its

attention and resources on internal development.l6

As well as these efforts, the new government added to other principles to its

foreign policy phitosophy - those of realism and pragmatism. The governmcn[

maintained that foreign policy has to be realistic, meaning that an active foreign policy

to For a derril explanation of how confrontation policy was ended see Franklin B.

Weinstein, Indonesia Abandons Confrontation, An Inquiry Into the Funclions of Indonesian Foreign
Policy, Ithaca, Modern Indonesian ProjecÇ Cornell University, 1969.tt See for examples Allison Broinowski, ed., Understanding /,SEAN, London and

Canberra, Macmillan, 1982: and Ronatd D. Palmer and Thomas J. Reckford, Building ASEAN: 20

Years of Southeast Asian Cooperation, New York, Praeger,1987 .

16 Dewi Fortuna Anwar, op. cit., p. 37-8: and for more elaboration see Dewi Fortuna

Khaidir-Anwa¡, Indonesia in ASEAN: Foreign Policy and Regionalisn, New York and Singapore,

St. Martin's Press, 1994.
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has to be supported by the capacity and strength to influence outcomes, and this

would depend on the people's economic prosperity. Foreign policy had to be

pragmatic, because economic development and prosperity could only be properly

obtained by making priorities. It prioritising, leaders needed to be flexible and able to

co-operate and build alliances with any country, regardless of ideology, so long as

that country did not threaten Indonesia's sovereignty. A truly independent and active

foreign policy would only be achieved when Indonesia had acquired the necessary

strength.lT These principles were officially approved by a decision made by tfre?corrSrù+¡

People's Consultative Assembly (MPRS; Majelis Permusyawaratan Raþat

Sementara) in 1966. The decision stated that restoring confidence and obtaining

respect from other countries were a priority, and implementation, "should be carried

out with flexibility in approach and response so that it is directed towards the National

interest, especially giving priority to the People's economic interests."l8

Indonesia's efforts to change its bad intemational image succeeded. In

apparent response to negotiations around aid, Westem countries established the Inter

Governmental Group on Indonesia (IGGI) n 1967. It was set up as a consortium

comprising Japan and several Western capitalist countries, with the task of managing

and directing aid and grants that Indonesia proposed for its economic development.

Despiæ diplomatic efforts for aid from 'Western countries, Indonesia maintained its

relationship with other communist countries. The exceptiott was Indonesia's

relationship with China. In L967 Indonesia suspended diplomatic relations on the

grounds that China's continued support f'or Indonesia's communists was a serious

11 Orba, A Guide to The New Order GoverwnenL Jaka¡ta, pp.26-7.
18 Departrnent of Informafion, Decisions of the Fourth Plenary Session oÍ the Madielis

Permusjawaratan Rakjat Sementara, 20th June-Sth July 1966, Jakartå, L966, p, l7 .
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threat to Indonesia's sovereignty. However, this did not change Indonesia's position

on the one-China policy. Furthermore, Indonesia did not vote against China when it

applied for admission to the UN in 1970, although, at the time, Indonesia's Foreign

Minister, Adam Malik, was the President of the 26th UN General Assembly.le In

short, Indonesia's pragmatic and realistic approach in foreign policy was

accompanied by a low profile diplomatic style and it was generally concerned with

many issues, its interests were bound up more closely with regional issues. It was a

logical outcome of such policy that the ASEAN region would become its focus.

Together with other ASBAN countries, Indonesia has been able to address security

concerns in the region, and this has helped Indonesia to concentrate its resources

toward dornestic economic development.

The most contentious issue, however, has been Indonesia's decision to take

over East Timor, the former Portuguese colony, n 1975. The decision, obviously,

prompted public outcry in a number of countries. However, Indonesia's argument

about a communist threat developing in East Timor, and under the shadow of Cold

'War, seerned to be a rnajor factor making most countries 'silent' to Indonesia's

decision to take over East Timor. Portugal's uncertain policy to the take over of East

Timor by lndonesia meant the issue did not have much impact to Indonesia's foreign

poticy in the 1970s.20 Nonetheless, the took over of East Timor is at the root of many

of the difficulties Indonesia is currently facing.

t'O. Sutomo Roesnadi, op. cit., p.65.
'o Adam Schwarz, A Nation in Waiting, Indonesia in the 1990s, Sydney, Allen & Unwin,

1994, pp.206-8,
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In summary, as well as successfully restoring its economy during the 1970s,

Indonesia re-designed its foreign poticy objectives to become realistic and achievable.

These new objectives included:

to maintain and foster friendly relations with all countries in the

world, regardless of their social systems and ideologies; to
promote or maintain international peace and understanding,

through or outside the United Nations; to avoid involvement in

any conflict with neighbours countries; to create and promote a

sphere of stability, tranquillity and peace in and around Indonesia,

so that national economic development and political process may

continue without any internal or external disturbances; to
strengthened the ASEAN regional grouping, [as] determining

factor and stabiliser in the Asian region; [and] to work towards

neutralisation.2l

Equally important has been Indonesia's decision to adopt trade policies,

replacing aid diplomacy, as an integral part of foreign policy. In short, Indonesia's

foreign policy during the 1970s was successful in terms of obtaining financial support

from Western capitalist countries and keeping a relatively balanced political

relationship with most communist countries.

An Increasing Political Role

After successfully mainøining its low-profile pattern up to the end of the

1970s, Indonesia began to broaden the subst¿nce and style of its foreign policy. Some

argued this was a move towards a more assertive style.22 Its first indication was

Indonesia's imrnediate response and active approach toward the Carnbodian conflict.

" O. Sutomo Roesnadi, op. cil, pp.72-3.

lle,¡,^?r,¡,tlchael Mh, Indonesiqn Foreign Policy: Towards a More Assertive Sryle, Nathan,

Griffith University, 1987.
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Following the Vietnamese invasion of Cunbodia in 1978, Indonesia became

apprehensive about the impact this might have on Southeast Asian regional stability.

The government held the view that the Cambodian conflict created instability in the

near region where Indonesia's foreign policy has been most intensely focused.

Indonesia believed that it had the potential to disrupt, and even set back, the economic

development of all the countries in the region, and of Indonesia in particular. Within a

short period, it succeeded in persuaded the warring partics to sit down and negotiate a

diplomatic settlement.

However, in its efforts to achieve a peaceful settlement to the Cambodian

conflict, Indonesia faced a dilemma. Indonesia believed that the greatest threat to the

stability of the region was China; the fact that Cambodia's Pol Pot regime, backed by

China, was ousted by Vietnam inclined Indonesia to favour Vietnam. That Vietnam

shared similar experiences with Indonesia in terms of its struggle for independence

against a colonial power gave Indonesia another reason to support Vietnam. Thailand,

however, held a quite different view. It saw Vietnam, supported by the Soviet Union,

as far more dangerous and its closeness to the Cambodian conflict fuelled Thailand's

fear that Vietnam might want to realise her historical dream of creating a greater

Indochina.

In assessing the situation, Indonesia was aware that the conflict might damage

ASEAN's cohesion and did not wish to sacrifice this regional forum, given its

importance as a regional stabilising mechanism. ASEAN members responded by

nominating Indonesia as its 'interlocutor' in the conflict and urged Indonesia to
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increase its diplomatic efforts to rnediate between the warring parties.23 ln 1919,

ASEAN successfully sponsored two irnportant resolutions conceming Cambodia in

the UN: the fìrst to hold Carnbodia's seat open in the UN's General Assembly; rurd

the second calling for the withdrawal of foreign troops, elections under the

supervision of the UN, and an intemational confersnce for assessing the whole

situation in Cambodia.za By 1986, Indonesian officials had made series of visits to

Vietnam and vice versa. Other activities hosted by Indonesia including seminars,

official conferences, and multilateral talks in the UN, were all directed to finding

solutions to the conflict.

In pursuing its interlocutor role, however, Indonesia found the path far from

smooth. Vietnam was reluctant to participate in negotiations pursued by Indonesia on

behalf of ASEAN which targeted the withdrawal of Vietnam's troops from Cambodia

as part of the resolution. The involvement of China and the Soviet Union also made a

resolution difficult to achieve because their enormous power was beyond ASEAN's

influence or control. As mentioned previously, there were also still different

perceptions of the conflict within ASEAN, particularly between Thailand and

Indonesia. In addition, there was the dual track strategy by the Indonesian

Department of Foreign Affairs and the Indonesian Defertce Forces toward Vietnam,

and while the Departrnent of Foreign Affairs tended to give priority to negotiations

through diplomatic channels, the Defence Forocs, based or theit' own strategic

concerns about China as a greater threat, favoured directly approaching Vietnam.25

23 Michael R, J. Vatikiotis, Indonesian Politics under Suhnrîo, Order, Development and

Presxtre for Change, new & updated edition, London and New York, Routledge, t994,p.182.
2a Andrew J, Maclntyre, "Interpreting Indonesian Foreign Policy, the Case of Kampuche4

1979-1986," Asian Survey, Yol.21 no. 5, 1987, p. 516.
25 lbid.
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All these situations gave Vietnam the opportunity to exploit these differences in

approach and justify its own reluctance to accommodate, which, consequently,

brought the disappointing result. Nonetheless, Indonesia had tried to act responsibly

in playing its interlocutor role.

This initial failure to settle the conflict, however, did not discourage Indonesia

in its active role. In the new inærnational climate of the mid 1980s, following

Gorbachev's rise to the leadership in the Soviet Union in 1985 and his immediate

announcement to withdraw Soviet troops from Vietnam, Indonesia launched a series

of new approaches to the Cambodian conflict. In July 1988 and February 1989,

Indonesia sponsored the first and second Jakarta Informal Meeting (IIM). It was an

informal meeting, under the guise of a cocktail party, which allowed all parties to the

Cambodian conflict to speak directly to one another and discuss possible ways to

settle their disputes. Although the two JIMs did not produce many agreements, they

were still significant politically as it was under the auspices of the Indonesian

government at the initial JIM that warring group to the conflict met and negotiated

directly for the first time. Later, in July-August 1989, another conference was held in

Paris. This was known as the Paris Intemational Conference on Cambodia (PICC) and

was co-chaired by France and Indonesia. Indonesia was chosen on the grounds that it

had already taken an outstanding role, including the hosting of JIMs I and II. Two

more meetings, the Jakarta Inf'ormat Meetings on Carnbodia, were held in Indonesia

in February and September 1990. These came up with positive results. The parties

settled on an implementation process for the framework mapped out in the PICC,

which subsequently led to the signing of the comprehensive agreement ir Paris in
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1991. V/hile the whole process was not alway easy, it nonetheless, indicated a positive

diplornatic role for Indonesia.

The second demonstration of Indonesia's more active foreign policy was its

increased attention to the South Pacific region, as an area which had been growing in

importance in Indonesian eyes since the 1970s. Decision No. 4 of the Peoples

Consult¿tive Assembly (Ketetapan Majelis Permusyawaratan Raþat Republik

Indonesia/ MPR RI No. 4) of thc 1973's National Guidelines (Garis-Garis Besar

Haluan Negøra/ GBHI{) spelled out the view of the govemment towards the region

which was essentialty that it would take whatever steps were necessary to achieve

stability in Southeast Asia and the Southwest Pacific.26 Indonesia considered the

region of Southwest Pacific to be the second layer of its overall foreign policy. It

should be noted, however, that with exception of the Papua New Guinea (PNG),

there was almost no interacúon between Indonesia and the countries in the South

Pacific region during the 1970s.

In 1983, Mochtar Kusumaatnadja, then Indonesian Foreign Minister, made a

marathon visit to PNG, FUI, Westem Samoa, and the Solomon Islands. In the PNG,

Mochtar's visit resulted in closer ties with that country, something that they had been

working towards since PNG gained independence in 1975. Between 1978 and 1980

President Soeharto and PNG's Prime Minister met three times, similarly, the PNG and

lndonesian Foreign Ministers met twice in 1978. At the top of the agenda at these

Tin e
meetings were two items: the Indonesia-PNG border; and the issue of the PaPua

f\\s.r¿,rvrrønV
wþfléiãþ4ywryßvw (organisasi Papua Merdeka/ oPlvÐ, which wanted to

26 Asnani Usma¡, "Indonesia dan Pasifik Selatån," in Bant¿rto Bandoro, ed., op. cit., p.

187
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secede fiom Indonesia and most of whose activities were consolidated and

coordinated from within PNG's terntory.z1 Furthermore, it was during Mochtar's

marathon visit that Indonesia offered assistance under the scheme known as Technical

Cooperation Amongst Developing Countries (TCDC). Interestingly, the offer got a

positive response from most countries in the region. PNG was interested ir

agriculture, mining, manufacturing, fisheries, education, and culture; the Solomon

Islands in agriculture, fishcrics, and navigation; Western Samoa in education,

agriculture, navigation, and flight carriers; and Fiii in intellectuaU academic

exchanges.2s Besides these matter, Indonesia began to turn its attention to political

events in the region. The military coup by Colonel Rabuka in Fiii in 1987 was one

such event.'When Rabuka requested (military) helicopter assistance during his visit to

Jakarta n 1987, the Indonesian government politely refused, although it did agree to

develop a trade relationship. Indonesia's relationship with New Caledonia was

different again, and, together with other ASEAN members, Indonesia support the

New Caledonian independence movement, under the guidance of the Front

Liberation National Kanak S ocialist (FLNKS ). 
2e

Despite statements from Mochtar that it was the appropriate tirne for

Indonesia to play more attention to the South Pacific region, he was forced to deny

allegations that neglect of the South Pacific in Indonesia's foreign policy had been

deliberate. In defence, Mochtar argued that many issues and problems in Lhe

" Robin Osbome, Indonesia's Secret War: the Guerilla Struggle in lrian "Iaya, Sydney,

Allen & Unwin, 1985.
28 Asna¡i Usman, op. cit., p.796.
tn For description of the independence movement see Anitâ Butler, "Passionate

Arnbivalence: New Caledonia and Franco-Australian Relations in the Pacific," Honours Thesis,

Deparûnent of Politics and French, the University of Adelaide,1995, chapter one.
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Southeast Asian region during the 1970s had absorbed much of Indonesia's attention,

and that at about the same tirne, most South Pacific countries were heavily involved in

their own decolonisation processes.'o Colin Brown, however, has identified two

strong triggers for Indonesia's more active role in the South Pacific region. The first

relates to Indonesia's view of its own place within the region. A country as large as

Indonesia, arguos Brown, is understandably keen to seek and pursue a more active

role i1 the international arena. As a matter of fact, there has been a natural attraction

to the South Pacific region as the eastern part of Indonesia is populated by

Melanesians, the ethnic group which occupies much of the South Pacific. This, argues

Brown, has contributed to Indonesia feeling a part of the Pacific region, both

geographically and ethnically. The second trigger has been the position taken by the

South Pacific countries over the East Timor resolution at the UN. Indonesia wanted

to secure and maintain the support these countries have given over the issue. With the

exception of Vanuatu, most countries in South Pacific supported Indonesia's posiúon

over the General Assembly resolution on East Timor.3l

In summary, all of these events marked the beginning of a new role for

Indonesia in the South Pacific region. Indonesia showed, by offering technical

assistance fbr example, that it wanted to build a positive image among the countries

in the region and intended to be an important part of the region's development.

Subsequent to the criticism about neglect, Indonesia has increased its foreign policy

attention to the South Pacific region.

30 Asnani Usman, loc. cit.
tt Colin Brown "Indonesia, Southwest Pacific and Australiq" World Revíew, Vol. 127 no

2, Itne 1988, p. 37-55.
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Indonesia's decision to officially commemorate the 30th anniversary of the

Asia-Africa Conference at Bandung in April 1985 was a further indication of a

deliberate decision to take more active role at intemaúonal forums. For the first tirne,

Indonesia took charge of the celebrations which involved eighty nations. Despite its

syrnbolic effort to reaffirm l"he imporunce of the 1955 Bandung Conference, declaring

the need to create a peace world, Indonesia took a chance in giving a leading voice

among the participants and through them to the larger stage of the intemational

community. It was during these commemorations that Jakarta began campaigning for

support for the position of chair of the Non-Alignment Movement (NAM), a position

Indonesia later held ftom 1992 to 1995. Politically, this was very important for

Indonesia, because until 1985 Indonesia was the only founding member of NAM

which had not yet hosted its summit meeting. In October 1985, the campaign was

given some momentum when President Soeharto was chosen to speak on behalf of

developing countries from the southern hemisphere at a meeting of the UN's Food

and Agriculture Organisation in Rome. Soeharto was chosen in recognition of

Indonesia's success in achieving rice self-sufficiency. It was another opportunity for

Indonesia to signal its increasingly active role in the international arena.

Indoncsia maintaincd this momentum by steadily expanding eoonomio relations

with many communist countries, previously neglected after President Soeharto came

to office. The Indonesian govemment began to think about the possibility of clire.ct

trade with China. This was a significant step as the Indonesian government had

severed diplornatic relations with China following allegations of Chinese involvement

in the communist coup attempt of Septernber 1965. In November 1984, Indonesia's
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Foreign Minister, Mochtar Kusumaatmadja, in the speech to the American Charnber

of Commerce in Jakarta declared that "Jakarta was prepared to establish direct trade

links with Beijing."32 The negotiations which followed were handled by the

Indonesian Chamber of Commerce (KADIN) and its Chinese counterpart, China's

trade delegation. Both sides concluded a memorarìdum of understanding on bilateral

trade in July 1985. The memorandum not only had economic significance, but had

particular political implications because it paved the way for China and Indonesia to

reach full political normalisation in 1990.33

Similar efforts were made to expand economic relations with the Soviet

Union. In 1984, Mochtar Kusumaatmadja and the Indonesian Coordinating Minister

for the Economy, Finance and Industry, Ali Wardhana, made separate visits to the

Soviet Union. Up until that point, the issue of communism was the greatest

contributing factor to the low level of trade between Indonesian and the Soviet Union.

Indonesia's suspicion of communism discouraged and hampered it from establishing

an appropriate trade mechanism with the Soviet Union. However, as the result of

these visits, both countries agreed to increase mutual political trust which would

support efforts to broaden their economic relations. While Indonesian officials

travcllcd ovclscas, vzu'ious official visits were made to Indonesia by dclcgations from

Eastern Europe countries including Bulgaria, Romania, Hungary, Yugoslavia, and the

Soviet Union in 1985. This diplomatic momentum went further when, in 1986,

President Soeharto made a marathon visit to a considerable number of Eastern Europe

countries, during which he openly expressed Indonesia's intention to diversify its

32 Michael Heath, op. cit., p,13.
3t For a more de[ail of Indonesia-China relations see Rizal Sukma, "Recent Development in

Sino-Indonesia Relations," Contemporary Southeast Asia,YoL16 no. 1, July 1994, pp. 35-45.
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trade and export manufäctured products to these countries. Despite the economrc

objectives pursued during these visits, nevertheless, they were all made to balance the

close economic ties which existed between Indonesia and'Westem capitalist countries.

lndonesia displayed its increasingly active role in other forums including the

Cairns Group and APEC. When APEC was established in 1989, Indonesia responded

positively but cautiously. It was cautious of the considerable potential benefit of

APEC, including its possible impact on the region and particularly its economic

implications for ASEAN, to which Indonesia was strongly committed. However, in

due course, particularly during the Bogor Summit n 1994,Indonesia displayed its

positive diplomatic support towards APEC's grand plan of ftee trade.3a

All of these events and actions point to the more active role taken by

Indonesia's foreign policy. It appears that the Indonesian government believed it was

time to fulfilits international obligation to promote peace through global cooperation.

This duty had been laid out in the Preamble to Indonesia's 1945 constitution, but after

1966 had been rather left behind due to Indonesia's reorganisation of priorities

towards its domestic economy. However, the economic achievements made during

the 1970s has given the Indonesian government a degree of confidence in flexing its

diplomatic muscles in pursuit of policy objectivcs.

As a nation, Indonesia relied mostly on exports of oil and natural resources.

In the 1970s, lndonesia's economic growth benefited from these exports. However, in

the early 1980s, Indonesia's primary exports were effected by the international

economic recession. Prices of oil and other primary commodity fell and demand for

3a Teuku Rezasyah, "The Changing Attitude of Australia and Indonesia Towards APEC,"
The Indonesian QuarÍerly, Yol.22 no. 4, 1994, pp. 320-32; and Hadi Soesast¡o, ed., Indonesian
Perspectives on APEC anl Regional Cooperation in Asia Pacifíc, Jakarta, CSIS, 1994.
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primary products from industrial countries declined. This was followed by

increasingly tight trade policies of industrial countries such as the US, Japan, and

'Western Europe. At the same time, there was increased interest in building new

regional economic groups, of which the Buropean Union was the most significant.

These moves forced Indonesia to think about altemative market access. It is in the

light of this situation that, since the mid 1980s, Indonesia has deregulated its domestic

economy and diversified exports, while pursuing new markets for those products.

Faced with this scenario, foreign policy has been used by the government as an

economic instrument, as demonstrated by the trade initiatives with China, the Soviet

Union, and the Eastern Europe countries.

Furthermore, while Indonesia was exercising a more active role in

international forums, the issue of East Tirnor became more prominent and m.ore

problematic. As the Cold V/ar fízzled out, many countries began to criticise,

challenge, and openly question Indonesia's activities in East Timor. The criticism

mostly came from countries with which Indonesia either had not had a significant

relationship, or to which Indonesia had paid little attention. These countries,

particularly in Africa, the South Pacific, and other former Portuguese colonies, have

constantly voted against Indonesia at the UN Ceneral Asscmbly, and havc inflictcd

considerable damage on Indonesia's political reputation. As a result, Indonesia has

been forced to reassess its diplomatic priorities. As menúoned previously, it was for

this reason Indonesia has begun to play a more active role with countries in the South

Pacific region. Similar approaches were taken toward various African countries in the

late 1980s. It can be argued that the increasing importance of the East Timor issue to
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malry countries has prornpted the Indonesian government to rnake more aggressive

diplornatic efforts to win international support for its position. It has also had the

effect of expanding Indonesia's foreign policy focus from an ASEAN-centred one to

one which is more globally oriented.

In summary, the primaoy of the e<.:onomic dirnensiou in lndonesia's foteign

policy has prevailed since the Soeharto government assumed power in 1966. From the

1970s Indonesia deliberaæly pursued an aid-determined diplomatic policy toward the

Western countries. In conducting this policy, Indonesia has taken a low profile, and a

pragmatic and realistic approach, all of which are reflected in the regional priorities it

now makes. Throughout the 1980s, Indonesia's foreign policy became more active

politically, but still maintained its economic focus.
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PART THREE

MOVING TOWARDS

A STRONG BILATERAL RELATIONSHIP

1986 - 1996



CHAPTER SIX

POLITICAL RELATIONSHIP

The Creation of A New Discourse

Part one revealed the pattern of fluctuations in the bilateral relationship

bctwccn Indonesia and Australia and how previous studies explained it. A new

foundation for the relationship was built when the Soeharto government camo to

office in 1966 but the ups and downs of the bilateral relationship continued. The

lowest point was reached during the row over David Jenkins' article, the immediate

effect of which was to considerably sour the relationship. This chapter examines the

attitudes of the Indonesian and Australian governments since that tirne.

The main argument in this chapter is that the effects of the Jenkins affair have

driven the two governments to find ways in which they might manage the bilateral

relationship in a more balanced and workable manner. The chapter begins by

exploring the diplomatic efforts assigned by both governments until 1989, when they

agreed to establish a new framework for the relationship. It argues that by signing the

new framework, both governments established a new discourse of rnanaging the

bilateral relationship.l A detailed analysis is made of the provisions of the framework

t "Discourse are systematically-organized sets of ståtements which give expression to the

meanings and values of an institution. Beyond that, they define, describe and delimit what it is

possible to say and not possible to say (and by extension - what it is possible to do or not to do) with

respect to the a¡ea of concern of that institution, whether marginally or centrally," G. R. Kress,

Linguistic Process in Sociocultural Practice, Victoria, Deakin University Press, 1985, p. 25.

Discourse here is defined as a set of systematic statements and organised arguments which give

meanings to a framework of cooperation that has been agreed to by Australia and Indonesia, and this

agreernent describes what is, and how the governments of Australia and Indonesia are going to

manage, the future bilateral relationship.
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and how they affect the Indonesian and Aust¡alian governments' attitudes. In

addition, the chapter also explores the leadership factor and argues that this has

contributed in a major way to the evolution of the new discourse. Concluding remarks

which draw from several case studies will end the chapter.

Reviving the Relationship

Despite their differences over the Jenkins affair, the Australian and the

Indonesian governments shared one common view: they did not want the situation to

worsen and they subsequently made the necessary efforts to revive the relationship.

Resuscitating the bilateral relationship, however, not only consumed considerable time

but was also hindered, initially, by a different viewpoints from within the Indonesian

elites. The hardliners, predominantly within the military, tended to take a tough

stance and a 'no compromise' position. This was demonstrated on at least two

occasions. The flrst occurred on 4 September 1986 when Indonesia suddenly

withdrew landing rights for the Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF).'z The second was

in October 1986 when the hardliners gave notice to the Australian government that

the military would not send students to the Joint Service Staff College for the 1987

academic year, and that it would also stop scnding st¡fT to undertake study at the

Royal Austalian Naval College at Jervis Bay, the Australian Staff College at

Queensoliff, and the Royal Australian Air Force Staff College at Fairbairn.3

' G""g EarI and lvlichael Byrnes, "Indonesia bans RAAF landings," Australian Financial
Review,5 September 1986, p. 1, 4; Mark Baker, "Jakarca ban on RAAF signals fresh row," The Age,

5 September 1986, p. 1; Ross Peake, "Indonesia slaps ban on air force," The Australian, 5 September

1986, p. 1; and Milton Cockbum, "Indonesia bans RAAF landing rights," The Sydney Morning
Herald,5 September 1986, p. 1.

' This issue was raised during the question time, sen Commonweahh Parliamentary
Debates, senare, vol. S. ll7,1986, p. 1548 andVol, S. 118, 1986,p.2664.
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The announcement of the withdrawal of RAAF landing rights surprised

Australia because it came without waming or any immediaæly obvious reason. The

Australian Ambassador in Jakarta, Bill Morrison, responded quickly. He met and

discussed the issue with General Benni Moerdani, then Commander-in-Chief of

Indonesia's Armed Forces, on 8 September 1986. Their meeting ended successfully

and Indonesia subsequently withdrew the ban. Shortly after, the Australian Embassy

in Jakarta releasecl a statement saying that General Moerdani had given assurances

that the practice of granting landing approvals for the RrqAIr would continue.a This

quick reversal of the decision seemed to prove corect the early speculation that the

ban was a spontaneous reaction from within the Indonesian military over the

publication of an academic book by Richard Robison in which Robison discussed and

analysed, in more detail, issues similar to those that David Jenkins had raised in his

controversial newspaper article.s An Australian journalist posted in Jakarta at the

time, revealed that the landing rights ban was announced in "a poorly-written note,

without letterhead" handed to the Australian Embassy.6 This may be evidence that the

hardliners announced the ban without proper coordination with other related

deparünents, particularly the Department of Foreign Affairs.

hr the case of thc notification of the ban on sending military staff to study in

the Australian Military Colleges, there was no clear indication whether this related to

a Michael Byrnes, "Jakarta backs down, but ducks questions over landing-rights letter,"

Australian Financial Reyiew,10 September 1986, p. 3; Peter Logue and Paul Austin, "Jakarta backs

down over RAAF landings," The Australian, 9 September 1986, p. 1; and Michael Byrnes,

"Confusion reigns in Indonesian Rrq,rA,Ir dispute," Australian Financial Review, 12 September 1986,

p.2.
s Richard Robison, Indonesia: îhe Rise of Capitat, Sydney, Alten & Unwin, 1986.
6 Michael Bymes, Australia and th¿ Asia Game, St. l,eonards, New South Wales, Allen &

Unwin, 1994,p.156.
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the cool response caused by the Jenkins affair. However, an Indonesian General who

was at Queenscliff College in 1990, acknowledged that part of the reason for the

decision was actually Indonesian military grievances over reports on Indonesia by the

Australian media, particularly since the Jenkins affair.? These two examples indicate

the rather uncompromising views within the Indonesian military on matters relating to

Indonesia's relationship with Australia in the afærmath of the Jenkins affair.

In contra.st to groups within the military elite was the Indonesian moderate

group, led by the then Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mochtar Kusumaaûnadja, who

adopted a more persuasive approach. Mochtar was unhappy with the visa free entry

cancellation and became directly involved in the negotiations to reverse the decision

within 24 hours. He was adamant that Indonesia should consider the future of the

overall relationship before launching any firm retaliation against Australia. In early

May 1986, he stated vigorously to the media that the relationship was getting back to

nomal.8 In a similar vein, on 15 May 1986, Mochtar made another careful but

diplomatic statement, arguing that, for the future benefits of the bilateral relationship,

the two governments should stop quanelling. He eloquently argued that, "it would be

strange if, in the absence of any inænúons on the part of the peoples and the

Buvet'runcnts of thc two couuÍies to alter relationships, they ncvcrthclcss arc changed

merely because of the action of one person."e This statement was important for two

rcasons. It conveyed, diplomatically, Indonesia's reoognition of the importance of the

7 An informal discussion in Adelaide, in May 1995.
t "Siapa Dilarang Masuk?" Tempo,3 May 1986; and "Moch[at: links with Australia getting

normal," CanberraTimes, 10 May 1986, p. 1.
e Alan Fewster, "Canberra welcome Mochtar's olive branch," The Weekend Australian, 11-

18 May 1986, p. 4; "Let's end the squabbling, Mochtar tells AustraliL" The Age, 19 May 1986, p.

131 "Indonesiamovcs to cool squabble," CanberraTimts, 16 May 1986, p. 3; and "Mochtar plea to

end rift," The Sydney Morning Heral.d, 16 May 1986, p. 6.
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bilateral relationship, and its intention to improve the relationship. It was a wlse

response to the reports carried by most of the Australian media about Prime Minister

Hawke's statements given during a television inærview on Australian-Indonesian

relations.to

Faced with Mochtar's diplomatic gesture, the Australian govemmcnt

responded positively, and during question time on 29 Apnl 1986, Prime Minister

Hawke stated that his government was determined to continue with efforts to

establish a constructive and productive relationship. However, Hawke was fi,rm on

the issue of the rights of a free press in Australia, and argued strongly in their defence.

Hawke insisæd that the Indonesian authorities should recognise and accept that

Australia is a society that has imperfections, but one of its distinguishing

characteristics is the freedom of the press.tl Equally, Hawke also acknowledged

recent difficulties but argued and emphasised strongly that in order for the two

governments to work together in the future, they had to put these difficulties behind

them.l2 All of these statements and events ultimately meant that both governments

were prepared to deepen and enhance their mutual understanding of cultural

differences and sensitivities, particularly those related to media operations. Hawke's

argumcnts and suggestions suffioiently contradicted on-going critical report^s by the

Australian media, which generally described his earlier statements in the television

program "Sunday" as indicative of Australia's re,acljne,ss to take tough stand on

to See, amongst others, Gregory Hywood, "PM warns Indonesia: No more grovelling,"

AusÍrolian Financial Review,5 May 1986, p. 1, 4; Michelle Grattan, "Hawke says his Government

will not have a grovelling relationship with Indonesi1" The Age, 5 May 1986, p. 1; "Standing up to

Indonesia," The Age,6 May 1986, p. 13; "We won't grovel to Indonesia, Hawke says," Canberra

Times,5 May 1986, p. 1.

" Commonwealth Parliamzntary Debates, House of Rep', Vol. 148, 1986' pp. 26n'8.
t' Commonwealth Parliamentary Debates, House of Rep., Vol. 149, 1986' p. 4550.
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Indonesia,t3 to placate Indonesia. Hawke's statements, furthennore, were evidence of

Australia's primary intention to repair the bilaæral relationship.

The Australian government quickly matched its inæntion with action. On 17

May 1986, the Australian Minister for Immigration and Ethnic Affairs, Chris Hurford,

embarked on a four day visit to Indonesia. It was the first and high level official visit

by an Australian to Indonesia since the Jenkins affafu. The formal agenda of Hutford's

visit related to immigration and refugee matters, however, media reports revealed that

the underlying intent was to repair and 're-warm' relationship. For all intent and

purposes, the visit was a peace mission. Although it covered sensitive issues such as

press freedom and East Timor,l* the outcome of Hurford's visit seemed successful.

The Indonesian government seemed sufficiently at ease to offer Hurford an invitation

to visit East Timor.tt The positive momentum continued when the Australian and the

Indonesian Foreign Ministers, Bill Hayden and Mochtar Kusumaaûnadja, held an

important meeting in Manila on 28 June 1986 to discuss the latest advances of the

relationship. Although the ministers did not immediately disclose the outcome of the

meeting, the talks appeared successful. A later statement by the Australian Foreign

t'Seeforexamples, "standing up to Indonesia," The Age,6 May 1986, p. 13; John Short,

"Hawke signals Suharto that the gloves are ofl" Th¿ Australían, 25 April 1986, p. 2; Gregory

Hywood, '?M warns Indonesia: no more grovelling," Australian Financial Review,5 May 1986, p.

1, 4; Michelle Grattan, "Hawke says his government will not have a grovelling relationship with
Indonesia," The Age,5 May 1986, p. 1; Blanchc D'Alpugct, "To only see through thøir eyes," The

Sydney Moming Herald,28 April 1986, p. 1; Peter Hastings, "Who feels culturally sensitive?" T/z¿

Sydney Moming Herald,28 April 1986, p. 12; Petu Bowers, "We can do without you Indonesi4"
The Sydney Morning Herald,3 May 1986, p. 27, and Jim Dunn, "Talking straight about Indonesi4"
Canberra Times,22 Apnl 1986, p. 6.

la Michael Byrnes, "Hurford visit aims to rebuild relations," Australian Financial Review,

19 May 1986, p. 12; md Endy Bayuni, "Hurford defends press on Indonesian peace mission," The

Australian,19 May 1986, p. 1.
t5 Michael Byrnes, "Indonesia's fire appears to be now dying down to a gleam of

normality," Australian Financial Review,2l May 1986, p. 14; and Anthony Nagy, "Hurford receives

invitation to visit East Timor," The Age,22May 1986, p. 6.
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Minister commenting that it was to be business as usual between Australia and

Indonesia, despite the souring of the relationship initiated by the publication of

Jenkins' a¡ticle.

The Manila talks were important for a number of reasons. It was the first tirne

the two ministers most responsible for handling matters related to bilateral

relationship held direct official talks since the Jenkins affair, away from the eyes of the

media. This was critical because Indonesia felt the Australian media to be a major

factor in damaging the relationship. Furthermore, the Manila talks provided an

opportunity for the Australian government to explore more closely the nature of the

interplay within Indonesian the elite, particularly among 'hardliners' regarding

Indonesia's general policies towards Australia. In short, the Manila talks were a

critical point because both ministers laid down principles which were insffumental to

later diplomatic efforts to revive and enhance the bilateral relationship in a

constructive and productive manner.

All problems did not immediately disappear, however. Canberra's efforts in

persuading Jakarta to overturn its ban on Australian journalists did not work as

quickly as Canberra expected. The last Australian journalist posted to Indonesia,

Miclracl Bymes from the Australian Financial Revícw, had lcft Jakarta at thc cnd of

1986 afær Indonesia refused to extend his working visa. Indonesia continued with the

ban on Âustralian journalists. In an effort to resolve this, Hayden made another

diplomatic move in May 1987. He stopped over in Jakarta on his way to Europe and

held irnportant discussions with senior Indonesian officials, his main agenda item
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being to urge the lifting of the ban on Austr¿rlian journalists,lu which was imposed by

the Indonesian government for an indefinite period. Hayden was sure that the longer

the journalist ban issue remained unsettled, the more likely it was that further

difficulties would arise. As well as having a dialogue with his counterpart, Minister

Mochtar, Hayden also had am opport"unity to ølk to Plesident Soeharto over the issue.

As with the Manila talks, Hayden's Jakarta stopover was successful. In the

meeting with President Soeharto, Hayden shared his view with the Indonesian leader

that the two countries' government-to-government relationship was in good shape

and heading in the right direction.lT Furthermore, Hayden also received indications,

albeit slight, that the media ban issue might be settled soon." This was a diplomatic

win for Hayden because, even though Indonesia did not reveal a definite date for the

termination of the ban, the Indonesian assurance kept alive chances for Australia to

discuss it. To a certain degree, the quick settloment of the ban issue would be another

bonus for Hayden in that he would be able to deflect an attack by the Australian

domestic press on the way the Hawke government had handled the issue. Obviously,

this was politically important for the ALP government, as it faced a federal election in

July 1987. Importantly for the ALP government, Hayden achieved his diplomatic

succcss without giving an 'apology' for the damage the Australian press had c1one,

particularly following the Jenkins affair.'e His efforu to assure Indonesia about the

tu "Hayden mends fences in Indonesia," The Sydney Morning Heral'd,5 May 1987,p. 4; and

Michael Byrnes, "Hayden working to heal rift between Canberra - Jakartja," Australiøn Financial
Review,5 May 1987 , p.2.

tt See answers by the Minister Representing and the Acting Minister for Foreign Affairs,
Senator Gareth Evans, during Senate Question Time in Commanwealth Parliamentary Debates, Yol.
S. 120, 1987, pp.2289-90.

tt Ross Peake, "Indonesia may soon lift ban on journalists ," The Australian, 5 Ìslay 1987 .

t' During the saga of the Jenkins affair, demands were raised from within the Indonesian

elite, particularty from the ha¡dliners, that Australia should make an apology.
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very different roles of the government and the press, and their political and historical

relationship, were successful enough for President Soeharto to offer the view that

relationship at the government to government level was working well. This implied

Indonesia's readiness to distinguish views voiced by the media from policies officially

endorsed by government, but equally it signalled Indonesia's readiness to get on with

the main job of developing a constructive and productive relationship.

By the end of 1987, the damage to bilateral relations was mended.

Negotiations on the seabed boundary in the Timor Gap, postponed unilaterally by

Indonesia since April 1986 as a protest to Jenkins' article, resumed. By early 1988,

rumours spread that Indonesia would soon gradually terminate the ban on Australian

journalists. These were proven correct in February 1988, when Indonesia permitted

the Australian Associated Press (AAP) to establish a bureau in Jakarta, ending a 15

month period without any resident Australian journalist posted in Indonesia since the

last, Michael Byrnes, had teft Jakarta at the end of 1986. The reversal of the ban was

soon followed by a visit to Australia by the Indonesian Minister for Tourism, Post and

Telecommunications, then Soesilo Soedarman, in August 1988. The minister officially

came to attend part of Australia's Bicentennial celebrations, but he also engaged in a

numbcl of ølks with rninisteru in Canbena. Civen that Soedarman's visit was the first

high official visit since Habibie's sudden cancellation of his official trip to Australia in

April 1986, it was of considerable significûnce politically. Despite ending the three

year drought on Indonesian ministerial visits to Australia, it signalled strongly that

Indonesia was ready to strengthen the relationship. Minister Soedarman himself was

very frank about this. V/hen journalists asked what his visit meant, he replied that
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Indonesia seriously wanted a closer relationship, and he disputed some opinions n

Australia which labelled Indonesia as a neighbour who did not want to know

Australia.2o The fact that the visit took place during Australia's 200 year's anniversary

celebration of whiæ settlement, an important moment of Australia's history, added to

the political significance of Soedarman's visit. It symbolised, as far as political

representation is concerned, how highly Indonesia actually valued the friendship. For

Indonesians, culturally, taking part in a friend's happiness or sadness is a symbol of

close friendship.

The visit, like others before it, did not go uncritically. Some regarded it as a

cheap political experiment by Indonesia to assess the extent to which Australians, and

Australia's media in particular, would react. Critics argued that sending a rather

'-funior minister' instead of senior ministers such as the Foreign Affairs or Defence

Ministers, showed Indonesia's reluctance to readily accept Australia's tireless efforts

to restore the relationship. Further, they argued also that sending a junior minisær did

not indicate a closer relationship, but on the contrary, it demonstrated st¡ained

relations. These critics pointed to the fact that, in a similar mission, Japan and

England, which had a much closer and more significant relationship with Australia,

sent not only scnior minisrcrs but govcrnmcnt lcadcrs." Despite these criticisms, it

must be said that Minister Soedarman's visit completed the restoration effort

attempted by the two governments since the row over Jenkins affair and led

'o Syarif Hidayat, "Indonesia Benar-Bena¡ Mau Dekat Dengan Australi4" Angkatan
Bersenjata, 12 September 1988; and see also for example Roy Ecclesston, "Neighbours who don't
want to know us," The Weekcnd Australiq,20-21 August 1988.

tt Syarif Hidayat, loc. cit.
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eventually to the opening of a new chapter in Australia-Indonesia relations. This view

was even shared by some of Australia's media.22

Considerable credit however lies with the two Foreign Ministers, then Bill

Hayden and Mochtar Kusumaaünadja, who displayed great diplomatic skills in

resuscitating the relationship. It was somehow quite unique because by the end of

1988 both ended their minisærial portfolios. Mr. Hayden and Dr. Mochtar not only

successfully ended the sour relationship caused particularly by the Jenkins affair, but

successfully laid down the bases for a further enhancement and development of the

relationship between the two countries. This was certainly important, since it made

the job much easier for their successors, Ali Alatas and Senator Gareth Evans.

A New Framework, New Discourse

Although the two new foreign ministers inherited more positive ci¡cumstances,

both acknowledged that the job ahead was not easy. In an inærview with Indonesia's

leading national newspaper, Kompas, in 1995, Alatas said that when he took over the

post, one of the tasks he regarded as urgent was to settle Indonesia's unstable and

sometimes unfriendly relationship with Australia. Alatas was conscious that the task

was not a simple one but he was determined to handle it.23 Equally, Evans intenclecl to

broaden areas of cooperation at the multilateral level. He was sure that if the two

governments coulcl fincl commcln interests at that le.veJ, they might, in firrn, lead to the

strengthening of the bilateral relationship.2a Thus, Ali Alatas and Gareth Evans carried

" S"e, amongst others, "Minister's visit is a landmark," Canberra Times,2T August 1988;

Ecclesston, "Indonesia signals thaw in relation," The Weekznd Australia,2T-28 August 1988, p. 2.
23 See "Politik Luar Negeri R I tåk Sekedar Cari Untung," Kornpas,23 May 7995, p.2.
tn Roy Ecclesston, "Evans' twofold strategy," The Auslralian,2J October 1988, p. 13.
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sirnilar perceptions of the importance of Australia-Indonesia relations, both inænding

to manage and develop the relationship in a sensible and productive manner.

In a matter of weeks after his appointrnent, Evans visited Jakarta from 22 to

25 October 1988. This was his first official visit to Jakarta as the Minisær for Foreign

Affairs and Trade and he took the chance to explain to his counterpart the range of

Australia's policy objectives, particularly those related to trade and investment. He

also raised other critical issues including human rights, a joint patrol plan for the sea

boundary, matters related to illegal fishing, trade and investments opportunities, East

Timor, and the Timor Gap." Having been able to raise so many issues in a

cooperative spirit, Evans described the visit as a good opportunity to personally

consolidate the basis for beneficial relations, a step which was widely supported.

Many believed that the visit was a good start to further mend the relationship.26

In March 1989, Alatas paid a return visit to Australia. Almost like Evans'

visit" taken only a month afær his appoinünent, Alatas visiæd Australia two months

afær his appointment in December 1988, reinforcing the sincerity of his comment that

one of his main tasks was to stabilise Indonesia's relationship with Australia. Alatas

visit was described by some of the Australian media as Indonesia's new friendly face,

and one whioh would faoilitate plain speaking between both.27 The visit demonstrated

2t Keith Scott, "Trade with Indonesia out¡anks human rights," Canberra Timzs,29 October
1988, p. 11; Helen O'Neil, "Jakarta behind joint paEol plan," The Sydney Moming Herali, ?t4

October 1988, p. 7; Roy Eccleston, "Jakarta talks on illegal fishing," The Australian, Vl October
1988, p. 3; and see also Evans' statements in Backgrounder, No. 637, 19 October 1988.

26 See "Evans must mend fences in Jakarta," (editorial), Canberrø Tímes,21 October 1988,
p. 8; James Dallmeyer, "Iudonesian talks 'excellent, construclwe'," Cqnberrq Tim¿s, ?A October
1988, p. 3; and "Sensible friendship with Indonesia," (editorial) Australian Financial Review, 28
Ocrober 1988, p. 16.tt See, amongst others, Louise V/illiams, "Visit sets scene for Jakartâ meetings," The

Sydney Morning Heral.d, 27 February 1989, p. 3; "Indonesia/Australia: a time for plain talk,"
(editorial) The Australian, 28 February 1989, p. 12; and Graham Barret, "Jakartâ's new friendly
face," The Age,2 Ma¡ch 1989, p. 13.
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a real and positive response to appeals previously made by Evans in Jakarta, but, more

irnportantly, the visit demonstrated Indonesian detennination to follow up on all

matters previously discussed during Evans' visit. Alatas pressed the point on the value

of the bilateral relationship where he declared that he shared the same views as his

counterpart:

I fully share his [Gareth Evans] views. For I too believe that
common interest requires us [Australia and Indonesia] to look to
the future and to give even more solid and diverse substance to
our bilateral relationship. ln so doing, the diflerences between us

and the occasional difficulties in that relationship, which between
neighbours will inevitably crop up from time to time, will hopefully
no longer loom so disproportionately large as to overshadow
everything else.2t

After engaging in three days of wide-ranging discussions, the two foreign

ministers officially agreed that despite differences, Australia and Indonesia had shared

interests in a number of areas which might be a starting point for building a stâble

relationship. The outcome of their discussions was called a New Framework for the

Australia - Indonesia Relationship, and was summarised in the official communique

as follows:

The two Forcign Ministcrs affilncd thc commor dcsile of thcil
two Governments for good-neighbourþ, rnutually beneficial
relations, and agreed to a new framework for the future conduct of
the relationship.
Regular Ministerial level discussions will be held to provide a

forum for frequent consultation and cooperation in the
management of relations between the two nations, and annual
official talks will be reinstituted.
The Australia Indonesia Ministerial Meeting (AIMM), to be

constituted by the Foreign Ministers of the two countries (and

28 Ali Alatas, "Some Thoughts on Indonesian-Australian Relations," Jurnal Luar Negeri,
No. 12, April 1989, p. 88.
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other Ministers as and when appropriate), will be convened at least
every 18 months, or more frequently if circumstances so require.
The purpose of the AIMM will be:

- to review developments in Australia-Indonesia relations
with the objective of cooperative management of the
relationship between the two countries.
- to consult on regional and global political and economic issues

of concern to Australia and Indonesia.t'

In addition, the two ministers agreed to establish regular talks at senior official levels

-to 
be known as the Australia Indonesia Senior Officials Meeting (AISOM)- with

meetings hetd annually or as required.3o Furthennore, both sides agreed to add two

other diplomatic steps. One was the establishment of the Australia-Indonesia Institute,

with the main aim of assisting the governments in seeking and exploring practical

areas where greater understanding could be enhanced. Areas such as cultural,

language, business, media, and academic exchanges have since been targeted by the

new Institute. The second was rather personal but no less important. As well as

agreement at the official level, interestingly, the two foreign ministers found they were

able to build a good personal relationship, and agreed to use more hotline channels to

support future diplomatic relations.3l

Obviously, the new framework has been an agreement to improve the

relationship and commit to positive and productive endeavours in many arc¿rs. It has

recognised past difficulties in handling the relationship but also acknowledged the

need to manago it properly by building up strong institutional links. In other words, it

constitutes an official effort to bury the hatchet by forging links not only at the

2e Backgrounder, No.467, 15 March 1989.
to Ibid.

" Mark Bruer, "Evans and Alatas reestablish a close relationship," Iåe Age, 4 Ma¡ch
1989, p. 3.
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government level but also involving other areas such as business, education, âttd

people-to-people contacts. V/ith its strong emphasis on bilateral benefits, the new

framework was intended to complement the relationship through concrete ¿urd

pragmatic collaboration. There was an expectation that it would make it possible to

'manage' crises or conflicts. In addition, there was a belief that the creation of a

personal diplomatic relationship at the ministerial level (mateship diplomacy) would

contribute significantly to the problem-solving at official levels, Several officers

interviewed at the Indonesian Deparffnent of Foreign Affairs, including one who had

just finished his posting in Canberra, acknowledged the bilateral importance of the

'mateship diplomacy'. The interviewees shared a common view that on many

occasions 'mateship diplomacy' had provided an additional avenue for officials or

diplomats from both sides to openly discuss and exchange views on various issues,

resulting in better mutual understanding.t'

Most importantly, by signing a new framework for bilateral cooperation, both

governments had given birth to a new discourse in managing the bilateral relationship.

It was a new discourse because the signed framework contained new arguments and

agreed arrangements on how the relationship would be managed to be effective and

productivc. It agrccd to focus on collaboration in areas where both countries have

common views and converging interests, which in turn could be a motivating factor in

stabilising thcir future relationship. It was also a new discourse because, to a certain

degree, the new framework sidelined an 'old' argument about cultural differences. It

must be said that arguments about cultural difference were often used to justify

t' Summary taken from interviews with several officen in the Departrnent of Foreign
Affairs in Jakarta, including one who just came back from his posting in Canberra.
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behaviour or policies that went wrong between both nations. This is not to say that

the old argument was no longer important, but the new discourse seems to provide

more alternatives and point to prevention and solutions when the relationship got in

conflict. Furthermore, the new discourse implies official view that the old arguments

were of limited usefulness and that it was time for their substitution with a more

workable set of understandings. The establishment of the Australia Indonesia

Institute, whose objectives have been particularly to build mutual cultural

understanding, symbolised the remaining significance of the old argument. Equally,

the emphasis on the importance of working together on a variety of converging

interests has indicated that both governments were interested in estabüshing a

preventive style of diplomacy.

Neither side expected that one single issue would now effect other areas of the

relationship as had been the case with the Jenkins affair. The establishment of

institutional links, particularly regular discussions at the ministerial level, indicated

clearly the extent to which the two governments were prepared to move. Moreover,

the new discourse had another significant advantage in that it finally erased the old

perception that it was only in Australia's interests to have a stable relationship with

Indonesia. The agreement to work together in many arcas of mutual conccrn and

interest had given both govemments a twin responsibility to create and maintain a

long and stable relationship. Moreover, the inclusion of regional and global political

and economic issues in the new framework indicated quite clearly that the two

governments wanted to expand the relationship. It was an undertaking to shift the

relationship from its narrow focus on bilateral political and security issues to the one
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that is more broadly based to include a greater range of cornmon interests. It went

beyond issues just concerning the bilateral relationship: it now contained expectations

of more opportunities for collaboration to further strengthened and stabilise the

relationship.

The follow up l.o the new framework soon appeared. As was agreed, regular

ministerial consultations every 18 months commenced, and worked smoothly, with

the first being held in Bali in 1990, followed by the second in Canbema in 1991. There

was a high incidence of ministerial visits, including those by leaders of the military,

and between 1989-1991, for example, fourteen Indonesian ministers made the trip to

Australia.33 Visits by Australian ministers and officers to Indonesia were not only

regular but increased enormously under the new framework. Gareth Evans, as

Australia's Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade, for example, visited Indonesia

fourteen times between 1988 and 1995.34 This track record extended to over twenty

when other visits by Evans between 1994-1996 are included. Overall, from August

1988 to June 1994 there were 87 bilateral high-level minisærial visits, 35 from

Indonesia and 52 from Australia, with the discussions generally around various areas

of bilateral common interest.3s At the multilateral level, during this period, Australia

and Indonesia worked together on solutions to thc Cambodian conflict.3ó

33 Buchari Effendi, "Indonesia-Australia Economic Relations," in H. da Costa, ed.,
Australian Aid to Indonesia, Melbourne, Centre of Southeast Asian Studies, Monash University,
1997,pp.6-7.

3a Gareth Evans, "Australia and Indonesia: Neighbours for half a century," in Colin Brown,
ed., Indonesía, dealing with a neighbour, St. Leonards, New South 'Wales, Allen & Unwin, 1996, p.
13.

3s Gareth Evans and Bmce Grant, Australía's Foreign Relations In the World oÍrhe lgg\s,
second ed., Melbourne, Melbourne University Press, 1995, pp.20l-2.

3u lbid, pp. 22\-37; and Gareth Evans, "The Comprehensive Political Settlement to the
Cambodian Conflict: An Exercise in Cooperating for Peace," in Hugh Smith, ed, International
Peace Keeping, Building on the Cambodian Experience, Canberra, Australia¡r Defence Studies
Centre, 1994, pp.l-I4.
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In July 1991, Indonesia appointed Sabam Siagian to become its Ambassador

to Australia. It was the first time in the history of the New Order Government that a

journalist was appointed to be Arnbassador, although this had been a quite cornrnon

practice in the 1950s. Given that Sabam was a senior journalist with considerable

experience, his appointment was critical as far as Australian-Indonesian relations

were concerned. It suggested that Indonesia had given priority to its relationship with

Australia. Indonesia was hoping that Sabam's considerable knowledge and expertise

as a senior journalist would suit the Canberra job, particularly in managing or even

countering criticisms often raised by the Australian press in relation to Indonesia. The

aim, doubtless, was to build a better relationship and was openly acknowledged by the

Indonesian Minister, Ali Alatas, after the swearing in of Sabam as new Ambassador.

Alatas declared that this appointrnent was intended "to foster an interaction and better

dialogue with Australian society, and particularly with the press and non-government

organisations."3T

"Mateship Diplomacy''

When Paul Keating became Prime Minister in December 1991, he significantly

itnploved the nature of the bilateral relationship. Keating's quick deoision to make his

first ofltcial overseas visit to Indonesia demonstrated his willingness to boost the

relationship. Many rcmembered, and perhaps will always remember', Keating's

statement that "no country is more important to Australia than Indonesia." Indeed,

Keating once acknowledged, as he always argued elsewhere during his prime

37 David Hill, "Jakarta's new man in Canberra," Inside Indon¿siø, No.28, October l99l,p.
7
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ministership, that one of his highest priorities when he becarne prirne minister was to

ensure Australia's relationship with Indonesia received more attention. It was this

intention that triggered his first official visit to Indonesia in Apnl1992.

Despite criticism that by visiting Indonesia Keating merely wanted to build his

own political popularity as a new Prime Minister, the visit was rnainly intended to

examine ways in which Indonesia and Australia could broaden their relationship fiom

one that concentrated on political issues to one with a much broacle.r agencla of

economic, social and cultural cooperation. Keating argued strongly that for too long

the two neighbours had been looking at the bilateral relationship in almost exclusively

political terms. As a result, Keating added, not many Australians understood the

importance of Indonesia, and still fewer Australians recognised the pace of economic

development taking place in Indonesia and various opportunities it offered to

Australia.38 It is fair to say that Soeharto shared Keating's view that there were still

few initiatives from both countries to explore and exploit productive areas of

economic cooperation. It was decided that there should be one official mechanism to

fill the gap, which would drive the efforts of both sides. The two leaders subsequently

agreed to establish the Australia-Indonesia Minisærial Forum, with an appropriate

membership of a variety uf uuonornic ministcrs.3e

The structure of the new ministerial forum consists of two main working

groups; one working group on food and agricultural cooperation and another on

trade, industry and investment. The former includes six taskforces: meat and

livestock, dairy cooperation, land and water management, agricultural research and

3t Paul Keating, "Australia and Indonesia," in Mark Ryan, ed., Advancing Australia, The
Speeches of Paul Keating, Primz Minisrer, Sydney, Big Picture, 1995, pp. ZOL-6.

tn lbid.
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developrnent, and food processing, storage, transport and distribution. The latter

consists of three main subgroups; trade and invesünent including services, industry

collaboration, and intellectual property. The subgroup on industry collaboration

specifically covers shipbuilding, industrial standards, automatic components,

engineering construction and consulting, textiles, clothing and footwear, the

environmental management, aerospace, telecommunications, power, and medical and

scientific equipment.ao The forum has been having meetings annually since 1993,

although it was once interrupted in 1995 due to the row over the Mantiri affafu.

Nevertheless, the structure has demonstrated how broader areas of potential

collaboration might be explored. These could provide opportunities where both

govemments could sow the seed for a more stable and productive relationship. There

is no doubt that the establishment of the new Ministerial Forum led to the

strengthening of the bilateral relationship at the government level. It enabled the two

govemment leaders to push the new discourse one step further by providing a space

in which the notion of a broadening relationship was able to be translated into more

tangible and practical policy management. Keating and Soeharto actively translated

the ideas contained within the framework agreement of 1989 into a more visible

collaboration. This was particularly true of aleas of economic co-operation which

received special attention from both leaders.

Another notable aspect of Keating's first official visit to Indonesia was its

timing in regard to the East Timor issue. Keating won the battle within the ALP

against Bob Hawke and became Prime Minister in December 1991, just at the point

oo East Asia Analytical Unit, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Expanding
Horizons, Australia and In"donesia into the 2I st Century, Canberra, AGPS, 1994, p, 337 .
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when the bilateral relationship was in a very difficult situation following the Dilli

massacre of November 7991-an issue will be specifically explored in the case study

at the end of this chapter. Keating's decision to visit Indonesia first, especially his

determination to 'talk quiet' on the East Timor issue during his initial discussions with

President Soeharto in April 1992, went some way to easing the tension between

Australia and Indonesia. Understandably, Keating was strongly criticised at home and

accused of deepening Au.stralia'.s policy of appea-seme.nt to In<lonesia. Ne.ve.ltheless,

the anger and unpleasanürcss on the part of the Indonesian elite over Aust¡alia's

reactions toward the Dilli massacre significantly changed as a result of Keating's first

official visit to Jakarta. The Indonesian Minister of St¿te Secretanat, Moerdiono,

acknowledged that Keating's decision to choose Indonesia as the frst nation to visit

demonstrated the seriousness of Australia's intentions to est¿blish a better relationship

with Indonesia, and Indonesia welcomed the decision.at

In addition to strengthening relations at the government level, Keating

continued the Alatas-Evans' tradition of mateship diplomacy, seeking a closer

personal relationship with Soeharto. It is well known that Keating, as Prime Minister,

made quite frequent telephone calls to Soeharto to consult on a variety of matters.

During his four ycals of prirrc milistelslúp, Kcating visitcd hrduucsia six timcs. It was

a quite remarkable record, when compared Bob Hawke, for example, who visiæd

Indonesia only oncc during almost nine years as prime minister. Obviously, the

Soeharto-Keating mateship diplomacy contributed to the strengthening of the

relationship.

at SeeThe JakartaPost, 16 Apnl1992.
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The Keating factor, to a certain clcgrcc., has influenced the changing attitude of

Indonesia to the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC). Keating's diplomatic

influence and close personal relationship with President Soeharto helped lndonesia to

change its position on APEC, from one of reluctance to one which was far more

supportive of APEC.a2 It was this mateship diplomacy, moreover, that was largely

instrumental in achieving the Bogor Declaration, under which APEC members agreed

to open afuee trade zone by the year 2020.It was also this same mateship diplomacy

that helped the two countries conclude the security treaty agreement signed in

December 1995, an issue which willbe further explored in chapter eight.

Case Studies

Many writers have suggested that the new discourse has contributed

significantly to the increasing of bilateral economic activities and military cooperation,

which will be explored chapter seven and eight respectively, between Australia and

Indonesia. Officials, moreover, have often used the increase in the t'wo way traffic of

official visits to argue that the bilateral relationship has growing in stability and

warmth since the inception of the new discourse.ot However, to asses how the new

discourse has influen<;ecl the changing attitutles at tlte govelrrrrent level, the following

have been chosen as case studies: the 1989 Timor Gap Treaty, the 1988-91 lifting of

journalists ban, the 1991 East Timor massacre, and the 1995 Mantiri Affair.

o'Teuku Rezasyah, "The Changing Attitude of Australia and Indonesia Towards APEC,"
The Indonesian Quarterly,Yol.22 no. 4, 7994, pp.320-32.

a3 See, arnongst others, Gareth Evans, "Australia and Indonesia: Neighbours for half a
century," in Colin Brown, ed., op. clf., pp. 9-18.
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The Timor Gap Treaty was signed in 1989. Under the treaty provisiotls,

Australia and Indonesia agreed to establish a 40 year cooperation exercise in a

disputed border area between Northern Australia and the Indonesian island of Timor,

an area many believe to contain rich oil and natural gas fields. Both governments have

agreed to divide the disputed area into three zones. Zone A is the area of joint

cooperation where a joint ministerial council fully controls petroleum operations on

behalf of both governments. The joint authority has charge of monitoring the daily

operation of exploration activities in the area. As part of that responsibility, the joint

authority must report directly to the ministerial council on all matters related to the

exploration developments in the zone. The joint authority is comprised of an equal

number of minisærs from both countries. Zone B is the Australian end of the

dispuæd area where Australian jurisdiction applies solely. However, Indonesia is

entitled to receive 10 per cent of gross resources rent tax revenues that Australia

gains from the area, and Australia is obliged to notify Indonesia about petroleum

operations in zone B. Zone C is the Indonesian end of the disputed area, in which

Indonesia has its sole.jurisdiction, but Australia is entitled Lo receive 10 pel cent of

income tax revenues gained by contractors undertaking exploration in the area, and

Indonesia has to notify Australia about petroleum operations in tltis zone.

The treaty was an historic one for several reasons. It successfully ended a long

series of discussions and bilateral negotiations begut in late 1969 when both

countries met to discuss their mutual sea bed boundary. These talks went in tandem

with increasing international efforts to clarify maritirne legal issues through the United

Nations Conference on Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), which had started in 1958. In
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October 1972, Australia and Indonesia announced that they had reached agreement

over a large part of their sea bed boundary. However, an area south of East Timor,

then occupied by Portugal, was not included since Portugal did not participate in the

agreement. Since then, that remaining area has been known as the "Timor Gatp."*

There were no further developments regarding the 7972 agreement until 1976,

when both countries reactivated negotiations for the settlement of the Timor Gap. The

political situation regarding the take-over of East Timor by Indonesia between 1974-

76, and Ausftalia's domestic political crisis resulting from the sacking of Prime

Minister Whitlam by Governor General, Sir John Kerr in December 1975, all had an

impact on the Timor Gap negotiations. Australia's 'uncertain' position on the East

Timor issue made Indonesia hesitant about continuing talks.

Indonesia was enticed into returning to the negotiating table, however, when

Prime Minister Malcolm Fraser indicated that Australia might look more favourably

on Indonesia in relation to East Timor. By that time it was widely known within the

Indonesian elite that Australia might have a great deal to gain from the huge amount

of oil and gas in the disputecl area, and this was respollsible for Australia's enthusiasm

over discussions since 7969. Aware of this, Indonesia apparently began to employ a

new tactic; it would indicate an interesl" in negodations only when there was uleat

indication that Australia favoured Indonesia regarding the occupation of East Timor.

The tracle-off seemed to work. The negotiations over the Timor Gap conúnued and

intensified as Australia formally recognised the incorporation of East Timor into

Indonesia tî 1979.In 1981 both countries had declared 200 mile zones which

on Andrew Mills, "The Timor Gap Treaty, more paper for the cracks or a foundation for the

wall," Inside Indonesia, No. 22, Ma¡ch 1990, pp. 5-8.
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overlapped in the Timor Sea, but both were detennined to cotne to an agreed

solution.a5

When the Fraser Coalition government lost to the HawkeJed Labor

government in 1983, Indonesia maintained its position. There was, however, some

disquiet within the Indonesian elite, which was watching very closely what position

Hawke would take on East Timor, because the Australian Labor Party had

consistently supported seJf-determination for an independent East Timor in its pany

platform. But when it was clear that that the new Labor government maintained

Australia's recognition policy, Timor Gap negotiations continued. They were

intemrpted for a period in 1986 following the David Jenkins saga, but resumed in

1988, and by October of that year the principal agreement was reached. By that time,

as mentioned previously, Ali Alatas and Gareth Evans, were in the process of

establishing a new framework for the bilateral relationship which they concluded in

March 1989.

It is no doubt that the new framework of cooperation was instrumental in

helping both countries to finalise negotiations and sign the Timor Gap Treaty on 11

December 1989. The Treaty has been described as a comprehensive and substantial

dooumenl.

The Timor Gap Treaty deals not only with petroleum exploration
and exploitation, but also mattcrs as diverse as labour relaúons,

environmental protection, criminal law and security, and customs,

quarantine and immigration requirements. ... it does not simply
divide the area into two separate zones in which each country's
regime operates. It reflects a synthesis of approaches, practices and

legal principles of both countries.a6

ot lbid, p. r.
a6 Ga¡etlr Evans and Bruce Grant, op. cit., p.201
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The complexity of the Treaty required not only the involvement of the Foreign Affairs

portfolio, but others including resources, industry, mining and gas, trade, planning and

development. Their input was required because the new framework of cooperation

channelled responsibilities to appropriate ministers who were expected to discuss

issues under the purview of their portfolio. The Treaty has clearly demonstrated how

mutual understanding and converging interests between Australia and Indonesia can

change what was a border conflict into an area of cooperation. It was the first

significant outcome of collaboration at government level under the spirit of the new

discourse.

In addition to its historical values, the Timor Gap Treaty has also scored a

number of political points. The most important has been Indonesia's political victory

over East Timor's legal status. Australia has recognised East Timor as part of

Indonesia's legal territory since 1978, however, this did not end the issue. The status

of East Timor has consistently been the greatest threat to the stability of the bilateral

relationship. However, by signing the treaty, Australia politically stlengthened its

policy of recognition of the legitimate integration of East Tirnor into Indonesia.

Moreover, Australia's suocessful efforts to tlefca[ PorLugal's legal cltallenge at the

lnternational High Court in 1995, in which case Portugal accused Australia of illegally

signing the treaty with hrdouesia, powerfully reaffinned that poliey and it is not

surprising that Indonesia welcomed the victory. By signing the agreement the once

crucial question of the legality of East Timor's integration into Indonesia will now be

put aside from official talls. Other issues relating to East Timor as a result, have risen
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to greater prominence in Australian-Indonesian relations. These issues, including that

of human rights, are considered to be more manageable and less likely to harm the

bilateral relationship overall in years to come.

However, this does not mean that in the future the East Timor issue will

completely disappear nor does it reduce its potential to harm the bilateral relationship.

Given that there is widespread support for East Timorese independence in Australia,

one ftrture issue is how the Australian government will choose to handle demands

from East Timor's supporters, and how these demands might be conveyed to the

Indonesian government. Raising the issue bluntly, let alone lecturing Indonesia on

matters related to human rights, has proven unsuccessful and counter productive.

Although it should be noted that the Treaty has been contentious for other countries,

it can, nevertheless, become a model for Australia and Indonesia to apply in other

border areas where they still have competing claims. Equally important, the treaty can

also become an example to other countries involved in a dispuúed border conflict, on

how a point of conflict, properly managed, can become one of co-operation.a?

The second case is the lifting of Australia's media ban. As described

previously, no resident Australian journalist posting had been permitted in Indonesia

since the encl of 1986, following the Jenkins affail and the retaliatory ban on

Australian media. Australia, however, continued to negotiate and under Bill Hayden's

diplomatic approaches, Indonesia gradually softened its position. In February 1988,

Indonesia permitæd the Australian Associated Press (AAP) to establish a bureau in

a? Ma¡tin Tsamenyi and Sam Bateman, "Good neighbours at sea?" in Colin Brown, ed.,

ibid, pp.113-186.
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Jakarta. Since then, Indonesia had steadily allowed visits by Australian journalists,

although visa approvals were to remain selective fbr a short period.

At the government level, however, negotiations on the ban issue inænsified

after the signing of the new framework of cooperation in 1989. Subsequently,

lndonesia began to approve longer period visa for journalists, although still quite

selectively. Faced with this situation, the Australia-Indonesia Institute, established

during the signing of the new framework, stepped up its efforts with the Indonesian

government and as a result the Indonesian Departrnent of Information rescinded its

ten-year ban on ABC representation in Indonesia and gave approval for an ABC

journalist to be resident in Indonesia in September 1991.a' This ended the period of

total ban on the Australian joumalists, and since that point the media relationship

between Australia and Indonesia has improved steadily. Exchanges of visits between

journalists frorn both countries rapidly increased, and annual meetings between senior

media editors have been institutionalised. Improvements have included co-operation

between ABC TV and TVRI (Indonesia's government-owned television) and

exchanges of knowledge between film makers in the two countries.ae Several

Australian media journalists have been posted in Indonesia, including Patrick Walters

(The Austt'alian), Grcg Earl (Austruliutt Financial Review), Louise V/illiams (Zhe

Age and The Sydney Morning Herald), and Michael Maher (ABC TV). All of these

improvements were made possiblc undcr the new framework of cooperation.

a8 Broader explanation see Colonel Colin East, "Indonesia, Approaching the Crossroads,"

Asia-Pacific Defence Reporter 199l, Annual Reference Edition, p. 19.
ae Ikrar Nusa Bhakti, "Facing the 21st Century: Trends in Austratia's Relations with

Indonesia," The Indonesian Quarterly, Vol. 20 no.2,7992, p. 148.
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The third case study concerns the diplomatic tension created by the Dilli

massacre on 12 November l99l.It occurred when Indonesian soldiers attacked and

shot demonstrators at a peaceful East Timorese rally demanding independence. The

incident claimed hundreds of lives and hundreds more were described as missing in the

aftermath. Unsurprisingly, the incident caused an international outcry and almost

universal condemnation of Indonesia. Similar public outcry and condemnation came

from Australia. In the govemment's caucus meeting, there were calls for the

Australian government to bring diplomatic sanctions against Indonesia. Many

members of parliament demanded in the strongest terms that the Minister for Foreign

Affairs and Trade, Senator Gareth Evans, make an urgent protest visit to Jakarta.so

The mounting pressure forced Prime Minister Hawke to openly attack Indonesia for

its actions and to place the blame for the casualties solely on Indonesia. He went on to

state publicly that Australia might have to rethink its recognition policy over East

Timor's incorporation into Indonesia, and strongly urged and supported the UN's

plans to proceed with a special investigation on the mâssacre. Further, Hawke agreed

to have talks with East Timorese guerilla and Fretilin leaders.sr His tough position fed

mounting anti-Indonesian feeling that expressed itself through demonstrations around

Australia. hr several inoidents, hrtluresian diplornatic vehicles were attacked by

demonstrators.

50 David Lague and Geoff Kitney, "PM pressured on Timor," Australian Financial Review,

26 November l99l,p. l-2; GreE Austin, "Threaten Jakarta with sanctions, says Labor MPs," Tå¿

Sydney Morning Herald,26 November 1991,p.1; Mark Metherell, "Call for Evans to make Jaka¡La

protests ltip," The Age,26 November 1991, p. l.
51 Mike Seccombe, "PM attacked over line on Dilli horror," The Sydney Morning HerøId, 4

December 1991, p. 9; Bernard Lagan, "Australia rnay rethink Timor recognition," The Sydney

Morning Heral^d,6 December 1991,p.4; David Lague, "Government backs UN probe," Australian
Financial Review,4 December 1991, p.5. Also Tony Parkinson, "Fretilin leader flies in for talks

with PM," The Australian, 3 De*embet 1991, p. 3; and Mark Metherell, "Hawke to meet Timor
guerillas," The Age,3 December 7991,p.3.
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Australia's reaction, predictably, angered Jakarta. Indonesia threatened to

recall its Ambassador if Australia continued with such attitudes.t' Strong reactions

emerged particularly from the hardliners in the military. These were understandable,

because the case deeply and directly touched their own role in Indonesian political

lif'e. Given that the hardliners have dominated and influenced the structure of

Indonesian politics, their extreme reactions to Australia's response to the Dilli incident

marginalised the voices of the moclerates within the Foreign Affairs Department.

General Try Sutrisno, Indonesian Chief of the Armed Forces, took a harsh line over

the issue and declined discussions with Gareth Evans who made a visit to Jakarta on

20 December 1991.st Evans was hoping to have an opportunity to express Australia's

concern over the issue, but was able to meet with the moderate group. Certainly,

communications at the government level decreased. At the same time public anger in

Australia increased, with many demanding the Australian government take further

action. The result was another unstable period in the bilateral relationship.

The refusal to meet Evans by sections of the Indonesian elite seemed to

suggest the failure of the new discourse, that the management of the relationship was

not working properly. The institutional mechanisms, agreed by both parties under the

1989 framework of cooperatiorr, tlid not t-rpclate as wcll as had been intended. The

refusal by the hardliners to have discussions with Gareth Evans indicated that they

t'Cn"g Austin, "Australians protests anger Jakarta," The Sydney Morníng Herald,2'7
November 1991, p, 1, 6; David Lague, "Jakarla threaten to recall envoys," Australian Fínancial
Review,27 November l99l,p. l.21and Tony Parkinson, "Indonesia threatens to recall envoy," The

Australian,2T November 7997, pp. l-2.t' Jeremy Thompson, "Evans admits his Indonesian visit will achieve little, if anything,"
CanberraTimes,2l Decemberlggl, p.5; Greg Sheridan, "Mind your own business, Evans told,"
Ttu Australian,2O December 1991, p.4; and Greg Sheridan, "Jakartâ snubs Evans - politely," The

Australian, 23 December 7991, p. 3.
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did not feel, at least morally, bound by the commitments given in the new framework

of cooperation. If the situation were to continue, it would be fikely to drive the whole

relationship back to the edge. This, fortunately, did not happen. The leadership battle

between Hawke and Keating in late December 1991 quickly marginalised the issue.

Keating won and beczune Prjme Minisær. His subsequent decision to makc his first

official visit to Indonesia further eased tensions between both countries. Equally

important, Keating's decision to keep 'quiet' on the Dilli issue during his visit in April

!992 prevented the two countries from entering into a further row. The case

demonstrated quite clearly, however, that although Australia and Indonesia had an

institutional mechanism (the new framework of cooperation), it was not always able

to guarantee tan easy settlement even to issues arising out of the bilateral relationship.

The fourth case study is the Mantiri affair. This concerned the aborted

appointment of Lieutenant General Herman Mantiri as Indonesia's Ambassador to

Australia in 1995. In Indonesian eyes, General Mantiri had been one of its most

respected and capable officers, the highest ranking military officer ever nominated by

lndonesia to be its Ambassador to Australia. His close and expert involvement in

upholding Australia-Indonesia military cooperation has widely been respected within

the Indonesian elite, puticularly among the military. Considering that Mantiri ha<l

served in East Timor three times during his military career, the Indonesian

government expected that his extensive knowledge would be invahlable in acldressing

the East Timor issue, the most delicate in the bilateral relationship. In Australian

defence circles, sirnilarly, there was considerable support for General Mantiri's

nomination. They regarded him as a person who has done much to build more
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constructive defènce links between the two countries.sa His appointment, in the eyes

of many defènce personnel, demonstrated how Indonesia highly valued the political

importance of its relationship with Australia.

Unfortunately, the 'anti Indonesian' element within Australian community led

particularly by particularly the pro-East Timorese groups and the Left wing of thc

ALP, saw Mantiri's background and capability in a different light. They were of the

view that Mantiri's long service in East Timor characterised him as "art enthusiastic

defender of the brutal repression practiced by Indonesian soldiers," including the Dilli

massacre in November 1991. These groups believed that Indonesian troops had shot

and killed between 100 and 200 unarmed demonstrators.ss They were higtrly critical of

Mantiri's reported comments in an inærview with the former Indonesian magazine,

Editor, in which he defended the role of Indonesian troops in the Dilli massacre as a

"proper act" in countering the rebels.

When in late 1994 Indonesia formally nominated General Mantiri as designated

Ambassador for Australia to replace Sabam Siagian, it was predictable that the 'anti

Indonesian' elements and pro East Timorese groups within the Australian community

would strongly oppose the appointment. They warned the Australian and the

Indone.sian governments that they would make many clifficultie.s for General Mantiri

should his appointment proceed. The warnings were ignored by both governments

and Canberra gave formal approval of Mantiri's appointment. A.s a re.sult oppo.sition

intensified and widened.

1995

t99s

to Patrick Vy'alters, "Quarrel over general reveals cultural divide," The Australian, 3 llly

t' Mike Steketee, "softly-softly approach to Indonesia a failure," The Australian, 29 Jtne
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When in April 1995 the lndonesian government refused to reconsider Mantiri's

appointment, the public outcry intensified and there were demands that the Australian

government, particularly Foreign Minister, Gareth Evans, take tougher stance with

Indonesia. The demands were successful. Gareth Evans, under intense pressure, aware

that he had previt-rusly misjudged the strength of the opposition and possibly nervous

of losing his bid to move to the Lower House, where longer terms plans for the

party's Leadership might better come to fruition., wN forced to convey to the

Indonesian government that Mantiri should make an apology for comments he had

made.56 Indonesia, predictably, refused such a demand. Mantiri, however, responded

personally, saying that he regretted from the bottom of his heart the Dlli deaths.tt As

the row went on, Indonesia made a rather unexpected decision. On 6 July 1995, the

Indonesian Foreign Minisær, Ali Alatas, announced that Indonesia would withdraw

the nomination of General Mantiri, but that the Canbera post would be vacant for

indefinite period. In the event, the new Ambassador, Wiryono Suryohandoyo, was

appointed in December 1995. Alatas declared during the announcement that the row

over Mantiri's appointment had been used as deliberate agitation by irresponsible

elements within Australia for political advantage.ss

This case indicated clearly that both govemmonts had failed to assess correctly

the extent to which warnings given by the groups opposing Mantiri's nomination

could lead to serious problems. On the one hand, lndonesia was optimistjc that the

relationship was wider than the East Timor issue and that the appointment of such a

s6 Maria Ceresa, Don Greenlees, and Patrick Walters, "Evans pushes Indonesia on Envoy

row," The Australian,3 July 1995.
tt Patrick Vy'alters, "Jakarta's new man regrets Dili deaths," The Auslralian, 1 July 1995,
5t Patrick Walters, Ca¡neron Stewart, and Rachel Hawes, "Mantiri: angry Jakarta retreats,

consul's position left vacant," The Australian, T July 1995,pp.1,4.
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respected figure as General Mantiri overcome any likely challenges, and that it was up

to the Australian government to assess its own domestic situaúon. On the other hand,

Australia, particularly with the hand played by Gareth Evans, not only failed to make

an adequate early assessment of the strength of these warnings, but also seemed

reluctant to speak candidly with Jakarta on the issue. Evans must boar a large part of

the responsibility for this. He seems to have regarded the issue as too sensitive, and

been of the opinion that to raise these warnings officially with Indonesia might upset

the warm relationship both countries had recently enjoyed. As a consequence of his

reluctance, Evans was then forced into the even more difficult situation of demanding

from Mantiri a pubtc apology before assuming his new role as an Ambassador. It was

only after strong public opposition to Mantiri's appointrnent was voiced, that Evans

decided he would demand a concession from the Indonesian govemment.

It was not quite clear, however, whether the withdrawal of Mantiri's nomination

resulted from negotiations between the two sides, although it is certain that Indonesia

took a unilateral decision to withdraw the appointment of General Mantiri after

realising the difficulties Mantiri might face in Australia. The cancellation meant the

Indonesian govemment decided to give priority to the continulty of a stable

rclationship priority, without fcar of bcing seen to lose face from the aborted

appointment. This view is supported by Alatas' statement to the media in which he

said that Indonesia hoped the withdrawal "will not have an impact because we value

the relationship which has now been nurtured and has now been developed between

Australia and Indonesia."se The case did demonstrate, however, the difficulties of the

sn lbid; see also Patrick Vy'alters, "General sacrificed for relations," The Australían,7 JuIy

1995; andPat¡ick Walters, "ARomanceSoured," TheWeekendAustralian,8-9 July 7996,p.23.
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situation particularly with a strong and divergent view between public opinion and

governlnent policy. Alatas' statement indicated a considerable depth of poliúcal

knowledge and insight between both governments as to the likely effects to the

bilateral relationship should the appointment proceed. In short, mutual political

understanding between both sides were, eventually, sufficiently strong to manage the

Mantiri affair.

Conclusion

This chapter has described the changing attitudes of the Australian and

Indonesian governments since 1986. It has noted a steady increase in mutual

understanding at the govemment level, which has been achieved through painstaking

diplomatic efforts by both Indonesia and Australia. It is true that the Jenkins affair had

considerable negative impact on the political relationship, however, the case was

'blessing in disguise'. Despite the damaged it caused, it also forced both sides to be

more understanding around cultural sensitivities, and the potential effects they might

have on the management of the bilateral relationship. The Jenkins affair, more

importantly, pushed the two govemments to explore new ways in which they might

marage the bilatcral relationship more practically and uscfully, supported by deeper

understanding.

In thc proccss of achieving this target, the countries' Foreign Ministers,

initially Bill Hayden and Mochtar Kusumaatmadja and later by Ali Alatas and Gareth

Evans, were particularly instrumental in handling the task successfully. The fonner

were successful in reviving the relationship by putting into place foundations which
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Alatas and Evans were later able to build on. Supported by their close friendship -

'mateship diplomacy'- Alatas and Evans were successful in nurturing the close

relationship even further. Beginning with bilateral visits, the two ministers agreed in

1989 to sign a new framework of cooperation, the main aim of which has been the

introduction of a new discourse in mzuraging the bilateral relationship. Both

govemments agreed to broaden the relationship and committed themselves to

concentrating on and working together in areas where both countries have converging

interests, including those at the multilateral level. In essence, both countries have

agreed to have a parallel responsibility in maintaining the stability of the bilateral

relaúonship.

The chapter has higtrlighted the importance of 'mateship diplomacy' as a

means of managing these commitments. The close relationship between Hayden and

Mochtar, Alatas and Evans, and Keating and Soeharto heþed both counties to reach

a higher level of mutual understanding, which in turn has enabled them to manage

their differences more easily. However, this high level of understanding at the

government level has not been followed by a similar one at the level of the general

community both in Australia and Indonesia. This, as the case studies show, resulted in

several problcms for both govemments. Nevertheless, since the 1989 framework of

co-operation (with its new discourse) has operated, the Australian and Indonesian

govornments have had an official mechanism to assist in the. management of issues

likely to harm bilateral relations. In short, the political foundations of the relationship

between Indonesia and Australia have been strengthened'
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CHAPTER SEVEN

INCREASING ECONOMIC INTEGRATION

This chapter examines developments in the economic relationship between

Australia and Indonesia during 1986-1996, and analyses its impact on the overall

bilateral relationship. It begins with a short review of the status of the economic

relationship prior to 1986. Several general economic indicators trade in

manufactured products, investment, trade in the services sector, and the role of

Australia's bilateral aid - are used as variables of assessment. This is followed by an

exploration of the factors that underpinned this bilateral economic development. The

chapter ends with a discussion on the meaning of the bilateral economic relationship

to Australia and Indonesia's overall relationship.

Past Experience

Part one revealed that the dominance of political and strategic issues during

1945-66 period had marginalised the economic dimension of Australian-Indonesian

relations. There were, however, some limited economic activities which derived

mainly from economic aid provided by Australia under the Colombo Plan, which was

part of Australia's strategic response to the global political challenge of communism

after the World War II.



At the end of World War II Australia began to realise that it had to reassess its

strategic concems and focus more closely on the Asian region. The memory of

Japan's aggression during the war and the victory by the communist party in China

increased these concerns. Australia felt that political instability and the economic

vulnerability of countries in the South and Southeast Asian region could be easily

exploited by communist forces. This situation challenged Australia to find a strategy

that would distance these countries from communist influence. Having seen how the

US was able to effectivd disseminate its influence in post-war Europe by providing

economic aid through the Marshal Plan, Australia adopted a similar strategy. It

proposed to regional Commonwealth member states that a simila¡ scheme be

established and in 1950, following a meeting of the Commonwealth's Ministers of

Foreign Affairs in Colombo, Sri Lanka, the scheme came into being. Named the

Colombo Plan, it was established as a program specifically to organise economic aid

from developed countries in the Commonwealth to poorer countries in South and

Southeast Asia. úritially, it included just the Commonwealth countries, but later other

non-Commonwealth countries were brought into the scheme.

The ultimate political and strategic objectives behind Australia's initiative in

proposing the Colombo Plan were revealed by Australia's Foreign Minister, Sir Percy

Spender, who played a major "hands-on" role in its establishment. According to Sir

Percy, there were at least three main identifiable re,asons,t Firstly, it wa.s a direct

outcome of Australia's new consciousness of its closeness to Asia. The Australian

lFor further elaboration see Sir Percy Spendu, Exercise in Diplomacy, thß ANZUS Treaty

and the Colombo PIan, Sydney, Sydney University Press, 1969; see also Wilfred Prest, "Economic
Policy," in Gordon Greenwood and Norman Harper, eds., AusÍralia in World Affairs 1956-1960, F.

W. Cheshire, 1963, pp. 140-47.
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govemment considered that what took place in Asia would inevitably irnpact upon

Australia's future. It particularly believed that Asia's instability would eff'ect

Australia's political and strategic interests. Secondly, there was a growing concern

within Australia that a menacing úde of communism, represented by the Communist

Party victory in mainland China, was a genuine threat to Australia's existence.2

Therefore, it was a necessary for Australia to develop a dynamic policy towards

neighbouring Asian countries. Thirdly, in facing this challenge, Australia hoped to

copy US success with the Marshall Plan which, by providing massive amounts of

economic aid, helped to create stability and encourage democratic development in

post-war Europe. Australia hoped to see the economic aid under the Colombo Plan

scheme achieve a similar success in Asia.

Indonesia joined the Colombo Plan in 1953 and in June of that year the

Australian and Indonesian governments concluded their frst agreement on economic

aid under the scheme. The first aid package was worth A$0.5 million and was mainly

targeted towards agricultural development through the provision of trucks and

tractors. After that, in almost every financial year, Australia has increased economic

aid to Indonesia, most of which was initially through the Colombo Plan scheme

(Table 7.1). Aid took a variety of forms including the improvemont of public

transport, and the provision of equipment for telecommunications, cranes for harbour

development, and engines for fishing vessels. Under the scheme, Australia also

provided scholarships for Indonesian students to study in Australia.3

t Henry S. Albinski, Australia's Policies and Attimdes Towards China, Princeton, New

Jersey, Princeton University Press, 1965; and Greg Clark, In Fear Of China, Melbourne, Lansdowne,

1967.
t H. \M. Arndt" "Aust¡alian Economic Aid to Indonesia," Australian Outlook, Yol.2A no. 2,

1970, pp. 124-29.
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Table 7.1

Australia's Aid to Indonesia
t9su2 - 196s/6 (A$)

Source; Il W. Arndt, 'Australia¡¡ Economic Aid to Indonesia"" Ausftaliar Outloolç Vol. 240 no. 2,l970,p. t?JI

There was no doubt that the aid program initiated some of the economic

activities between Australia and Indonesia. The flow of economic aid from Australia

heþed the Indonesian government to improve its infrastructure projects, particularly

in the areas of transportation and telecommunications. Equally, technical and training

assistance supported the Indonesian government in upgrading its human resources

development. In short, Australian econornic aid was in part responsible for

improvements in Indonesia's domestic economy.

8.03.825.8988492496r96sl66

5.24.3u.21,073415s987964t65

10.711.0t4.t1.5515331,018196316/.

10.112.515.01.8805361,3441962t63

7.712.372.37,520563957t96U62
9.r8.311.3937490M7196016L

8.812.410.41.2844758091959160

6.98.97.4661s877419s&t59

8.38.610.4892s31,3611957t58

5.315.010.17,523615908t9s6t57

1.313.59.41,2654158501955t56

2.03.84.918538231954t55

1.810.05.453760467t953ls4
t.90.46.828281952t53
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The rationale behind Australia's aid donations under the Colombo Plan

throughout the period between 1945 and 1966 was strongly strategic and political.

Commercial and economic considerations were not paramount. Australia was

attempting to ensure that countries nearby resisted communist influence, and to

encourage regional stability. The Australian government strongly believetl l"hat

instability among its near neighbours would be damaging to Australia's own interests.

Economic aid, from the Australian perspective, was for certain political and strategic

purposes. Seen in this light, it is not surprising that economic aid was vulnerable to

political conflict. It could be easily disrupted were different political ideologies

adopted by the two governments. A good example is the period of confrontation from

1963-66. During that time, as revealed in chapter one, Indonesia under Soekarno and

Australia under Menzies were ideologically and strategically opposed. The former

tended to be closer to the communist bloc, an alignment which greatly worried the

latter who was vehemently anticommunist. Soekarno's opposition to the proposed

Federation of Malaya was strategically at loggerheads with Menzies' fulI support for

the proposal. As a rcsult, the bilateral relationship between Australia and Indonesia

cooled, and in the end Australia substantially reduced its economic aid to Indonesia.

As wcll as f.he difficultics caused by conflict at a political lcvcl, the early stûges

in the bilateral economic relationship were also hampered by several other issues. In

Australia, thcrc was wide concern over Indonesian domestic politics which were seen

as increasingly falling under communist influence. The public support that Menzies

gained for his stance on Indonesia's confrontation policy encouraged him to go even

further and he cut some areas of aid. In Indonesia, difficulties were experienced mainly
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in the area of expertise. Lack of expertise resulted in difficulties in the long term

rnanagement of projects and as result their maintenance was often neglected.a

Regardless of its political and strategic purposes, this economic aid program,

nevertheless, made a positive economic contribution. The aid donations resulted in

some economic activities being undertaken between Australia and Indonesia. These

economic activities were not very great considering the geographic proximity of the

two countries, though they have become very important within the overall context of

the bilateral relationship.

The marginalisation of the economic dimension in Australian-Indonesian

relations could also be attributed to various other reasons,s besides political ones.

Peter McCawley summarises several of these possible explanations.6 Firstly, he cites

the historical factor. The two countries had developed as colonial economies within

the sphere of different colonial empires and this left a Iegacy of quite different

perceptions and commercial linkages between Indonesians and Australians on matters

related to business. Australia looked to England for its commercial interests and

business contacts, and Indonesia to the Netherlands. These linls were of course

o lbid.
5 H. W. Arndt" "Economic Relations Between Australia and Indonesi4" in J. A. C. Mackie,

ed., Indonesia: The Making of a Natíon, Canbena, Resea¡ch School of Pacific Studies, Aust¡alian

National University, 1980, pp. 741-53 H. W. Arndt, "Australia and Indonesia, Neighboun

Forever," University of Western Australia, 1986, Discussion Paper 86.09; Hal Hill, "Attsffalia-
Indonesia Economic Relations: Challenges and Opportunities in a 'Small' Relationship," in

Desmond Balt and Helen Wilson, eds., Strange Neighbours, the Australian-Indonesian Relationship,

Sydney, Allen and Unwin, 1991, pp. 215-39: Mari Pangestu, "Bilateral Indonesia-Australia
Economic Relations: An Indonesian View," itt ibid, pp. 183-214; Hal Hill, "Economic Relations," in

David Anderson, ed., Australia and Inlonesia, A Partnership in the Making, Pacific Security

Research Institute, 1991, pp 16-25; M'ari Pangestu, "Indonesia-Australia Economic Relations into

the 21st Century," in Hadi Soesastro and Tim McDonald, eds,, Indonesia-Australia Relations;

Diverse Cultures, Converging Interests, Jaka¡ta, CSIS, 1995, pp.64-94.
6 Peter McCawley, "Economic Relations Between Australia and Indonesia," Australian

Ou.tlook, Vol.40 no.3, 1986, pp. 175-81.
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encouraged ànd sometimes enforced by the colonial regimes and overall the economic

structures built up during the colonial period continued, and indeed, appeared to

change very little even after V/orld War tr ended.

Secondly, there was a lack of complementarity between the two countries'

general economic policies and the major products which they traded on the world

market. Up to the early 1980s, both Australia and Indonesia adopted inwardJooking

and protective inclustrial development and economic policies. They both relied

heavily on primary products and raw materials as their main exports, had highly

regulation economic systems and placed high øriffs on trade, particularly on the

import of manufactured goods. Consequently, neither were potential parürers for

economic cooperation but rather, if anything, they were competitors. There were

many barriers to expanding bilateral trade.

Thirdly, there was a low level of entepreneurship exhibiæd by Australia.

While ttris has often been said to be responsible for the poor performance of some

Australian business groups, it is rather a harsh and unfai¡ criticism. It more properly

refers to a lack of knowledge of local culturc and language or the way in which

Indonesians do business. In addition to this, inadequate transportation and

communications within Incloncsia luvc uftet madc it less attractive for z\ustralian

businesses to invest or to target Indonesia as their flrst priority for marketing

products.

The bilateral economic relationship between Indonesia and Australia began to

change after Soeharto's New Order government assumed power in 1966. Chapter

two highlighæd Australia's enthusiasm for assisting Indonesia to overcome its
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economic chaos. At that time, Australia responded positively to Indonesia's request

for aid to assist in the stabilisation of its the New Order economy, by promoting the

'politics of aid'. As part of that strategy, n 1967 Australia joined then the Inter

Governmental Group on Indonesia (IGGI), an economic consortium whose members

included the USA, the United Kingdom, Japan, France, West Germany, the

Netherlands, Canada, Belgium, Denmark, New Zealand, and ltaly. The IGGI aimed at

managing and coordinating financial support for Indonesian economic development,

carried out under the auspices of the V/orld Bank. Thus, Australia's policy of

providing aid to Indonesia and encouraging other developed countries to do so

generated some increase in economic activity between the two countries.

( nmæral economic activity, however, was still limited, both in terms of value

and product diversity. Australia's imports from Indonesia were mainly primary

products and so too Indonesia's imports from Australia. Furthermore, as revealed in

Table 7.2, a significant proportion of Australia's exports took the form of financial

aid. It accounted for almost half of total export value between 1968 to 1972.

Although the monetary value of Australia's cxports constantly increased, it showed a

deficit during the first three years but started to achieve a surplus in 1970. There was

little Ausuali¿m investment in hulouesia at that time, although intercst pickcd up when

the Indonesian government introduced its fìrst piece of foreign invesünent legislation

n 1967 . All of these figures point to a growth in bilateral economic activity fed by

substantial Australian aid. As noted above, there were essential by political and

ideological reasons behind the decision to increase its economic aid. Australia

rewarded Indonesia's anti-communist stance with its grants of aid. Also, it considered
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Indonesia's aid diplornacy toward major Western countries to be a signal that

Indonesia would follow the capitalist path in refonning its chaotic economy.

Furthermore, Australia strongly believed that Soeharto's New Order government was

committed to a low-key, non-aggressive foreign policy, because Indonesia preferred

to give priority to regional stability by promising to pursue friendly relations with

countries neighbouring.T

Tablc7.2

Australia's Trade with Indonesialg6T-72 (A$ '0000

Source; Department of Trade and Industry, Canberra, November 1972.

þ"."^ins 
rrend)

Concems over the importance of bilateral economic relations to the economic

development of Australia and Indonesia have been raised by economists since the

1960s, when political and strategic considerations still dominated the relationship

between Australia and Indonesia. Heinz Arndt, among others, has argued that the two

countries' geographic proximity and Indonesia's onormous economic potential could

provide a complementarity and fulfil both countries' economic needs.s However, the

t J. A. C. Mackie, "Ausüalia-Indonesia Relations," Currenl Affairs Bulletin, 1 October,

1976.
t H. W. Amdt, "Trade Relations Between Australia and Indonesia," Economic Record, Yol.

M,1968, pp. 168-93.
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situation was hardly to change until the rniddle of the 1980s. Bilateral econornlc

relations rernained relatively low key and small scale, particularly if measured in terms

of the countries total figures on international trade and investment'

However, the situation has changed since Australia and Indonesia started to

open their economies to global markets during the mid 1980s. The bilateral exports

and imports show that the value of the bilateral economic relationship increased

significantly between 1986 and 1996. As Tahle 7.3 indicates, in 1986 Australia's

b Åc[¡5's
exports to Indonesia were valued at less than a ãrillion G+%3) but then doubled

within four years to reach A$1)030 million in 1989/90. Exports grew steadily and by

1994195 they were valued at A$2,113 million. Although Australia's imports from

Indonesia for the same period did not increase as rapidly as did exports, nevertheless

they also increased. h 1986 the value of Australia's imports from Indonesia was

nr.\\i r^
A$310,6^and remained around that level up to 1990. Since that time, they have

steadily increased and by lgg4lg5 were worth A$l.198hilion. This figure represents

a very significant improvement when compared with similar indicators from the 1970s

as shown in Table 7.2.

Table 7.3

Australia's Exports to and Imports from Indonesia (A$ million)

Aust¡alian Bureau of Statistics, Year Book Auilraliq (1986-94).
*Australian Bu¡e¿u of St¡tistics, Balance of Payments and Intemational Po,tition, Australia, Cat. No. 5363.0

1,1982,1131994-1995*

1,1051,906t993-1994*

1,3051,714L992-t993

995t.635l99t-t992
784L.4621990-1991

44L.L1.0301989-1990

418.9748.31988-1989

587.7s95.31987-1988

310.6528.31986-1987

ImporlsExportsYea¡

Source;
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Table 7.4

Indonesian-Australian Bilateral Exports and Imports in US$ '000

Sourcc; Unitcd Nalions, Íú¿nø tional Trade Starísfics Yearbook, Vol. 1 Trode by Country, annuol, 1986 -1994

Furthermore, Indonesia's exports to Australia as a percentage of its total

exports also increased. As Table 7.5 suggests, that n 1972 they were 0.8 per cent but

reached 2.4 per cent in 1982. The number fell to 1.5 per cent in 1986 and dropped

further to 0.7 per cent in 1993, recovering, however, n 1994 when it reached 1.8 per

cent. Although the numbers fluctuated during the period between 7972 and 7994, it

was nonetheless an impressive improvement. Overall, Indonesia's exports to Australia

grew by more than 100 per cent, while Indonesian impoß from Australia as a

percentage of total Indonesian imports, rose from 3.3 per cent to 4.8 per cent for the

period 1972-94.' This remarkable change has made Australia one of Indonesia's

major trading partners, now ranking in tenth position in Indonesia's export market

and sixth (4.8 per cent) as a soufce of imports, following Japan 24.2 pet cent, the

United States 71.2 per cent, Germany 7.7 per cent, Singapore 5.9 per cent and the

Republic of Korea 5.3 per cent (see Table 7.5).

e Carunia Mulya Firdausy, "Trade and Investnent Relations Between Indonesia and

Australia: A Review of Recent Trends," a paper presented at the Second Indonesian Student

Conference, Canberra 2l -22 August 799 6, p. 2.

763714t,622,4691.54L.962705.368r994
833884r,299,5351.399.374773,6721993

9234681.103.8751.412.961746.7t17992

'1013331,t31,4t51.377.936627.951t997
4066551,074,394t.t85.957403.0371990

38394r7s2,494924.841382.4211989

375107503,512578.447293.2711988

358999290,t14462.7U309.847t987
t89328304,073413.452158,5841986

ImporLsExportsImporisExports

Aushalia to and from IndonesraIndonesia to and from AushaliaYear
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Table 7.5

Indonesia's Exports and Imports by Country
(per cent of total value)

Source; Central Bureau of Statistics , Indonesiant Foreign Statistics, cited iu Ca¡u¡ia Mulya Firdausy, "Trade and Investnpnt Relalions Between
Indonesia and Au-stralia: A Review ofRecent Treuds," apaperpresenÞd at the Second Indonesian Student Confereuce, C-znberø21-22 Ãugust 1996, p. 3.
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Table7.6

Main Countries for Australia's Merchandise Exports

Source; 1986 compiled ftorr. 1993 Intemalional Trade Stalistics Yearbook, (New York; UniÛed Nations, 1995). Data for

lgsgtg1 aú, 1,994t95 compiled from Australian Bureau of Statistic, Balance of Payncnrs and Intemational
IwesÞncnt Position" Australia, CaL No. 5363.0

In terms of a market for manufactured goods and merchandise exports,

similarly, Indonesia's economic significance to Australia had improved significantly

during the last ten years. Table 7.6 suggests that Indonesia ha-s been in the top 15 of

Australia's markets for exports. In 1986, Australia's exports to Indonesia were valued

at A$304Ü milton which placed Indonesia in fourteenth position as a market.

V/ithin four years, the figure improved rapidly and by 1989/90 it was valued at

A$1.030 billion, moving Indonesia's ranking to eleventh.In 1994195 lndonesia's

position was raised further, to number ten. The figure for Australian exports to

Indonesian in that year reached A$2.113 billion, and in 7996 it topped AS2.77l
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billion.rO In terms of ¿urnual growth, rnoreover, a study has estirnated that the growth

rate for Indonesia's exports to Australia between 1994 and 1995 was about 29 pet

cent, while the growth rate for Australia's imports from Indonesia was 2l per cent.ll

Clearly, the trend indicates a rapidly increasing improvement in the bilateral economic

relationship in terms of a two way traffic in exports and imports.

In addition to the substantially increased value of exports and imports, traded

commodities have also clive.rsifie.<1 significantly. Indonesian exports to Australia have

progressively moved away from oil and traditional plantation-based products to

manufactured goods. Table 7.7 indicates that in 1986 the share of manufactured

products in Indonesia's exports to Australia was 22.3 per cent. It almost doubled by

1994 and reached 40.2 pu cent. Textiles, synthetic fabric, plywood, and garments

were the biggest manufactured exports, accounting for 5.1 per cent, 3.6 per cent,2.7

per cent, and 2.5 per cent respectively.In L994, this figure further improved. Table

7.7 shows that Indonesia's largest manufactured export to Australia n 1994 was still

textiles and that it increased to 14.1 per cent. This was followed by textile yarn at 7.8

per cent, paper and cardboard at 6.0 per cent, furniture and pârts at 4.1 per cent,

footwear at 3.9 per cent, and wood products at 3.0 per cent. However, within the

tV.e rr. \t rlon øi, .' 1 e*þsc\
sarne perio.l, fuftfut@d\& share of ryßÉIwA primary products to Âustralia declincd

sharply from 76.9 per cent to 43.6 per cent. In 1986, Indonesia's main primary

products exported to Australia accounting for 60.9 per cent, but decreased to 43.6

per cent in 1994.

10 The 1996 daø is taken from DFAT as published in Geoff Hiscock, "Opportunity knocks

again," The Weekeni Australian, T-8 December 1996, p. 58.
1r A. Taylor, "Australia and Indonesia: Clrallenge for the Future in the Region," Economic

and Business Review Indonesía, no. ZZ0, 1996, pp.32-3.
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Table7.7

Indonesia's Main Exports to Australia 1986 and1994
us$'000

Source;BPS, StatistikPerdaganganfuarNegerilndon¿sia,Ekspor,Yol.II,TableS, 198'7 &1995-

100.0704.5100.01s8.6Total
83.8s90.192.7147.0Sub-Total

0.85.40.40.6Other miscellaneous
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Table 7.8

Indonesia's Main Imports from Australia 1986 and'1994
(us$'ooo)

100.01541.9100413.5Total

76.71179.896.4398.5Sub-Total
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Souce; BPS, Statistik Perdogangan Isør Negeri Indonesia, Impor, YoLII, Table 8, 1987 & 1995
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The diversification in Australia's exports to Indonesia has also been a steady

trend. Evidence for this can be found in the change in Indonesia's imports from

Australia in the last ten years. Table 7.8 shows that in 1986, Indonesia's main imports

from Australia consisted of primary products, which accounted for 70.9 per cent of

the total. Wheat, zinc, coal, and waste/scrap metal were the major contributors,

accounting for 29.3 per cent, 8 per cent, and 3.2 per cent respectively. These primary

products fell to 58.3 per cent in 1994, when wheat dropped to 13.1 per cent, while

zinc and scrap metal went down to 3.8 per cent and 0.6 per cent respectively. Only

coal slightly increased to 4.0 per cent (see Table 7.8). In terms of manufactured

products, this table also indicates that there was an overall increase. In 1986,

Indonesia's import of manufactured products from Australia was 72.7 per cent of its

total import of Australian products and was valued at US$52.6 million. The number

increased to 18.3 per cent and in value to US$281.7 million n 1994. The fastest

growing sector of Australia's manufactured exports to Indonesia has been elaborately

transformed manufactures including telecommunications equipment and parts, general

industrial machinery and electrical switches.Iî 1992 this type of product accounted

for 22 per cent of Australia's exports to Indonesia.l2 Figures in Table 7.8 seem to

suggest that this increase hæ been sustained. In short, [herc has bcutt a significant

diversification of Australia's exports to Indonesia, with a shift from primary products

[o rnarufacl.ured goods.

It is also worth noting, however, that Tables 7.7 and 7.8 suggest that the

increasing value of manufactured products has not been able to overtake the

tt Joint Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade, Australia's

Relatíonship wiÍh Indonesia, Canberra, AGPS, 1993,p.7 .
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cumulative value contributed by trade in prirnary products. Crude petroleum, mining,

prirnary products and some unprocessed and semi-processed goods remain the most

significant goods Australia exports to Indonesia. The situation, nevertheless, has been

improved since deregulation policies were introduced, resulting in the high growth of

manufacture products and the creation of many new trade opportunities for both

countries.l'

Table 7.9

Bilateral Investment A$ million

Source; Australian Bureau of Statistics, Balønce of Payments and Intemational Po,vilion, Australi¿, Cat. No. 5363 '0

Just as trade in primary products and rnanufactured goods has increased, so

too is investment displaying a similar trend. Traditionally, Australia's major

investments have been directed mostly to its leading economic partners within the

clevelope,cl OF,CD countries. The IISA, the Ilnited Kingdom, and New Tnaland have

been the rnain recipients. In 1981, the level of Australia's outward investment to these

three countries accounted for 14.4 per cent, 10.3 per cent, and 9.7 per cent

respectively. Ten years later (1991), the figure had increased rapidly and reached

22.9 per cent, 38.7 per cent, 15.1 per cent respectively for the USA, the United

2631,0041995

t996401994

2244s51993

np2821992

61173r99t
1173151990

Indonesia in AustraliaAustralia in IndonesiaYear

'3 lbid.
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Kingdom, and New Tnalurd.to Obviously, Australia's investrnents in developing

countries is smaller than those in OECD countries. Figures provided by the Australian

Bureau of Statistic indicate that Singapore, Hong Kong, and Papua New Guinea have

been absorbing half of Australia's investrnents going to developing countries. In

1991192, these countries' cumulative share of overall Australia's outward investments

were 2.3, 4.9, and 2.0 per cent respectively, but the overall trend of Australia's

investments in non OECD countries has increased ancl cliversified too.15

Australia's investment with Indonesia has evolved and expanded and in 1995 it

accounted for 4.2 per cent of cumulative foreign invesÍnent approvals into Indonesia.

However, Indonesia's invesünent in Australia was estimated at 0.1 per cent of

Australia's total incoming investrnent in l994.tu Table 7.9 reveals that in 1990

Australia's invesûnent in Indonesia was valued at A$315 million, while at the same

time Indonesia's invesünent in Australia was A$117 million. In 1991 and 1992, years

of global recession, both country's level of investment fell, but in the years after that

they recovered significantly. In 1993 Australia's invesftnent in Indonesia was valued

A$455 million, increasing to A$640 million n 1994, and then reaching A$1.004

billion in 1995. Indonesian investnent in Australia was valued A 224 million in 1993,

fell to A$199 million n 1994 but then inoreased to A$263 urillion in 1995. Although

this figure seÆms to suggest that the investment pattern between Australia and

Indonesia is very small compared to their major invcstmcnt partncrs, it does indicate

an impressive development over the previous years. tn 1986, Australia's investment in

1a East Asia Anatytical Unit, Depatuent of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Changing Tack,

Australian Investment in South-East Asia, Canberra, AGPS, 1994,p.30,
15 Mari Pangestu, "Indonesia-Aust¡alia Economic Relations into the 21st Century," in Hadi

Soesastro and Tim McDonald, eds., op. cit., p.92,
16 Camnia Mulya Firdausy, op. ciî., p.1.
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Indonesia was A$7 million, it increased to A$21 million in 1987 and reached A$357

million by 1988. Between 1988 and 1992the value dropped. In 1989 itfell to A$157

rnillion followed by a slight increase to A$182 in 1990, but then decreased sharply to A$48

rnillion and A$68 in 1991 and 1992.17 Overall these figures have shown not only a

recovery but also an increase in investment patterns between Indonesia and Australia.

Table 7.10

Australia's Investment in Indonesia by Sector' ($US million)

Source: Secondary ancl tertiary sector from National .Boarcl of lnvestment Coordination (BKPM), April 19, 1996.

Primary sector compiled from various government statistical sources. Citecl in Okta Fitriani,
"Pengaruh Dinamika Hubungan Politik Aust¡alia clan Inclonesia Teradap Investasi Langsung Australia
cli Inãonesia Pacla Masa Pemerintahan Paul Keating," Thesis submitted to Department of International
Relations, Faculty of Political ancl Social Sciences, Airlangga University for obtaining 51 Degree

(Honours Thesis equivalent), Surbaya, 1996, p. 8.

17 East Asia Analytical Unit, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Changing Tøck,p.44
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In addition to the sheer increase in volume, the pattern of Australia's

investment in Indonesia has diversified its focus from the prirnary sector to the

secondary and tertiary sectors. Although mining remains Australia's major private

sector invesünent area, since 1990, investors have successfully moved into secondary

and tertiary sectors. As Table 7.10 indicates, n 1992 Australia's total investment in

the secondary sector was around US$58.7 million. It moved up to US$135.3 million

in 1993 and then even higher to US$3,470.4 million in 1995, with increases mainly in

the areas of chemical, metal and non-metal mining, and food processing. Similarly,

Australia's investnent in the tertiary sector was US$9.2 million tn 1992 and steadily

increased to US$17.8 million n 1993. This invesÍrient value went up further to

US$24.5 million in 1994 and then grew by an amazing ten times, reaching

US$242.043 million in 7995. This investnent was mainly in trade, building

construction, electricity and water, in hotels and restaurants, and in transportation.

Table 7.11

Foreign Investment in Indonesia 1 January 1967 - 31 October 1995

Source; Biro Pusat Statistih Indikaror Ekononi, (monthly bulletin) January 1996, Jakafa, Biro Pusat Statistik
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Indonesia's investment in Australia, on the other hand, has been relatively

small. Compared to other ASEAN countries, for example, Indonesia's share of overall

foreign invesûnent in Australia has lagged behind that of Singapore and Malaysia,

which accounted for 2.9 and 0.2 per cent of the total respectively. However, if the

annual growth rate is taken into account, this gives a quite different picture of

Indonesia's invesûnent in Australia. Between 1985/86 and 1997192, the annual

growth rate of investment by Indonesia in Australia was 55.6 per cent, while for the

same period Singapore and Malaysia's rate of investment grew at only 1.3 and 13.3

per cent each.l8 It is predicted that this impressive annual growth will sæadily increase

given the 'go public' trend pursued by many companies in Indonesia, and the more

international and globalised outlook adopted by Indonesian business groups.

Table 7.12

Indonesia's Approval of Foreign Investment 1992'1993
Ranked According to Value

(US$miltion)

Sot;¡:cei Indikator Ekonomi (Economic Indicalor), monthly bulletin, January 1996, Jaka¡ta, Biro Pusat Statistik.

It Mari Pangestu, "Indonesia-Ausfralia Economic Relations into the 21st Century," op, cit.,
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Table 7.13

Indonesia's Approval of Foreign Investment 1994-1995

Ranked According to Yalue
(US$ million)

Sotxæ; Indilcalor Ekonomi (Economic Indicator), monthly bulletin, January 199ó, Jakart¿, Biro Pusat Statistik.

Furthermore, Australia's position in terms of Indonesia's major foreign

investors, makes the sector a major catålyst of the economic integration between

Indonesia and Australia. Since Indonesia introduced an open economic policy to

foreign investment n 1967 , Australia's position has become significant. As Table 7.11

suggests, between January 7967 to October 1995, Australia was in the top ten of

foreign countries investing in Indonesia in terms of invesftnent value. It was in eighth

position behind Japan, Hong Kong, the United Kingdom, Singapore, Taiwan, the

USA, and the Republic of Korea. Germany and the Netherlands were in position ninth

and tenth respectively.. Australia's position, moreover, is incrensing in importance

given the trends of its investrnent in Indonesia in the last four years. Table 7.12 shows

that in 1992 Australia's investrnent was valued at US$67.8 million and ranked ninth
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overall in Indonesia's foreign investment approvals. In 1993, Australia's ranking

remained at that point but the value of invesftnent increased to US$153.3 milüon. As

Table 7.13 suggests, however, Australia's investnent declined to US$53.3 n 1994

which sent Australia to eleventh place, but in 1995 this went up sharply to

US$5,658.5 million pushing Australia into the second spot, just slightly behind United

Kingdom which reached US$6,026.7 million. Clearly, these figures indicate

Australia's improvc<l po.sition in inve.stment pattern relations with Indonesia.

In terms of its percentage value and cumulative total share, Australia's

invesünent in Indonesia has generally been performing well. Table 7.I4 tndicates that

between 7967 to May 7994, Austalia's cumulative share of overall foreign

investnent in Indonesia was 2.7 per cent. Two years later, this figure improved

reaching 3.8 per cent, an increase of more than 50 per cent.

Table7.l4

Foreign Investment in Indonesia
Percentage of Share of Cumulative

Source; Badan Koordina,si Penanaman Modal @oard of Investment), excludes oil and financial seclors.
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The service sector was also part of the boosúng of bilateral economic relations

and deserves close examination for two reasons. One is that, theoretically, the

increasing trade in manufactured goods and growth in invesünent is generally

fbllowed by a corresponding demand in services which facilitate trade. The more the

trade and investnent grow, the higher the demand for more and better services. The

seconrl reÀson i.s that the services sector usually grows and expands after government

terminates protection policies and opens the national economy to the outside world.

This has been the case in Indonesia.

Along with the opening up of the economy in the mid 1980s, Indonesia's

services sector has progressively expanded. In 1988 this sector accounted for 38.9

per cent of Indonesia's overall GDP and reached 39.5 per cent in l992.re This figure

could possibly be higher given the range of services traded since it not only covers

personal contacts between buyers and sellers, but also includes activities such as

surveying, exploration, research, business, financial seryices, and tourism. These

activities occurred in various fields such as geology, mining, mineral exploration,

engineering and construction, livestock, agricultural activity, accountancy, legal

surviucs, pl'opet'ty malìagcmeut, insurance, and education. Data provided by Bank

Indonesia shows that areas which contributed most to the growth of Indonesia's

serviccs scctor wcrc hotels md restruronts, public administration and defence,

transport and communications, and banks and financial institutions. In 7992, they

accounted for 16.1 per cent, 7.2per cent,5.6 per cent, and 4.5 per cent respectively.

tn Muliaman D. Hadâd and Michael T. Skully, "Business and Financial Services in

Indonesia," in East Asia Analytical Unit of Departrnent of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Expan'ding

Horizons, Austalia and Inlonesia Into the 2Ist Century, Canberra, AGPS, 1994,p. 191.
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In the same year, construction, transport, and communication increased by 12 per

cent, while the financial sector accounted for 10 per cent.2o Heinz Arndt and Thee

Kian Wie - widely regarded as long time and expert observers on the subject of

bilateral economic relations between Australia and Indonesia - have been of the view

that the "trade in services between Australia and Indonesia has experiencecl quite

healthy growth in the past decade."2r They point, for example, to the fact that

Au.stralian consultants, be they companies or individuals, have been operating in

Indonesia for quite a long period, particularly in the mining area. However, the major

recent contributions to trade in the services sector have stemmed from the education,

tourism, business, and financial sectors.

In the education sector, the number of Indonesian students studyiog in

Australia has increased. In 1991 there were 3,548 Indonesian students in Australia.

The number increased to 4,204 n 1992, 5,578 n 1993, and to 6,517 n t994.22 In

1995, this number leapt to around 12,000.23 Traditionally, the USA has been the first

choice for Indonesians studying abroad, followed by Germany, resulting in high levels

of Indonesian studcnts in the USA and Germany when compared to other countries.

Inærestingly, this figure has recently changed. Since 7994, Australia has been the

nurnber uue choice for Indoncsian students. TTrere are, obviously a varicty of rcasons

for this, but one is Australia's reputation for high quality education. Consequently,

"thcrc arc morc Indonesian students studying in Australia then there are anywhere else

20 Bank Indonesia, Annual Reporl, I99211993,p. 158.
2t Heinz Arndt and Thee Kian Wee, "Great Differences, Surprising Similarities, Aust¡alia,

Indonesia and Their Economic Relationship," East Asia Analytical Unit of Deparunent of Foreign
Affairs and Trade, Expanling Horizons, p.9.

22 Australian Department of Employment, Education and Training, Overseas Student

Statistics, 1993, p.23 and 1994, p.35.
23 A. Taylor, "Aust¡alia and Indonesia: Challenge for the Future in the Region," loc. cit.
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in the world,"24 and the financial spin-offs from this have been obvious for Australia as

the host country

Table 7.15

Short Term Visitors Movement 1985-1995

Source; Australian Bureau of Statistics, Overseas Arrivøls and Depal¿¿r¿s, various issues.

A similar trend has been evident in the flow of Australian tourists to Indonesia.

It has been estimated that Austalian tourists heading to Indonesia accounted for 12

Tfise
per cent of overall Australian tourism. According to Arndt there have been

two traditional reasons for this. One has been the proximity factor and the second has

been the weakness of Indonesian rupiah.2s This combination has made Indonesia a

cheap and attractive tourist destination for Australians. As can be seen in Table 7.15,

between 1985 and 1993 Australian tourists leaving for Indonesia steadily increased.

In 1985 there were only 100,400 tourists to Indonesia, but by 1995 the number

doubled to reach 213,800. This has made Australia the fourth most important source

'n Ratih Hardjono, "Fifty Years of Indonesian-Australian Relations, A Eurasian Point of
View," in Anton Lucas, ed., Half Century of Indonesian-Australian Interactlo¿, Flinders University,
Asian Studies Mo

's Heinz "Great Differences, Surprising Similarities, Australia,
Indonesia and Th ' East Asia Analytical Unit of Department of Foreign

Affairs and Trade, Expanding Horizons, p. 14.
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of f'oreign visitors to Indonesia. Although the number of Indonesian tourists leaving

for Australia was less than the numbers of Australians to Indonesia, its increase sillce

1993 has been impressive too. All of the figures indicate a significant rise in tourisrn,

with concomitant increases in tourist facilities such as travel seryices, hotels, and

restaurants.

Table 7.16

Selecúed Australian-lndonesian l-inancial Service Connections

Source; Austrade lakarta, Direclory of Business in Indonesi4 Aust¡ade, 7993, úted in Muliaman D' Hadad and Michael T.

Sk¡Ily, "Business and Financial Service in Indonesiq" in East Asia Anal¡ical Unit, Department of Foreþ Affairs and

Trade, Expanding Horizow, Auslralia and Indonesia Into lhe 21il century, (Canberra; AGPS' 1994), p. 197

Another area contributing to increased service sector trade has been that of

financial and business services. One study has revealed that due to the adoption of

deregulatory economic policies almost simultaneously by Australia ancl Indoncsia, the

two way trade in financial and business services has increased. Using data provided

by Atrstracle. Jakarta, filrthermore, thi.s.study ha-s shown that in 1993, a total of 226

Australian and Indonesian companies made business service connections. These

companies activities range from waste management to consulting services, 48

operating in engineering services followed by 43 in rnining and exploration, 37 n
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InvesbnentSchroders AusûaliaS chroders Indonesia Finance
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managerial and operational services, 30 in consulting, and 16 in the contractor area.

The study also has indicated that siniilar connections between Australian and

Indonesian companies occurred in the financial services sector, as it can be seen fiom

Table 7.16.'6

Australia's bilateral aid has heighæned the economic relationship between

Australia and Indonesia. Traditionally, Australia's foreign aid has had three basic

objectives. The frst is humanitarian assistance aimed at alleviating poverty in the

recipient country. The second is commercial in nature, providing assistance that will

also help prepare the recipient country as a potential market for Australian goods and

services. The third is political and security considerations. By providing aid, Australia

hopes to heþ establish regional stability which would guarantee continuity of

development thus leading to economic prosperity.2? These objectives were restated by

the Jackson Report in 1984, and have since been supported by the Australian

Parliament.2s Obviously, there have always been pros and cons regarding which aid

objective has priority.2e Nevertheless, recent studies conclude that commercialisation

of Australia's aid objeotive "are comfurg to influence the shape of the whole

progfam."3o

'u Muliaman D. Hadad and Michael T. Skully, "Business and Financial Services in
Indonesia," op, cit., pp.96-202.

" Fot more elaboration on the evolvement of these objectives see Frank G. Jartett, The

Evoluîion of Australia's Aid Program, Canberr1 Australian Development Studies Network, 1994'
28 Report of the Committee Review, The Australian Overseas Aid Programme, Canbena,

AGPS, 1984; Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs a¡d Defence, The Jackson Report on Australia's
Overseas Ai.d Program, Canberra, AGPS, 1985.

2e A valuable discussion is in Patrick Kilby, ed., Australia's Aid Program: Mixed Messages

and Con/licting Agendas, Clayton, Victoria, Monash Asia Institute & Community Aid Abroad,1996.
30 David Burch, "The Commercialisation of Australia's Aid Program," in ibid, p. 50; see

also Rukmani Gounder, Overseas Aid Motivations, The Economic of Australia's Bilaterøl Aid,

Sydney, Avebury, 1995.
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The sarne objectives have driven significantly the flows of Australia's bilateral

aid to Indonesia. Indeed, it was clearly stated in a subrnission by the Australian

International Development Bureau (then AIDAB) to the Joint Committee on Foreign

Affairs, Defence and Trade regarding Australia's relations with Indonesia that

Australia's development program (aid) with Indonesia is effective in meeting official

objectives: to promote a sustainable economic development in Indonesia; to improve

Australia's foreign policy image; and to enhance commercial opportunities for

Australian industries in Indonesia.3l

Table7.l7

Australia's Bilateral Aid to Indonesia (A$ million)

I 35.1t994-95

130.61993-94

127.71992-93

84. 8r99t-92
89. 11990-91

75. 71989-90

75.91988-89

69.71987-88

60. 91986-87

ValueYear

Source; AusAID, Australia's Overseas Aid Program, Statistical Summnry, 1985-1996

ln general, Australia's bilateral aid to Indonesia has increased at a steady rate

between 1986 to 7996. As can be seen from Table 7.17, Australia's bilateral aid to

Indonesia in 1986 was A$60.9 million, increasing to A$69.7 million in 1987. It was

further increased and by 1990 reached A$89.1 million. The value of this aid jumped to

A 127 .7 million n 1992 and in the year after reached A$130.6 million. By 1994 it

31 Australian International Assistance Bureau, Australia's Development Cooperation

Program with Indonesia, Canbena. AGPS, L992, p.29.
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reached A$135.1 million. This has made Indonesia the second largest recipient of

Australian aid after Papua New Guinea, which was once an Australian colony.

Compared to the amount of aid Indonesia receives from other countries,

Australia constitutes a small portion. However, it is significant because it continues to

increase while other aid, from example that from the USA, has steadily decreased.

The increasing value of Australia's aid, as mentioned previously, has been driven

mostly by commercial purposes, the biggest proportion, until recently, being in form

of Development Import Finance Facility (DIFF) loans. These were aimed at financially

assisting Australian business or investors in expanding their operations in Indonesia.

Indeed, Eldridge reveals that the then AIDAB (now AusAID) once proposed that,

"not only DIFF but atl programs should seek ways to incorporate commercial benefits

for Australi a."32 
^71 

this has contributed to increased bilateral economic activity

between Australia and Indonesia. The aid program provides considerable benefits for

both countries.

The Reasons

The first part of this chapter has indicated an increasing integration of the

Indonesian and Australian economies. In this parL, it is argued that tlte incrcasing

integration of both economies has been underpinned by Indonesia's economic

development achievecl through an improved industlial sectot. Fufthennore, both

countries' economic integration has increased since both governments made similar

deregulatory responses in relation to economic globalisation. As well, the positive will

" Philip Eldridge, "Australian Aid ûo Indonesia: A Prograur Search of a Mandate," in
Patrick Kilby, ed., op. cit., p.202.
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on tho part of both governments to bring the two countries closer together has been a

powerful factor in the improved relationship, the "mateship" of Soeharto and Keating

being a particularly good example of this.

Indonesia started to industrialise its economy after independence in 1945, but

most of the industries had been inherited fiom the former colonial power, the Dutch.

The combination of a lack of expertise to carry on these industries, and the

uncertainty of Indonesia's ove,rall e.conomic ancl political circumstances, was largely

responsible for the poor performance of the industrial sector in 1950s and 1960s. As a

result, the capacity of Indonesian industry was very low, and n 1966, was estimated

to be operating at less than 30 per cent of its capacity.

This situation was immediately improved after Soeharto's new order

govemment assumed power n 1966. It adopted a pragmatic approach to the

rehabilitation of the Indonesian economy and adopted a three point program of reform

to boost industrial growth. Firstþ, the foreign trade regulations were simplified and

liberalised in order to facilitate the industry sector obtaining raw materials and capital

goods for processing. Secondly, the government fostercd the private sector by

reducing the privileges previously given to state enterprises. Thirdly, the govemment

au.empted to attract forcign invesbnent by inf.rOducing a ncw investment law in

1967.3'These steps show that the Indonesian government realised its limited capacity

to industrialise aud that the role of foreign invcstrncnt was vital. The government

recognised that the proper economic climate, supported by credible political stability,

would encourage foreign investment in Indonesia's expanding industrial sector.

" Peter McCawley, "The Growth of the Industrial Sector," in Anne Booth and Peter

McCawley, eds., The Indonesian Economy During the Soeharto Era, Kuala Lumpur, Oxford

University Press, 1981, p.62-4,
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This strategy seemed to work. Its early success can be measured by the influx

of foreign investment. Between 1967-70 foreign investment entering Indonesia was

valued ar US$381 million. The value increased to US$933 million in 1971-5 and

Indonesia received another US$450 million tn 1976, which was then to reach US$672

million n 1977. The money was invested in a range of industries including textiles,

chemicals, rubber, basic metals, and non-metallic minerals.ta More developed

counffies - such as former members of the IGGI - were inte.re.sterl in inve.sting under

Indonesia's new industrial policy. Thus, by and large, Indonesia's industrial policy

w¿rs successful from the first, and the subsequent increasing value of investment

dollars coming into Indonesia suggested that there was a relationship between

Indonesia's industrialisation process and its economic integration with foreign

countries. It is within this context that the Australia-Indonesia economic relationship

should be understood. The first part of this chapter revealed that Australia falls within

the top ten foreign investors in Indonesia afær the overall value of investment

between t967 to October 1995 was counted. Undoubtedly, these countries' economic

engagement with Indonesia was made possible by the new industrial policies taken by

the Indonesian govemment. Australia has been part of that economic engagement.

Although the industrialisatiott of Indonesia conúnued, tltc total economic

output growth of its productive base began to slightly slow after 197 5. This followed

the collapse of Pertaruila (the state-owned oil company) allegedly through the

mismanagement of its board. Pertamina failed to repay a short-term loan, valued at

US$40 million, it received from a group of US banks and another US$60 million to a

tolbid, p.66.
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Canadian group of banks. In total it had a debt of US$10.5 billion.35 The crisis,

without doubt, sent an alarm signal to foreign investors. It reduced, to some extent,

their confidence in opening new investments or expanding existing ones. The most

risky impact was that that the Pertamina crisis might push the Indonesian government

out of international market.

However, Indonesia successfully rehabilitated its reputation overseas

following the saga over Pertamina, ancl by the early 1980.s its economy recovered.

Having learnt from past experience, Indonesia subsequently adopted policies designed

to expand and improve the output and inærnational competitiveness of its industrial

sector. Selective regulations were imposed on imported industrial products in order to

protect domestic industrial development. These were hastened by the fact that the

price of oil, on which Indonesia relied heavily for its revenue, slumped n 1982. Since

then the industrialisation process has been an integral part of the overall liberalisation

of Indonesia's economy. In its drive to industrialise, the Indonesian govemment has

utilised a fairly orthodox strategy which emphasises priority in macro-economic

stability, a reliable exchange rate policy, continuity of supply for industrial needs, and

the upgrading of efficiency in enhancing investment inflow.36

The success of the industrial sector was quickly apparcrt at least as shown by

the following indicators, the industrial product output, the changing structure of the

inrJustry, the incrcasing and diversification of cxported manufactured products,

t5For a further elaboration see John Bresnan, Managing Indonesia, Th¿ Modern Polítical
Economy, New York, Columbia University Press, 1993, especially chapter seven, pp. 164-193.''u 

Hal Hill, Inionesia's IndusÍrial Policy and Performnnce: 'Orthodory' Vindicated,

Canberra Economic Division, RSPAS and Asian Studies, the ANU, 1995.
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ownership shares in Indonesian manufactures, and the performance of small industry.3T

In terms of industrial products, three categories, consumer goods, intermediate

goods, engineering goods, have all performed well, successfully doubling their output

in 1991 from that in 1984.38 Further, Indonesia's industrial structure has also changed.

The market shares of the previously dominant traditional industrial sectors, such as

food, beverage, tobacco, and rubber processing, have fallen and been replaced by the

sharply increasing market shares of those sectors which are essentially Iabour

intensive. The low cost of labour, as an input to production in areas such as textiles,

garments and footwear, makes them more internationally competitive. In terms of

shares of ownership, industrialisation in Indonesia has also provided more

opportunities for private sectors to own shares in various types of industries.

Moreover, industrialisation has also helped to increase the exports of goods produced

by smaller firms.3e Overall, industialisation in Indonesia has significantly reduced the

7
share of agriculture in total product ouÞut, but it still contributes around y'O per cent

to Indonesian GDP. Thus, Indonesia's economic development has been achieved

putly by the contributiorr of the increased development of the industrial sector. All

this evidence indicates that the industrialisation of Indonesia has been successful,

though Indonesia is not yet an industtial coulltly.

The entire process is still going o1, but the success of Indonesia's

imlustrialisation since the urid 1980s has been summarised by one of Indoncsia's

leading economists, HalHill, as a first major transformation of manufacturing industry

3? For this part I rely on a reænt deøiled study by Hal Hill, The Indonesian Economy Since

1966, Canbridge, Cambridge University Press, 1996.

" Ibid, p.154.
3e lbid, p. 169
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in Indonesia's history. It has proceeded frorn the lirnited, backward technology, and

chaotic commercial environment Indonesia had in 1965, to the situation where the

"sector was much larger and more diversified, and employed more sophisticated

technology", and was supported by a politically stable regime with a creditable record

of sound macro-economic management.oo There is no doubt that these factors and its

industriat development has helped Indonesia to receive the collective recognition from

the V/orld Bank in 1993, together with eight other East Asian economies - namely

Japan, Hong Kong, Taiwan, China, Republic of Korea, Singapore, Thailand, and

Malaysia - as a group of countries that had achieved an outstanding record of

economic growth and development: "The East Asian Miracle."al

The export oriented industrialisation of Indonesia has intensified the

integration of the Indonesian economy with other countries, including with Australia.

Indonesian economic development and its subsequent achievements provide and

enhance opportunities for Australia in terms of both a market for merchandising

exports and an opportunity for profitable private investment. As a matter of fact, the

industrialisation of Indonesia has been part of the whole process occurring in the

Southeast Asian region, upgrading these countries' level of economic development,

which provide plerrty of conmercial oppofturìities for Auslralia.az As loted by

Flynmore and Hill, industrialisation in Southeast Asia has fabricated the level of

developmett telative to Australia and "produced complementaritics that offer

oo Hal Hill, "Manufacturing Industry," in Anne Booth, ed., The Oil Boom and Afier,

Indonesian Economic Polícy and Performance in the Soeharto Erø, Singapore, Oxford University
Press, 1992, p.249.

ar The World Bank, The East Asian Miracle, Economic Growth and Public Policy, New

York, Oxford Universicy Press, 1993.
a2 East Asia Analytical Unit, Deparünent of Foreign Affairs and Trade & Austrade,

Australia's Business Challenge, South-East Asiø in the 1990s, Canberra, AGPS, 1992.
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opportunities for high-value Australian manufäctures and services as well as the raw

rnaterials to fuel the indust¡ialisation."a3

The second factor that has contributed significantly to the increasing

integration of the bilateral economic relationship between Indonesia and Australia has

been the deregulation of Aust¡alian economy, which has been a major response to a

long economic crisis Australia has experienced since the 1960s. In terms of living

standard, for example, Australia had constantly fallen compared to other countries in

the OECD. Starting from around fifth in early 1960s, Australia's living standard

dropped to tenth in early 1970s and down to eleventh in 1991 among the OECD

countries. This decreasing went in tandem with Australia's average purchasing power

and the continuing slow down of economic growth; Australia's average purchasing

power was sixteenth in 1993, and the average economic growth in the 1980s was the

second worst within the OECD group.oo The poft ll+S policy of protected

industrialisation constantly adopted by consecutive Australian governments was one

main reason.a5

This situation, and a further financial deregulation adopted by most OECD

countries, left the Australian government without an alternative but to deregulate

cconomy as a sole path to handlc long and chronic economio problems.a6 This has

been a dominant issue in Australian politics particularly since the Hawke-led Labor

a3 Russell Flynmore and Hal Hill, "Overview," íbid, p.27 .

oo Owen Hughes, "Economic Policy," in Andrew Parkin, John Summers, Dennis

Woodward, eds., Government, Politics, Power and Policy in Australia, 5th ed', Melbourne,

Longman Cheshire, 1994, p.353-5.
ot Bob Catley, Gtobatising Australian Capitalism, Melbourne, Cambridge University Press,

1996, chapter three, pp. 53-64.
a6 Hugh V, Emy and Owen E. Hughes, Australian Politics: Realitíes in Contlict,Znd ed.,

Melbourne, Macmillan, 1991, pp. 10-15.
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govemment assumed power in March 1983. The dominance of the issue has become

more obvious when all Australian major political parties (the Australian Labor Party,

the Liberal Party, Naúonal Party, and the Australian Democrats), albeit initially with a

different enthusiasm, have taken it as a major political debate within the party. There

has been a considerable consensus within these parties that in order to revive the

Australian economy the govemment urgently needs to accept a free-trade regime and

therefore economic deregulation as the engine of it should be implemented. This

consensus has been achieved after the right wing successfully dominated the ALP,

while within the Liberal Party the dry faction tended to reduce the influence of the

moderate group. The National Party, similarly, has accepted the need to dismantle the

rura] subsidy system, one of their main traditional policy planks, following the general

practice that has taken place elsewhere under the free market climate. In addition, the

Australian Democrats has moved from their sole concem of green issues to a broader

interest, and has enjoyed being a significant party that is able to contribute to other

major issues.ot

As an immediate oonsequence of the deregulation policy, there has been a

considerable improvement in the govemment relationship with the business sector.

The government has re¿lise that it is tlte business seo[or thaL in fact plays thc urain role

in deregulating the Australian economy. A partnership has emerged and the

govemment h¿rs startcd [o encouraged the business soctor to invcst in uncompetitive

public sector often by privatising assets.o' However, the most substantial aspect of this

deregulation policy has been the opening up of Australian economy to the world

ot Bob Catley, op. cit., chapter 4.
4' Iltid, chapters 5 and 6.
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market by restructuring the Australian industrial sector, implementing financial

deregulation by floating the dollar and lifting controls on foreign exchange, while at

the same time allow foreign banks to operate in the Australian domestic market. All

these were aimed at making the Australian economy internationally competitive.

Although the deregulation has brought some less savoury implications particularly the

increasing unemployment as the result of increasing competition within industrial

sectors, thc Australian economy hos been more competitive after it opened to the

world market.ae

Despite its effect domestically, the Australian economic deregulation has

appeared to have effected too in the way Australia has given new priorities in foreign

policy. As was revealed in chapter four, the economic challenge that Australia faced in

the early 1980s, together with shifting balance of power from the one that was bipolar

to the one that was more fluid with disparate economic centres, has progressively

placed its economy at the forefront of the substance of its foreign policy and has

given priority to the Asia Pacific region. Indeed, it has been during this time that

Australia's overall trade with Asia has increased rapidly, while that with Europe,

Australia's traditional trade partner, has been decreased steadily.By 1990-91, for

example, Australia's exports to North Asian countries increased by 13.5 per oent and

was to reach A$17.53 billion, while expofts to South East Asia was A$9.94 billion an

increased by 15 per cent from previous yeâr. During the same pcrit-rd, in contrast,

Australia's exports to European countries decreased by three per cent in total.so Since

1992, Australian engagement with the Asia-Pacific region has become so immense

4n lbid, chapter 7 ,

to Robin Layton, "Australia as a Republic," Flinlers Journal of Politics and History, Vol. 7,

September 1993,p.3.
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which has been particularly demonstrated by Australia's involvement with APEC

during Paul Keating's leadership. In 1994, a plan was made to progressively increase

the budget for the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT) by 45 per cent,

and it was to reach A$1.2 billion within four years. All this was mainly aimed at

expanding eighteen and established four new missions within the Asia-Pacific region

which undoubtedly indicated a clear and fundamental revision of foreign policy

orientation.sr In short, the deregulation of the Ausnalian economy has also expanded

and inænsified Aust¡alia's involvement with the global market, in which Australia has

given more priority to the Asia-Pacific region.

It is within this circumstance that the Aust¡alian and Indonesian economies

interpenetration has been increasing. The deregulation of the Austalian economy has

made its indusrial sectors more competitive and more 'aggressive' in looking for a

new foreign markets. The climate it created has also encouraged Australia's

invesfnent to venture into the new market opportuniúes becoming available in

Indonesia. It has been revealed in the previous part of this chapter that Australian

exports to ¿urd investments in Indonesia since 1991 have increased rapidly. All this,

no doubt, has been made possible by the increasing competitiveness resulting from the

continued eoonomic tleregulation adopted by Australia since 1983.

Indonesia, like Australia, has also pursued a remarkable economic

liberalisation by aruroutcilg vuious decisions and policies of de-regulation which

cover a broad area of economic sectors: trade, investment, tourism, shipping, banking.

One source has, indeed, noted that between 1983-91 there were more than fifty such

tt Cameron Stewart, "Time to Invest in Diplomacyi' The Australian,4 February 1994, p.2.
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kinds of decisions." However, there have been three areas of that deregulation that

has been regarded as important to the structure of overall Indonesian economic

development: banking and financial sector; trade tariffs; and investment.

In the banking and financial sectors, the deregulation process began in June

1993 when the government opened opportunities for state banks to be more

competitive by permitting them to decide their own interest rate. Previously, this was

done under the guidelines of the central bank. This was further exúended by another

policy in October 1988. The government further liberalised the financial sector by

allowing the establishment of new banks including expanding the branches.

Furthermore, in the areas of trade and tariffs, deregulation began in 1985

when the President produced an instruction no. 4/1985 stating the shifting of customs

responsibility from the Directorate General of Customs and ExGise to a Swiss-based

international inspection company. It was believed that the shift was aimed particularly

at increasing efficiency and reducing the corruption which it was often alleged had

previously happened within the sector. Another deregulation policy was released in

May 1986 when the government decided to allow cxporters of manufactured products

to directly import goods they need for production, a mechanism which had previously

to proceed through the holders of itrport liccnccs. The May package was soon

followed by October deregulation; the government replaced non-øriff restrictions on

the import of a wide range of commoditics by e tariff. In November 1988, the

reduction of non-tariff ba¡riers covering trade, shipping, industries and agriculture

continued and expanded. The government dismantled its monopoly on the importing

52 Buchari Effendi, "Indonesia-Australia Economic Relations," in H. Da Cosca, ed.,

Australian Aid to Indonesia, Annual Indonesian Lectures Series No: 16, Cent¡e of Southeast Asian

Studies, Monash University.
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of plastics. In June 1989 another package of deregulation was delivered when the

government int¡oduced various policies, such as merger, slashing operations, and

selling shares in the stock market, to improve state-owned enterprises. The state

monopoly was further alleviated in July 1992 when the government decided to

dismantle its monopoly on steel imports, which was previously a privilege given to PT

Krakatau Steel, one of the most protected state-owned companies. In May 1995

another ta¡iff reductions was introduced and indeed it included the plan to make a

further reduction in certain tariffs.

In the area of invesünent, moreover, deregulation begun in December 1988

when the government decided to open Indonesia's capital market toward foreign

investors and opened other opportunities in the financial sectors. In April 7992 the

invesûnent sector was further liberalised. The government permitted foreign investors

to own shares up to 100 per cent without Indonesian partners for up to five years.t'

Unquestionably, this has been a process of very considerable economic

liberalisation, given the previous protected characteristic of Indonesian economy. The

Indonesian government has deregulated its economy following l.he sharp fall of

Indonesia's terms of trade, resulting from the decline of oil price in 1982 and the

even steeper decline in 1986, and the steep depreoiation of rhe US dollu in 1985.s4 It

was made even worst because Indonesia was not able to immediately compensate the

decline of oil exports by non-oil exports. Dcspitc tlte strong influence of the

tt I have mainly adopted these deregulation policies from Richard Robison and Vedi R.

Hadiz, "Indonesian Economic Policy in the 1990s," Canadian Journal of Developmtnt Studies,

Special issue on Indonesia, 1993, pp. 2l-2; and Hadi Soesastto, "Tantangan Eksternal Ekonomi

Indonesia," in G. Hanafr Sofyan, ed, Indonesiq Dalam Transisi, Canberra and Jakarta, Halmalera

Foundation, 1995, pp. 143-4.
tn Thee Kian Wee, "Economic Reform and Deregulation in Indonesia," The Indonesian

Qu.arterly,Yol.23 no.2,1995, pp. f 38-48.
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international market, the government realised that a protected and non-competiûve

macro-economic policy was another factor to blame for Indonesia's high-cost

economy. It was within this situation that economic deregulation has been mainly

aimed at restoring a stable macro-economic policy, tifting Indonesia frorn its

dependence on oil, increasing industrial efhciency to reduce the burden of a high-cost

economy, and forcing the private sector to take a gneuter part in managing the

national economy.tt In the financial sector, particularly, deregulation has been aimed

at moving towards a predominantly market based financial system, providing better

protecúon and service to the public for them to be able to benefit from the new

financial system, and building a financial system which would able to support a stable

and heatthy economic growth.56

This economic deregulation succeed when the Indonesian economy began to

recover in 1987. Its annual growth was 6.9 per cent between 1987-91. This was the

average growth rate Indonesia had before the collapse of the oil price n 1982.

However, the economic growth of post 1987 has been mainly achieved with a major

contribution of non-oil sectors. In terms of exports in industri¿l manufactut'es, the

Indonesian economy has become more internationally competitive which has been

supported by a strong growth in the private sector.sT The Inclonesian econotly hæ

been more efficient after the introduction of financial and investment deregulation.ss

ss lbid, p. 138; Richard Robison and Vedi R. Hadiz, op. cit., pp,20-1.
tu Ali Wardhana, "Financial Reform; Achievemenß, Problems, and Prospects," in Ross H.

Mclæod, ed., Indonesia Assessmenr 1994, Finance as a Key Sector in Inionesia's Developmcnt,

Singapore, ISEAS and Canberra, RSPAS, ANU, 1994, p. 80.
s7 Hal Hill, "The Economy," in Hal Hilt, ed., Indonesia's New Order, The Dynamics of

Socio-Economic Transþrmation, St.Iæonards, New South'Wales, Allen & Unwin, 1994,p.63.
s8 Miranda S. Goeltom, Inlonesía's Fínancial Liberalization, an Empirical Analysis of

I98I-88 Panel Data, Singapore, ISEAS, 1995.
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Obviously, it has been under these circumstances that Australia's ancl

Indonesia's economic interests intercept. The reasons triggering both governments to

adopt economic deregulation are similar; both suffered a parallel economic decline

resulted from the more globalised world economy. The aims of the economic

deregulation, therefore, are similar too; both governments wanted to achieve a more

stable macro-economic policy which has a capacity to compete in a new global

economy. The globalisation of the world economy opens more economic c.onve.rgence

between nations, and more economic opportunities are available for countries willing

to work together. The globalisation also creates the interdependence of economic

utilities, which for Australia and Indonesia is supported by geographic proximtty. As a

result, the economic interaction between both countries is inevitable.

Despite the above factors, however, the leadership role is also important.

Chapter six has revealed how the govemment of Australia and Indonesia had

passionately restored the relationship after the saga over the Jenkins article. They have

been committed to an improvement in the bilateral relationship, which has been

proven by the signing of the new framework of relationship in 1989. Chapter six has

also revealed how the spirit of the new framework has demonstrated a strong

commiûnent of both governments to bring in a new discourse of argument in

managing the bilateral relationship; common perception and converging interests in

various areas, partioularly in the economi<; Iiled, could be a chief factor for stabilising

the future bilateral relationship. Under the diplomacy of Soeharto and Keating, the

importance of the leadership factor was obvious. Both deliberately have encouraged

two countries to have a closer economic relationship. The establishment of the
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Australia-Indonesia Ministerial Forum, which included most ministers with economic

portfolios, was a clear demonstration of how both governments wanted to make

economic cooperation more organised and focused. Gareth Evans, the then Minister

for Foreign Affairs, explained the main aim of the ministerial forum as a medium

through which Australia would have an opporlunity to make the bilateral relationship

more concrete particularly in the areas of economic cooperation. The statement \ryas

agreed by the Indonesian Minister for State Secretary, Moercliono.se Give¡ the

increasing inægration of the Australian and Indonesian economies, the roles played by

both govemments have been successful. In short, the increasing integration of the

countries' economies has been underpinned by Indonesia's increasing industrialisation,

both countries' economic deregulation, and the globalisation of the world economy.

Both governments are firmly behind this trend of increasing e¡onomic

interpenetration.

Concluding Remarks

There is no doubt that the incrcasing interpenetration of the Indonesian and

Australian economies has been beneficial for both sides, although there are still some

minor complains. The Indouesian governtrrent, for cxarnple, has bwn a bit

disappointed in the slow increase of Australian investment entering Indonesia. The

Lrdoresian govelnmert argues that this invesünent growth has not bccn able to match

the rapid increase of Australian exports to Indonesia.uo Obviously, Indonesia would be

pleased if its trade deficit with Australia can be compensated by more Australian

tn Tempo,2l November 1992.
60 Florence Chong, "Indonesia remains a difficult matket," The Austalian, 18 September

7996,p.43.
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investments entering Indonesian market. Equally, there are still other complaints on

the Australian side, regarding issues such as lack of a stable and predictable legal

environment, lack of transparency on policies being made, the legal system,

administrative red tape, and inadequate infrastructure, which have often made

Australian investors reluctant to invest in lndonesia.6l All these are challenges that

need to be improved, but the signs have indicated the prospective possibilities for the

future economic relationship of the two neighhour countries.

However, a further interesting issue to be analysed is the political significance

of this increasing economic interpenetration to the overall bilateral relationship. For

one thing, it obviously meets the govemments' hopes and plans that have been

included in the new framework of relaúonship, signed in 1989. Chapter six has

revealed that the increasing diversification of the bilateral trade and invesûnent have

actually been one of the chief objectives of the 1989 agreement. Gareth Evans, the

then Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade, stated clearly his intention to broaden

and deepen areas of cooperation in trade and investnent during his first visit to

Indonesia in October 1988,u2 a view with which Ali Alatas, Evans' counterpart,

agreed to.63 During Paul Keating's leadership this was among his highest priorities.uo

The inoreasing econurniu inturpelctra[iou, neverthclcss, ltas given an indication of

ut Bruce Johnston, "LegaI issues in Australia-Indonesia cooperation," in Colin Brown, ed.,

op. cit., pp, 89-109; and see also Wayne Adams, "Asia's infrastructure needs fuel thirst for
investment," The Australia¿, 19 December 1996,p.28.

u' See for example Keith Scott, "Trade with Indonesia outranks human rights," Canberra
Tim¿s,29 October 1988, p. 11.

6t Ali Alatas, "Some Thought on Indonesian-Australian Relations," Jurnal Luar Negeri,
No. 12, April 1989.

6a Paul Keating, "Australia and Indonesia," in Mark Ryan, ed., Advancing Ausffalia, The

Speeches of Paul Keating, Prime Minister, Sydney, Big Picture, 1995, pp. 201-6.
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success, though this has not yet reached the full potential economic capability both

sides have.

Another interesting question to follow is whether this economic success would

be automatically able to ease the political difficulties often faced by both

governments. One perspective, revealed in chapter two, has argued strongly to

support this proposition. It has been argued that the lack of strong economic ties has

actually been the root cause of the continuing eruption of political disputes between

the two countries. This has been described as the relationship "lacking ballast" or a

deeply rooted sysûem of relations which ensures that problems in one single area -

such as media criticisms - will not overwhelm all the other dimensions of the

parÍrership. The proponents of this perspective have been of the view that the lack of

strong and economic ties have made both governments feel economically less useful

to each other. Consequently, the political disputes emerge, both sides have paid less

attention to economic considerations to immediately stop possible further damage to

the bilateral political relationship. The reinforcement of economic ties, therefore, will

lessen the politi<.:al disputes since both sides will have more concern for the mutual

economic risk should political disputes arise.

Hal Hill, one advocate of the perspective, points to the faot of how l.he present

importance of Japan's economy to Indonesia and Australia has significantly effected

ûre way both counü'ies managed to improve their bilateral relationship with Japan. In

the past, Australia and Indonesia had suspicions and expressed mistrust of Japan

which resulted from the latter's role in colonising Indonesia and the general role it

displayed during the Pacific War. However, the situation has changed and improved
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considerâbly with the rise of Japan to the position of both countries' main trading

partner.6s

It is obviously true that a strong economic relationship could be a factor that is

able to further reinforce a closer relationship, particularly for the long term of mutual

economic and political interests. Certainly this is with the assumption that the current

trend of increasing economic cooperation would continue to develop, and alongside

that an increase too in the balance of economic benefits that both sides can absorb.

Conversely, it is equally true that a stable political relationship would assist a climate

conducive for building and maintaining a better economic relationship between

Australia and Indonesia. The more the current increasing economic interpenetration

provides balanced benefits to both sides, the more likely it would guarantee the

achievement of long term political stability in the Australia-Indonesia relationship.

Pessimism, however, continues to prevail on the question of whether

economic cooperation would guarantee the stability of the political relationship. In

fact, it is the private sectors, be it as companies or individuals, and not solely the

governments of both sides which would determine the extent to which the incrcasing

economic interpenetration would evolve. Together with the strong development of

the international seclors of their econornies amtl markets withil l"lte morc globalised

world economy, supported by considerable deregulation economic policies taking

place in Australia and Indonesia, the role of private sectors will likely be greater in the

future. Consequently, it is not impossible that the private sectors would be dominant

and able to complement the role of the states. Under this scenario, there might be less

u5 Hal Hill, "Economic Relations," in David Anderson, ed., Australia and Indonesia, a

Partnership in the Making, Pacific Security Resea¡ch Institute, p. 16.
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correlation between economic and political relationship; the relationship at the elite

level might be unstable but the economic relationship will be working without

disruption.

This trend for the economic relationship to be not disrupted by political

disputes seemed to have developed in Australian-Indonesian relations between 1990-

96. During that period, there were incidents such as the Dilli Massacre, the buming of

the Indone.sian flag, and the Mantiri affair, that created political difficulties at the elite

level. Although there were moments when both sides were having difficulties in

accommodating the different views on how to approach the issue, as revealed in the

cases studied in chapter six, the trade and investrnent sectors were running almost

without disruption. It was during this period, as revealed in the previous part of this

chapter, that many indicators of economic cooperation between the two countries

have shown the increasing trend. Indeed, one study has discovered and concluded that

this has been the case in Australia-Indonesia relations particularly during Keating's

66
reaoersnlp.

However, the positive side of letting thc privaûc scctor take the leading and

dominant role is also in terms of preventive diplomacy. Conflict at the elites level

uuulcl hap¡rcl unpredictably on the bascs of thc diffclcnt cultural and political systems

of Australia and Indonesia. When the private sector's role is strong, the possibility of

political conflicts casily creeping and spreading to other areas would be lessened. In

other words, both countries should prepare to shield themselves and be ready to avoid

óu Okta Fitriani, "Pengaruh Dinamika Hubungan Politik Australia dan Indonesia terhadap

Investasi Langsung Ausralia di Indonesia pada masa Kepemimpinan Paul Keating," Thesis 51
(Honour equivalent) submitted to the DepaÍûnent of International Relations, Faculty of Political and
S ocial S ciences, Airlangga University, 199 5 I 9 6.
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triftes from damaging the relationship. Equally, they should be also ready to prevent

srnall and sometimes 'silly' issues from being able to ruin the whole relationship. In

short, the whole relationship is a matter of cooperative management and the

development of ballast. The differences between two countries, particularly ones of

such different complexions, are inherent in international relations and are always

capable of deteriorating unpredictably, but the most important point is how to

anticípate such eruptions and how to manage them when they occur. Within these

parameters, obviously, the greater the integration and economic cooperation that is

developed between Australia and Indonesia, the more likely a st¿ble political

relationship is to develop. This is, in turn, an important strategic consideration for

both states.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

DEFENCE COOPERATION

The signing of a security agreement between Australia and Indonesia in

December 1995 indicated the increased significance of defence as one pillar of

Australian-Indonesian relations. This chapter explores and analyses the countries'

defence cooperation in the period between 1986 and 1996, and begins with a brief

review of this cooperation prior to 1986. Given the symbolic importance of the 1995

security agreement for the bilateral relationship, Ðd the secrecy surrounding its

negotiation, the agreement and the context of its signing will be analysed closely.

Australian-Indonesian defence cooperation has very much reflected the

periods of turbulence ancl stability w:ithin the general political relationship be¡veen the

two countries. Chapter one revealed how cultural ignorance stirred political disputes

between Inclonesia ancl Australia during the 1950s and 1960s. Since sttch rlisputes

occurred in the shadow of the Cold 'War, it was not surprising that the countries'

orie.ntations in <lefence and foreign policies grew in different directions. On the one

hand, Australia's "splendid isolation' in the south, far from its mother country, the

United Kingdom (UK), and circled by many different nations, created a constant



feeling of insecurity, which in turn fuelled a perception of threat.' The decline in the

influence of the UK, and rapid shift in the international balance of power following

World War II, placed the United States of America (US) in the ascendancy.

Australia's strategic planners, particularly nervous about the rapid growth of

communism, turned to the US as a global super power to meet its defence and

security needs.2 The Australia-US alli¿¡1es was confirmed with the formation of

ANZUS in l95l arnl reinforced thlough Ausualia's involvement in supporting the US

in the Korean and Vietnam Wars. On the other hand, under President Soekarno's

guidance, Indonesia moved closer ideologically to the Eastern bloc, particularly to the

former USSR and then China. Given these circumstances, there was no room for

defence cooperation between Australia and Indonesia throughout the 1950s and

l9i9E.

The situation started to change, however, afær the Soeharto regime came to

power following the traumatic failed communist coup in 1965. Australia's support for

Indonesia's new government was soon evident when the former employed the

"politics of aid" to achieve foreign policy objectives. Australia was of the view that

by supporting economic growth of countries in thó region, regional stabitty would be

enhanced which in turn would guarantee greater security for Australia. As Australia

increased aid to Indonesia, the relationship indeed got closer. As revealed in chapter

two, the increase of Australia's economic aid to Indonesia was tbllowed by a general

broadening of the relationship, including in the area of defence. Australia and

t Alan Dupont, Australiq's Threat Perceptions: A Searchfor Security, Canberra Papers on

Strategic and Defence No. 82, Canberra, Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Research School of
Pacific Studies, the Australian National University, 1991, .

2 R. Catley, "Australia and the Great Powers," Australian Outlook, Vol. 37 no. 3, December
1983, pp. 143-49.
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Indonesia commenced fonnal defence cooperation in 1969. Under the new

arrangement, Australia was committed to providing opportunities for Indonesian

defence officers to be trained in Australia's training facilities. An arrangement for

sharing information between the Indonesian intelligence body (Badan Koordinasi

Inteligent Nasional- BAKIN) and its counterpart in Australia soon followed in 1971.3

This early defence cooperation was upgraded when Whitlam's Labor

government came to power ln 1972 ancl gave priority to Australia's relationship with

Indonesia. Whitlam made considerable efforts to develop and maintain a close

relationship with Soeharto. Australia and Indonesia signed a new defence

cooperation agreement, known as the Defence Cooperation Program (DCP). It was

the frst formal framework for bilateral defence activities, with the princlpal objective

of assisting the development of Indonesia's defence capabilities.a Australia's flrst

-dèfence 
aid to Indonesia was a three year aid program worth around $20 million,

announced in 1971.5 In the fiscal year 1972t73 it was worth 53,763,336. It then was

increased to $5,107,972in197314 and reached $5,107,972 in the fiscal year 1974175.

Furthermore, the number of Indonesian defence officers training in Australia

increased. Beginning with 91 personnel n 1971, the number increased to 240 ayear

later, and then was steady at 164 n 1973, l4L n 1974, and 126 personnel n 1975.

During this period, as revealed in chapter two, Indonesia purchased various iæms of

defence equipment from Australia, all of which proceeded with under the guidelines of

3 Andrew Mills, "Ausfralian-Indonesian Relations; A Study of the Timor Sea Maritime
Delimitation," Honours Thesis, Politics Deparoneng the University of Adelaide, 1986, p. 45.

o Joint Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade, Australia's Relations
With Indonesia, Canbena, AGPS, 1993,p.69.t senate Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence, Australia's Defence
Cooperation With ils Neighbours in the Asian-PaciJic Region, Canberra, AGPS, 7984, p. 42.
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DCP. Nonetheless, all these activities indicated an increased collaboration between

Australia and Indonesia within the area of defence.

Over the years, this collaboration has been influenced by different factors. The

nature and the intensity of it has varied along with the changing requirements and

disagreements occurred at the political level.6 As was evident in chapter two, criticism

of Australia's defence aid to Indonesia was widespread, came from a broad spectrum

of political opinion, and was continuous. Thc pcrccption that Indoncsia was a miliary

threat to Australia still prevailed among many Australians. It is a matter of record that

among Australia's V/orld War II veterans, there continues to be some mistrust

towards Indonesia.T Indeed, even after the Cold War, many Australians still

unfortunately believed that Indonesia was a potential threat.s A survey by academics

from the Australian National University, the University of New South 'Wales, and the

University of Queensland reported that 76 per cent of Members of Parliament (MP) in

the Howard Coalition government still feared Indonesia as a security risk, while the

same feeling was expressed by 36 per cent within the opposition (Labor) MPs.e This

was worsened because lack of parallel personal and institutional linl$ in the defence

6 A, Hasnan Habib, "Aust¡alia-Indonesia Relations: The Politico-Defence Dimension," in
Desmond Ball and Helen Wilson, eds., Strange Neighbours: The Australia-Indonesia Relationship,
Sydney, Allen & Unwin, 1991.

7 Yusuf Wanandi, "The Australia-Indonesia Security Relationship," in Desmond Ball and
David Horner, eds., Strategic Studies In A Changing World: Global, Regional and Australiøn
Perspectives, Canberra, Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Research School of Pacific Studies,
tlre Australian National University, 7992, p. 321.

' See for examples Rob Goodfellow, "Ignorant and hostile: Australían perceptions of
Indonesia," Insi^de Indon¿siø, No. 36, September 1993, pp. 4-6; and Alison CotEell and Toni
Makkai, "Australian Perceptions of Indonesia as a Threat," Asian Studies Review, VoI. 19 no. 2,
November 1995, pp. 59-71.

n Leisa Scott, "PM must calm fea¡ of Jakart¿, says envoy," The Auslralian, 28 November
1996.
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field. Consequently, this early defence cooperation did not help much in terms of

changing threat perceptions even within the ADF.

'When Indonesia took over East Timor tn 1975, criticisms mounted over

Australia's defence aid and cooperation with Indonesia. The deaths of five Australian

journalists in East Timor, believed by many Australian journalists to have been killed

by Indonesian troops, not only heightened but widened these criticisms. Reactions to

the deaths came not just frorn the public and joumalists, but also fi'om within the

Australian Defence Force (ADF). The questions raised centered around the legality of

the Indonesian decision to take over East Timor and other related human rights

ßsues

Indonesia, particularly the Indonesian miJitary (ABRI), did not take

Australia's reacúon kindly. ABRI felt that Australia's reactions were a httle bit

'unfair'. The Indonesian military maintained that their efforts to end the civil war in

East Timor, which ABzu believed a communist Fretilin might win, were not

undertaken solely to serve Indonesia's security interest. Their view was that

lndonesian military action in East Timor would ensure the stability of the region, and

wctuld directly benefit Australia regional security.lO The accusations made by the

Australian mass media about human rights violations in East Timor, as well as the

harsh comments on the role of ABRI in taking over the province, and the general

question of Indonesian democracy, sustained ABRI's irritation. Predictably, in these

circumstances, defence cooperative activities under the management of DCP

ro Yusuf Wan andi, Ioc. cit.
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continued but were not undertaken lt an atmosphere of comprehensive mutual

understanding.

Australia's recognition of East Timor's incorporation into Indonesia n 1919

helped improve the countries relationship, particularly at the government level. A

series of joint maritime exercises in the Java Sea was carried out. Named New

Horizon 80, these biennial exercises which involved the Royal Australian Navy (RAN)

and its Indoncsian countcrpart, commenced in 1980.tt However, Australia's media

continued to report extensively about sensitive political disturbances in many areas in

Indonesia. These media activities got a hostile reception within Indonesia and gave

offence to Indonesian officers, particularly causing resentment within ABRI. In

response, Indonesia ended two decades of the tradition of direct coverage by the

ABC from within Indonesia by expelling its last journalist in July 1980. It seemed that

ABRI was inst¡ument¿lin the decision. The late Ali Moertopo, a retired army general

who was heavily involved in Indonesia's decision to take over East Timor, and who

- 
was then the Minister for Information argued strongly in defence of the decision to

end ABC direct coverage, saying that the ABC had jeopardised Indonesia's reputation

within the international community.t2 This was one of a low point in Australian-

lndonesian relations and it was some time befbre it was able to move on. ln the

defence field, although Indonesia still sent offîcers to train in Australia, the numbers

were down in comparison to those sent in the early seventies

rr Desmond Ball, "Indonesia and Australia: Strange Neighbours or Partners in Regional
Resilience," in Hadi Soesastro and Tim McDonald, eds., Indonesia-Australia Relations: Diverse
Cultures, Convergíng InÍerests, Jaka¡ø, CSIS, 1995, p. 113.

t2 Tempo,25 April1992, p.2A, quotedin Yopie Hidayat, "Facing the New Era: the Role of
the Media in Indonesia-Australia Relations," in ibid, pp.289-90,
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As a matter of fact, feelings of anger and resentment among Australian

journalists towards the Indonesian government over the deaths of five of their

colleagues in East Timor ran high. The ban on the ABC, understandably, heightened

this resentment and indeed drove them to report more closely and critically on

Indonesia, particularly on issues which, according to the Indonesian government,

discredited its reputation internationally. ABRI's political role often became the target

of Australia's mcdia rcports. As a rcsult, there were serious grievances within ABRI

conceming Australia, particularly over the way in which the government handled

media reports.

These grievances came to a head over the Jenkins affah in 1986. As revealed

in chapter five, ABRI reacted angrily to Jenkins' article and harsh comments were

made by Indonesian officers. The Commander-in-Chief of the Indonesian Armed

Forces, then General Benni Moerdan/, described the article as a smear campaign and

an insult to the Head of State. It was perceived as an effort to interfere in Indonesian

inærnal affairs. Indeed, Moeñarr) identified the article as being similar to the Dutch

att¿ck on Yogyakarta in 1948, an action which provoked serious consideration of

retaliation.l3 Apparently, as discussed in chapter five, ABRI took a tough position on

the issue, sometimes undennining the moderate positions taken by the Foreign Affairs

Department. The Jenkins affair was an opportunity for ABRI to display its

displeasure, particularly its grievances regarding Australia's treatment of Indonesia in

its news media. General Moerdani was sufficiently angered to express the view that

t3 Yang Razali Kassim, "Row Over Sydney Morning Herald Articles-Murdani Blasts
Aussie paper," The Strait Times,22 April 1986.
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Australia's defènce aid was not very important, and indicated indeed that Indonesia

would reiect any future defence cooperation.ra

In the aftermath of the Jenkins affair, as described in chapter five, ABRI

maintained its uncompromising position towards Australia. This resulted in a general

decline in the bilateral relationship, particularly in the area of defence cooperation.

The situation reached its lowest ebb in 1988 when Indonesia requested the

cancellation of the DCP, the framework of defence cooperation established n 7972

which had guided defence activities between both countries. This virtually ended

Australia's defence aid to Indonesia since most of this aid was delivered through

programs coordinated under DCP. There is little doubt that the cancellation created a

period of uncertainty between both nations regarding bilaæral defence cooperation.

A Turning Point

The uncertainty created by the cancellation of the DCP did not last long. At

the time it was announced, Australia and Indonesia had just reached the stage where

two New Foreign Ministers, Ali Alatas and Gareth Evans were exploring ways in

which the bilateral relationship might be managed in a more productive and

constructive manner. 'lhe more personal approach, which Evans and Alatas initiaæd

was also adopted by those in the defence field.

In November 1988, the Chief of the Australian Defence Force, General Peter

Gration, flew to Indonesia; his visit aimed at strengthening closer personal

relationships between defence officers. It was a strategy based on the belief that

tn Leigh Mackay, "Indons threaten to reject ud," The Age, 22 April 1986; and Michael
Byrnes, "Jaka¡la Dumps Australia Military Deals," Australian Financial Review,22 4pr117986.
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stl'oug personal relationships would makc a solid foundation for any future defence

\.,_._..,

cooperation. Gration's visit was successful. He was able to build a good personal

rapport with his counterpart, the Commander-in-Chief of the Indonesian Armed

Forces, General Try Soetrisno. This friendship is believed to be "an ingredient in the

burgeoning goodwill between the two military forces."ls It initiated further reciprocal

visits by highJevel defence officers of both sides, ranging from ministers to lower

level rank officers.

In July 1989, General Try Soetrisno, accompanied by the Chief of Indonesian

Naval Stafl Vice Admiral Arifin, visited Australia. During the visit, General Soetrisno

held discussions with his Australian counterpart, General Peter Gration and the

Australian Minister for Defence on issues around regional defence and security,

particularly those related to bilateral defence cooperation. At the end of the

discussions, General Soetrisno and General Gration issued a joint statement in which

the generals:

Agreed on the irnportance of mutually beneficial relations

between the two countries in the defence field.
Noted that Australia and Indonesia shared with other

regional countries a primary concern for the maintenance of
peace, stability and se¡urity in the region.

Agreed that peace and stability objective could be effectively

promoted by the concepts of Australian national defence self-

reliance, Indonesian national resilience and by the development

of co-operative defence activities between regional countries on

an informal bilateral basis.

Expressed the desire to improve tlre current level of bilateral

defence activities, including senior level visits, military

exercises, staff college exchanges and defence industry

contacts.

15 Brigadier P. J. Greville (RL), "Living with Indonesia," Asia-Pacific Defence Reporter,

Vol. 17 no. 9, Ma¡ch 1991, p.37 .
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Valued greater communication and contacts between

defènce personnel in Australia and Indonesia in order to
establish a better understanding and overcome any

misconceptions on both sides, and agreed to work towards that

end.

Agreed that the future defence relationship should be based

on the recognition of our common strategic interests in the

security and stability of this region.tu

From this joint statement, there is little doubt that General Soetrisno's visit

was not only strategically but also politically important as far as the defence

relationship was concerned. The visit was a turning point for Australian-Indonesian

relations in general, and defence cooperation in particular. It was the first visit by

Indonesia's Commander-in-Chief of Armed Forces since the one last made by General

Nasution back in ßtZ." It was reported that General Soetrisno used every available

opportunity during his visit to talk up and emphasise the positive aspects of both

countries' relationship, particularly in the field of defence. Furthermore, the

discussions also ended with agreements to undertake a range of jointly funded

activitie.s which emphasised practical cooperation of mutual benefit and the further

development of personal and professional relationships. This included attendance at

Staff Colleges, an significant range of logistic cooperation, maritime surveillance,

naval exercises, and training in a wide variety of technical and military disciplines.ls

The visit of General Soetrisno and the agreement that he made with his Australian

16 
Quoted in Herschel Hurst, "Indonesian relations improving," Pacific Defence Reporter,

Vol. 16 no, 3, September 1989, p. 54.
t, Ibid.
18 Senate Stånding Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence, op. cil', pp. 69-70.
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counterpart ended the uncertain situation produced by the cancellaúon of the DCP a

year before.

Another important aspect of the visit was the mutual realisation that the task

of building a closer defence relationship required a more equal sharing of

responsibility. The replacement of DCP, in which Australia was a donor of defence

aid, by jointly f'unded military exercises is a clear indication that both sides were aware

of the need for pariúlel responsibility. This approach had been takcn up by Ali Alatas

and Ga¡eth Evans several months prior to General Soetrisno's visit. Moreover, as was

the case with Alatas and Evans, the so-called building of close personal relationships

had been taken up by those in the defence area, in the hope that it would lead to a

more stable foundation for bilateral defence cooperation.

The agreement made during General Soetrisno's visit built closer defence ties

in a number of ways. Its success can be gauged by two indicators: the numbers of

reciprocal visits made by senior defence officers,le and the number of joint miliury

exercises involving both countries. In February 1990, Vice Admiral Hudson, the

A¡stralian Chief of Naval Staff, visiæd Jakarta. With the aim of holding further talls

with the Indonesian Naval Staff, Vice Admiral Arifln who had accompanied General

Soetrisno to Australia previous year. A month later, General Peter Gration an<l his

Vice Chief, Vice Admiral Alan Beamount visited Indonesia separately. In September

that year, other visits to Indonesia were made separately by the Australian Chief of the

General Staff, Lieutenant General John Coates, and the Land Commander Australia,

le Most of these reciprocal visits are quoted from Desmond Ball "Indonesia and Australia:

Strange Neighbours or Pattners in Regional Resilience," op. cit., pp. 108-9.
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Major General Murray Blake. A month later, Vice Admiral Soedibyo Rahardjo, then

Chief of the General Staff of ABzu, visiæd Australia.

In 1991, two important visits were made by the Indonesian defence officers. In

August, General Edi Soedrajat, then Indonesian Army Chief of Staff, visited Australia.

It was a return visit to the one made by his Australian counterpart, General Coates, in

the previous year. In November, once again General Try Soetrisno had a chance to

visit Australia for "informal tålks" with the Australian Minisær for Defence amd other

senior defence personnel. The t¿lks were said to be informal perhaps because they

coincided with the Dili massacre in November 1991. During 1992 there was a pause

in reciprocal visits, particularly at the high ranking level, however, the reasons for this

are not clear. Two possible explanations might be the different perceptions among

defence officers from both sides over the killings in Dili, East Timor, or that there was

a deliberate "dumping down" policy employed by both sides to reduce or avoid public

reaction in relaúon to the Dili incident.

In 1993, however, these reciprocal visits resumed. In September, General Edi

Soedrajat, now the Indonesian Minister for Defence and Security, visiæd Atlstralia, a

trip which was acknowledged by his Australian counterpart as a milestone in the

bilateral relationship between Australia and Indonesia because it indicated closer

defence links. A year later, in April 1994, another visit to Australia was made by the

Commander-in-Chief of ABRI, General Feisat Tanjung, for talks on common defence

and security matters.2o In August that year, Senator Robert Ray, the Australian

Minister for Defence, accompanied by the Chief of the Australian Defence Force,

20 lbíd.
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General Alan Beamount, visited Jakarta. The visit was considered a success since both

governments agreed to develop a joint venture project to produce *eapotts." As well

as the above visits, there were other lower level visia by both naúons' defence

officers. Overall, they indicated a sharp increase in the number of reciprocal visits

since 1989.

The similar increase also occurred in other cooperative defence activities such

as visits by staff at military colleges, officer student exohanges, and joint miliuty

exercises, particularly maritime exercises, surveillance in areas of mufual concern, and

cooperation in mapping. Other activiúes included exercises involving the Indonesian

Army Strategic Command and Australia's Land Command, and tactical air transport

involving the RAAF and the Indonesian Air Force (AURD.22 tr'ro- 23 September to

19 October 1991, a maritime exercise with the code name New Horizon 6l Cøkrawala

Baru fook place. It was followed by a tactical air transport exercise 1n 7992.

In 1993, there were several joint military exercises involving both countries: a

special forces exercise with the code name Night Mongoose, three maritime exercises

with code the name Ausina 2-93, New Horizon 7, and Ausina 9-93 respectively, a

maritime patrol exercise with the code name Ausina Patrolex 2193, and an air

transport seminar namely Ausina 93. These continued n 1994 with three more joint

maritime exercises with the code name Ausina 3194 from 30 August to 2 September,

Ausina Patrolex 94-1 from 27 September to 4 October, and Ausina Patrolex 94-2 on

2 and 3 November, and two air exercises with the code name RajawalilAusindo 94

21 "Menhan Ray: Australia dan RI Patungan Produksi Senjala," Kompas, S August 1994;

and "Australia seeks weapons joint venture with RI," Jaknrta Post, 8 August 1994.
22 Diplomatic Sources Jakarta, quoted in Ikrar Nusa Bhakti, "Facing the 21st Century:

Trends in Australia's Relations with Indonesia," Indonesian Quarterly, Vol. 20 no.2, !992, p. 153.
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from 14 to 2l September and Elang Ausindo frorn 9 to 14 November. One special

forces exercise, code named Night Komodo, also took place in Indonesia n 1994. In

1995, the following took place: a special forces exercise (Night Komodo), a maritime

exercise (Ausina 95-1), a land exercise (Indonex), and another exercises at the

Shoalwater Bay training area involving the Indonesian army with the code name Swift

Canopy '95. Two other joint military exercises between Australia and Indonesia also

included other countries; Kangaroo '95 was a land, air and maritime exercise

involving Australia, Indonesia, Malaysia, and Singapore; Kakadu 2 was a fleet

concentration period involving ships from Australia, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore,

Thailand, New Zealand, and Hong Kong.23

Accompanying the increase of joint miliøry exercises has been the number of

defence officers involved in student exchanges and attendance at military colleges. As

discussed in chapter five, the Indonesian military in 1987, following the row over the

David Jenkins' article in the previous year, announced that it would not take up the

places offered at Australian Military Colleges for Indonesian defence personnel. This

situation lasted for around two years until 1990 when Australia, through a statement

made by General Peter Gration, indicated it was ready to increase the intake of

Indonesian defence officers at Australian military colleges. It also agreed to explore

what other opportunities might be available for Indonesian defence officers to be

trained in Australia.'o In 799l,lndonesia sent 17 defence officers to study in Australia

and the number has risen sharply every year since. By 1994 there were more than 300

" The list of these exercises is t¿ken from Desmond BaIl and Pauline Ken, Presumptive

Engagement, Australia's Asia-Pacifrc Security Policy inthe 1990s, St. Leonards, New South Wales'

Allen & Unwin, 1996,pp.138-42.
2a Desmond Ball, "Indonesia and Aust¡alia: Strange Neighbours or Partr¡ers in Regional

Resilience," op. cit., p. ll2
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Indonesian miliøry officers visiting Australia for various defence activities including

exercises, intelligence exchanges, courses at military colleges, and other training

purposes." In 1995-96 year there werc 225 Indonesian defence officers training in

Australia. This was a steep increase from the 5 personnel in 1990-91.26

All of the above data hightights the increasing closeness of defence

cooperation between Austraha and Indonesia, a development which strengthens the

whole pattern of thc bilatcral relationship. It brings the two nations to a point where

Australia has become Indonesia's most important partner with which Indonesia does

most of its defence arïangements.27 This more closely knit era of defence cooperation

was confirmed in Australia's Defence White Paper of 1994 which spells that "the

defence relationship with Indonesia is our [Australia's] most important in the region

and a key element in Australia's approach to regional defence engaggment."2s Thus,

Indonesia is a vital link in Australia's strategic security chain. Moreover, this was a

considerable change when compared with the 1986 Dibb Report (preceding 1987

Defence White Paper) which suggested that despite Australia's need to encourage

cooperation with Indonesia, it had also to recognise that because of its proximity with

Australia, Indonesia "is the area from or through which a military threat to Australia

could most easily be posed."ze Despiæ this, however, the bilateral defence

cooperation between Australia and Indonesia has been much improved, and was

" Patrick Walters, "Indonesian Forces Expand ADF Links," The Australian, 22 March

1994.
26 David Jenkins, "Australia Takes the Lead Training Indon Military," The Sydney Morning

Heral.d,18 May 1995.
u lb¡d.
2' De¡e nding Australia: Defence White P aper I 994, Canbena, AGPS, 7994, p. 87 .

2e Paul Dlbb, Review of Australia's Defence Capabilities, Report to the Minister for

Defence,Canberra,AGPS,1986,p.48; andDeparunentofDefence,TheDefenceofAustralial9ST,
Presented to Parliament by the Minister for Defence the Honourable Kim. C' Beazley, MP.'

Canberra, AGPS, 1987.
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symbolised in December 1995 by the signing of a new security agreement. This

agreement is analysed in the next part of this chapter

Increasing cooperation is not simply a trend between Australia and Indonesia.

It is also part of a more general trend towards regional cooperation within the Asia

Pacific region which has been triggered by many factors, including the decline of the

US presence in the region.'o Some countries have feared that it would lead to an

increase in tensions between nations in the Asia-Pacifio area. Ct-roperaúon has been a

vital element in allaying these fears, and much discussion has centred around the

acquisition of more advanced weapons by various countries and the need to avoid a

new aûns race. Given that most of new weapons purchased and possessed by

counÍies in the region have high strike capabilities, ffid include maritime attack

aircraft, anti-ship missiles, and submarines, transparency in dialogue and other

confidence building measures are necessary to avoid potentially disastrous

misunderstanding. Cooperation is also needed to counter intrusion by other powers

into the region. Fortunately, there is an increased understanding benveen countries in

the region of their commitment to the 1982 convention of the Law of the Sea

(UNCLOS), particularly regarding the status of the High Seas for peaceful purposes.

Issues such as maritime regional surveillance, need to be handled on a regional basis,

but very sensitively. To do this successfully, countries in the region need an

institutional mechanism through which they may exchange views and work co-

operatively.

30 Desmond Ball, "Indonesia and Aust¡alia: Strange Neighbours or Partners in Regional
Resilience," op. cit., pp.lO2-4.
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There are many benefìts fiom defence cooperation. The most important is the

promoúon of trust and understanding while providing transparency of inæntion

between all regional parties. This will allow professional openness, and access to

other's views and opinions, knowledge which will potentially avoid suspicion and

promote more understanding. Furthermore, regional cooperation allows for greater

defence dialogue and provide a focus for inællectual study, in which network of

military and strategic thinkers are able to work on issues such as regional maritime

and airspace surveillance, a solid regional rescue network, environment¿l protection

strategies, and multi-lateral arrangements for coping with natural disasters.3l

In the case of Indonesia and Australia there seem to be more specific factors

triggering increased defence cooperation. In terms of general defence outlooks, both

nations are remarkably similar in that,

both value the concept of 'national resilience' or self
reliance;
each aims for the capacity to defend itseH without reüance

on direct support from other powers;
each seeks to maximise the contribution of wider national
resources to defence, if necessary;

without specifi.c external threats, both are moving
independently to develop relevant capabilities for a range of
possible contingencies.32

These commonalities are elaborated more specifically in the 1994 Defence White

Paper. Indonesia's value on self reliance, for example, is encapsulated in the well-

known concept of the Total People's Defence and Security System (Sistem

" Group Captain Gary Waters, "Regional Defence Co-operation," Australian Defence
Force Journ¿I, No, 109, November/December 1994,p.41.

tt Joint Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence a¡rd Trade, op. cit., pp. 68-9.
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Pertah,an.an Keamanan. Ralqtat Semesta/ Sish.ankamrata). 'lhe concept means that

Indonesia's national resilience rests upon the involvement of all of the nation's

potential and power in maintaining stabilrty and defending the country. In terms of

power projection and strategy, Indonesia employs a concept of layered security.

Priority is given to the closest, most immediate layer, that is, domestic security,

followed by consideration of sub-regional ASEAN, Southeast Asia, and other

neighbouring regions.3' This has been also the position that Australia h¿us taken since

the release of 1987 Defence White Paper. It was given more weight when Australia's

Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade, Senator Gareth Evans, released his Minisærial

St¿tement entitled 'Australia's Regional Security" on 6 December 1989, and which

was elaborated in chapter four.3a

These common views have caused strategic planners in both countries to make

fairþ similar assessments of the changing balance of power in the Asia Pacific region,

a change occurred in the post Cold War period. Both countries have taken the view

that the changed balance of power in the region has created uncertainty and opened

opportunities for other powers to come in and upset regional stability, Both Australia

and Indonesia are concemed with ensuring stability and closer regional co-operation is

one way to achieve this. It is, as some commentators have indicated, almost

inevitable. As Alan Beamount argued, when he was Chief of the Aust¡alian Defence

Force,

We [Australia] share with Indonesia a recognition that the more

demanding strategic environrnent which we currently fäce requites

33 Indonesia, The Polícy oÍ the State Defence and Security of the Republic of Indonesiø,

Jakarta, 1995.
34 Ministerial Statement by Senator, the Hon Gareth Evans QC, Minister for Foreign Affain

and Trade, 6 December 1989, Australia's Regional Securiry, Canberra, Management Information

Processing, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, 1989.
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us to make greater effbrts to shape that environment. We have no

major conflicting strategic interests with Indonesia and there is
great complementarity in our respective defence posture."

This view is clearly not very different from statements that were once made by

General Try Soetrisno, the Comrnander-in-Chief of Indonesian Armed Forces during

his visit to Australia in 1989. Soetrisno expressed the opinion that 'Australia and

Indonesia have a common desire to achieve a peaceful and meaningful coexistence"

because both "are destined to live in geographic proximi}."tu General Soetrisno

repeated and stressed this n 1994 when he visited Australia as Vice President, noting

that as close neighbours Australia and Indonesia "have no alternative" but to continue

improving the quality of their relationship in every aspect.37

The intention to focus more closely on trade and invesftnent as mentioned in

the new framework of cooperation signed by both Foreign Ministers in March 1989,

will not become reality if this is not supported by closer defence cooperation.

Although this was not stated in the agreement, it was implied by provisions in the

agreement that went to the intention to broaden the relationship and work together in

areas of mutual interests and advantage. The defence and security fields are in fact

areas where Australia and Indonesia have many converging interests.

The last factor triggering closer defence cooperation between Australia and

Indonesia has been a general recognition that regional security is a key factor in

35 AIan Beaumont, "Australia-Indonesia defence cooperation: An Aust¡alian perspective,"

in Colin Brown, ed., Indonesia, Dealing wíth a neighbour, St. Leonards, New South Wales, Allen

and Unwin, 1996,p.49.
36 

Quoted in Brigadier P. J. Grevile ßLIloc. cil.

" His Excellency General Try Soetrisno, Vice President of the Republic of Indonesia,

"Keynote Address," in Journal of the Royat tJnited Services Institute of Australia, Vol. 15 no. 1,

1994, p. 17.
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supporting and achieving other non-security objectives. Economic development and

issues related has been central, as discussed in chapter three. F,conomic globalisation

has implications for middle powers like Australia and Indonesia whose markets are so

sensitive to fluctuations in the global market. An open and liberalised economy is

essential and non-binding regional economic needs must be promoted if they are to

remain strong. However, all this rnay only be achieved through building a sense of

common purpose among countries in the region, at least as far as security is

concerned.3s Australia and Indonesia have been active in pursuing this through the

ASEAN Regional Forum (AFR)."

The 1995 Security Agreement

The signing of the Australia-Indonesia Agreement on Maintaining Security on

18 Decemb er 1995 has been a most important development in the field of defence, but

it also important in terms of the bilateral relationship. The agreement surprised many,

not only in Australia and Indonesia, but also in other countries particularly in the

region nearby. Much of the surprise stemmed from the secrecy surrounding its

negotiation. It was unexpected because Indonesia has long been known as a country

which reiects any kind of formal security agreement let alone defence pact. 'l'he

principles of Indonesia's foreign policy, independent and active, supported by its

strategic doctrine of Total People's Defence and Security Systern (Sishankamrata)

38 For how this could be achieved by Australia and Indonesia in the maritime environment,

see R. J. Sherwood, "The Australia-Indonesia Security Relationship; Confidence Building Measures

in the Maritime Environment," The Indonesian Quarterly, Vol. 20 no.2,1992, pp. 168-82.
3e For Australia's deøil proposal see Gareth Evans and Paul Dibb, Australian Paper on

Practical Proposals for Security Cooperation in the Asia Pacific Region, Canberra, Department of
Foreign Affairs and Trade and Strategic and Defence Studies Cetxe,7994.
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and its historical policy of anti-irnperialism and anti-colonialism have guided Indonesra

away from defence pacts. Given that the countries' bilateral relationship has a long

history of specific irritations in the political and defènce fìelds, the signing of security

agreement was something of a "bolt from the blue".

The idea of the agreement was first raised by Prirne Minister Paul Keating in

1994 when his cabinet was reviewing Australia's 1994 Defence White Paper.ao After

receiving little reaction from his cabinet colleagues, Keating proposed the idea to

President Soeharto during his visit to Indonesia in June 1994. Keattng's argument was

that it would bring the two countries closer together. He backed this up by saying that

neither had territorial designs on the other, that both countries had a similar view of

security needs in the post Cold-War era, and that a strong bilateral relationship was

needed to support the existing regional cooperation of APEC and ARF. Without

making any comrnitment, Soeharto agreed to appoint a representative for discussions.

On the Australian side were General Peter Gration, former Chief of ADF, Mr. Allan

Gyngell, senior adviser to Prime Minister Keating, and the Australian Ambassador to

Indonesia, Mr. Allan Taylor. Indonesia was representecl by Mr. Moerdiono,

Ministerial Head of the State Secretariat. Only these figures had any detailed

knowledge or information on the negotiation process. After the first meeting in

September 7994, Australia proposed a draft agreement which was then discussed in

subsequent meetings. When President Soeharto and Prime Minister Keatìng met in

Jakarta in June 1995, they agreed to the draft proposal. A final draft was then agreed

by both leaders when they met again in Osaka, Japan, during APEC's Summit

oo This paragraph is a summary from Bob Lowry, Auslralia-Indonesia Securiry

Cooperation: For Better or Worse? V/orking paper No. 299, Canberra, Strategic & Defence Studies

Centre of Australian National University, 1996, pp. 8-9.
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Meeting in November 1994. On 14 December 1995 the concluding of the agreement

was publicly announced, and then on 18 December 1995, it was signed.

Basically, the security agreement comprises three main clauses which oblige

Australia and Indonesia to;

* consult at ministerial level on a regular basis about matters

affecting their common security and to develop such cooperation
as would benefit their own security ancl that of the region;

* consult with each other in the case of adverse challenges to
either party or to their common security interests and, if
appropriate, to consider measures which might be taken either
individually or jointly and in accordance with the processes of
each Pany;

* promote, in accordance with policies and priorities of each,

mutually beneficial cooperative activities in the security field in
areas to be identified.al

The agreement indicates quite clearly that it is a framework, and a forum,

where both parties will be able to discuss emerging issues which might potentially

damage regional security. The fact that the agreement does not clearly associate the

potentially damaging issues - it refers to adverse challenges- as military attack,

means that it could cover other non-military issues that have the capacity to

destabilise the region and threaten both countries' colnmon interests. Within this

context, security does not ffroan a state achieved only through defence cooperation, it

includes more positive relations on other fronts. In relation to this Paul Keating

argued that

tltl ... it is not simply about external threats, it is about the

whole environrnent of the region. It is about the foreign policy

ar A complete copy of agreement is at the back of this chapter
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and trade policies of the countries ... What wo are saying here

is that Australia and Indonesia have a coincidence of views and

interests in the straægic outlook of the region.a2

This is a typical suggestion which some scholars have consistently proposed as one

option in managing both countries' bilateral relationship,o' a suggestion which has

been instrumental in shaping and formulating both countries' priorities in foreign and

defence policies. Furthermore, as a framework which includes consultation as one of

iæ primary obligations, the security agreement is not a defence pact, as has been

argued by both the Indonesian and the Australian governments.a

However, it is its status as a non-defence pact that gives this security

agreement many symbolic political meanings. Because the history of the bilateral

relationship was often overshadowed by security and political suspicions, the security

agreement meant in effect, a declaraúon that the countries were no longer potential

enemies.at As President Soeharto openly declared, he hoped this historic security

agreement would remove all Australians' remaining concerns that Indonesia might

pose a threat to them.a6 Within a broader context, the security agreement was an

agreed response to the changing balance of power within the region.ot The agreement

sent a message (warning?) to any potentially destabilising power that Australia and

a2 
Quoted in Gary Brown, Frank Frost, and Stephen Hedock, "The Australian-Indonesian

Security Agreemenü issues and implications," Resea¡ch Papers, Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade

Group, No. 2511995196, p. 4.
ot 

See Yusuf Wanandi, "The Australia-Indonesia Security Relationship," op. cit,, especially

conclusion.
44 "Rl-Australia Setujui Perjanjian Keamanan," Kompas, 15 December 1995; and "Hari Ini,

Perjanjian Keamanan RI dan Australia Ditandatangani," Kornpas,lS December 1995.
a5 Harold Crouch, "Another symbol of strengthening ties," Austrølian Financial Review, 20

December 1995.
ou "Rasâ Curiga Aust¡alia Diharapkan Menghilang," Kompas, 19 December 1995.
a7 Paul Dibb, "Indonesia treaty forges link in security chain," The Australian, 30 January

1996.
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Indonesia are prepared to act together to def'end regional interests. Frorn this

perspective, the security agreement is a reflection of a growing consensus between

Australia and Indonesia based on "the notion of shared security interests rather than

defence against common threats."as

There are other benefits of this security agreement, specific to each of the

parties. For Australia, the signing of the security agreement means that it has met its

regional strategic objectives as expressed in its foreign policy. Australia is more

secure because it has similar agreements with each country in the region; Australia

already has formal associations with Malaysia and Singapore under the Five Power

Defence Arrangement (FPDA), which also includes New T;caland and Britain. V/ittl

New Zealand, Australia is also lixked under ANZUS, and with Papua New Guinea

through the Joint Declaration of Princþles between Australia and PNG. Furthermore,

Australia could use the agreement to demonstrate diplornatically to other countries in

the region that it is a genuine, integral part of the region. The security agreement

proves that when Australia mentioned in the White Paper that Indonesia is a key

element in Australia's approach to regional defence engagement, Australia was

serlous

From Indonesia's perspective, the signing of this security agreement has

signalled a considerable change in its foreign and defence policy outlook. Although

the lndonesian government constantly argues that this is not a security or defence

pact, the agreeÍient does indicate a substantial shift in relation to Indonesia's previous

record as a non-aligned rnember, and in relation to its principles of independence

o* Alan Dupont, "The Australia-Indonesia security agreement," Austrolian Quarterly, Yol
68 no.2, 1996, p. 51.
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which have guided Indonesia's foreign policy. Furthermore, by signing Indonesia has

recognised the value of the rnilitary facilities to which it has access in Australia.

Indeed, one author argues that by signing this security agreement, Indonesia has

actually made a saving on its defence expenditure. Because it creates feelings of

security and breaks down suspicions, Indonesia can confidently divert some of its

military budget to improve the economic welfare of its people.ae

Although the seourity agreement reoeived widespread support, it also excited

many critical comments. The first came from those who essentially opposed the

Australian decision to provide miliøry aid to Indonesia. They argued that providing

military aid to Indonesia would not help the Indonesian government to improve its

bad record on human rights, and indeed it would not encourage the establishment of a

genuine democracy. Thus, they said it is a waste of money and time.50 Parallel to these

views are those that support the independence of East Timor. They argue that the

security agreement "might be invoked by Indonesia to place pressure on Australia to

clamp down on the activities of Timorese in Australia."sl \', i 
,',

,'"
Other critics have focusecl on the lack of public scrutiny and secrecy

surrounding the negotiating process. The words 'adverse challenges' have led to

considerable confusion on just who or what would be an 'adverse challenge'. 'l'here

has been criticism in Indonesia that the Indonesian decision to sign the security

agreement was completely unnecessary and that its gains are only symbolic. These

on Gr"g Ead, "How Indonesia Saves from Security pact," Australian Financial Review, 18

December 1995.
so See arguments by Rodney Lewis, "The Indonesian Treaty - Ignoring Human Rights,"

AusÍralian Financial Review,21 December 1995; Ma-lcolm Broker, "A 'Waste of Time - and Hits

Democracy," Canberra Tim.es, 19 December 1995; and David Jenkins, "Force Before Forum," The

Sydney Morning Herald, 19 December 1995.
tt G-y Brown, Frank Frost, and Stephen Herlock, op. cit., p.13.
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critics argue that its ambiguity is at the expense of the Indonesian philosophy of self-

reliance, and that it has led to confttsion in neighbouring countries.s2

In summary, this chapter has revealed that the defence cooperation between

Australia and Indonesia was one that was heavily effected by the Jenkins affair in

1986. However, efforts made by defence ofÏicers on both sides have proven

successful in irnproving the defence bilateral relationship. An increasing awareness by

both countries' strategic planners about changes to the balance of power in the Asia

Pacific region and the likely implications of that change, have pushed the national

interests of Australia and Indonesia to the point where they coincided. This new

awareness has opened opportunities for further cooperation, and development,

particularly around defence areas, becomes inevitable.

In attempting to make their defence cooperation closer and stronger, the

strategic planners of Australia and Indonesia have put a high value on the personaV

informal approach. Both sides feel it necessary to develop close and good personal

relationship because it could be a solid foundation for long-term defence cooperation.

Personal approaches (mateship diplomacy) undertaken by Alatas and Evans, have

been utilised by both sides defence officers in managing the bilateral relationship. The

chapter, moreover, has revealed that Australia and Indonesia have contributed similar

degrees of responsibility in maintain the stability of the region. This has been clearly

evidenced in the signing of the security agreement by both countries.

t' GregEarl, "senior Indonesian criticises Aust security pact," Australian Financial Review,

23 May 1996,
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CONCLUSION

This study has indicated that the bilateral relationship between Indonesia and

Australia was unstable between 1945 and 1986. The relationship was relatively cordial

between 1945-1950, but after that it proved hard to return to that same level. At

different periods of time the relationship was dominaæd by particular issues. Overall,

these issues were political and strategic rather than economic. The economic

dimension therefore was marginal to the overall relationship in the period between

1945 and 1986.

The close relationship that Australia and Indonesia experienced between 1945-

50 emanated from the general support and sympathy the Australian public gave to

Indonesia's struggle for independence. Many Australians opposed the Dutch objective

of regaining power in Indonesia. Various Ausffalian unions demonstrated their

suppoft by embargoing Dutch ships, particularly ships that ferried war equipment,

troops, and ammunitions. In 7947 Indonesia chose Australia to represent it in the

United Nations (UN) Good Offices Committee, which was established to arbitrate the

dispute between Indonesia and the Dutch. On the committee Australia argued in

favour of Indonesia' s independence.

This warrn relationship cooled in the 1950s when the countries came into

conflict over the issue of West New Guinea (now Irian Jaya). Australia opposed

Indonesia's effort to integrate West New Guinea on the grounds of its security needs



and strategic interests. Australia was of the view that'West New Guinea was part of

its security chain, that rnight help protect it from communist incursions from the

North. The fact that Indonesia was politically close to the Soviet Union and China,

combined with ignorance about Indonesia, deepened the Aust¡alian perception of

threat. As a result, Australia tried by various means to prevent Indonesia from gaining

sovereignty over West New Guinea. Australia failed since it did not get support from

its main ally, the US, which, under the Kennedy administration supported Indoncsia's

position on the issue of West New Guinea.

Conflict between Australia and Indonesia occurred again between 1962 and

1966, this time because of Indonesia's policy of konfrontasi over the creation of

Malaysia. Under Soekarno's leadership, already close to the Eastern bloc, Indonesia

argued that the creation of Malaysia represented the reappearance of colonialism. It

was a project through which imperialism would remain in Asia and the est¿blishment

of Malaysia would directly endanger Indonesia's security. This claim was rejected by

the Australian government which felt that its security and strategic interests were

themselves threatened by Indonesia's activities. Ideology, symbolised by Soekarno

who was 'sympathetic' to communism and by Menzies who was anti-communist,

played a major role in escalating Australia's and Indonesia's conflict over the

confrontation issue. It ended, however, when Soekarno was replaced by Soeharto in

1966 following an abortive comrnunist coup in September 1965 in Jakarta. Soeharto

subsequently abandoned Indonesia' s policy of confrontation.

The abandoning of confrontation policy and Australia's support for the new

government in Indonesia generated a new climate for the relationship between
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Australia and Indonesia. Australia's decision to adopt "the politics of aid" as the basis

of its approach to Indonesia changed the character of the relationship. In the early

1970s, it expanded, due in large part to the close personal relationship between

President Soeharto and Prime Minister Gough Whitlam. However, the relationship

began to deteriorate once more when Indonesia took over East Timor inl975.

Previous studies have taken the view that the whole relationship between

Australia and Indonesia tended to be a one-issue relationship, chzu'acterised by

frequent outbursts of irritation at the government level. Most argue that this

phenomenon was primarily due to the lack of a solid institutional basis to anchor the

interests of both countries. The lack of economic integration also did not help the

situation.

There were two different views regarding possible solutions to this kind of

relationship. The first argued that the vast cultural differences between the two

countries were at the root of the unstable relationship, and proposed as a solution that

cultural understanding be encouraged. The second argued that political conflict could

be minimised or avoiclecl if both countries felt economically important to each other.

Thus, upgrading the economic relationship was seen as means to achieving ståbility.

In examining the relationship between Indonesia and Australia during 1986

and 1996, this study has also based its analysis on a systemic approach. Its basic

premise is that the interaction between states can not be separated fÏom the general

pattern of inæmational relations, especially for small and middle powers such as

Australia and Indonesia, since their foreign policies mostly follow trends within the

international systern. Within this framework, the bilateral interaction between
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Australia and Indonesia in 1986-1996 should most appropriately be examined against

the backdrop of the trends of the international system in the 1980s.

Two major international phenomena occurred in the 1980s. There were shifts

in the international balance of power on the one hand, and increasing global economic

integration on the other. A shift in the balance of power began following the decline

of the East-'West conflict, which accelerated when Gorbachev introduced Perestroika

and Glasnost. As has becn disoussed, Gorbachev's tefolm expedtuent faited but it

assisted in the dissolution of the Soviet Union. This left the US as the only remaining

super power, although China, India, Japan, and the Buropean Union were seon as

potential alternative poles of power. Nevertheless, the shifting balance of power in the

1980s gave birth to a much more fluid intemational environment in which more

avenues were for middle and small power nations to achieve a global political role.

Economic issues emerged as dominant factors in the behavious of states

following the decline of the East-West conflict. The decline of geo-political issues

made economic issues a major international concern. Along side of this came the

notion that global economic liberalisation wa^s the better option for handling

international economic problems than statist, nationalistic or protectionist policies.

The massive improvements in the technology of transportation and communications

have assisted the growth in importance of global economic issues. In the end,

internationalisation of the global economy was inevitable and countries which

preferred to close their dornestic markets and continue with a highly regulated

economy, tended to suffer most from the fluctuations in the global economy.

Nevertheless, there was a comlnon and genuine view among many nations that the
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decline of the East-West conflict significantly reduced the significance of geo-political

issues, while geo-economics issues became pre-eminent. As a result, economic

competition intensified and many states seemed to accept that it was time to focus

more closely on econornic issues.

This is a situation that Australia and Indonesia could not afford to avoid and

they have had to adjust to it. The nature of both countries' economies, which had

depended upon open global markets for exporting agricultural products, left little

option but to deregulate in favour of opening to the global economy. For Aust¡alia, its

continued economic decline sharpened by a global economic recession in the early

1980s, had to confront massive economic growth in the Asia Pacific. On the other

hand, this decline triggered the Australian government to deregulate its economy and

engage with the Asia-Pacific countries. This study has highlighæd the Australian

government's continuous efforts to engage with the region and reform its economy. It

is in this context that the Australian government restructured its foreign policy focus

from one that was previously oriented toward the US strategically, to one that was

more economic and regionally oriented. The primacy of economic issues became an

integral part of Australia's foreign relations in the Asia-Pacific region. This does not,

however, imply that Australia considered its strategic concems less important.

Indeed, defence and foreign policy have become an integral part of that restructuring

process, both f'ocusing on the Asia Pacitic region.

For Indonesia, the prirnacy of economic policy and the priority given to the

ASEAN region have been an integral part of its foreign policy since Soeharto

assumed power in 1966. The need to concentrate on improving the domestic
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economy has been the rnah reason for this. Indonesia always needs to be confident

that the ASEAN region is stable, so that it may avoid spending scarce resources to

protect the security of its far flung territory. As a result, Indonesia's foreign policy

under the New Oder has taken a low profile, particularly outside ASEAN. In the

1980s, however, Indonesia began to move towards a more assertive style of foreign

policy and significantly increased its role and activity at the inæmational level.

Indonesia was onc of thc main parties involved in finding a settlement to the

Cambodian conflict. Indonesia's involvement in the South Pacifìc region inænsified,

economic relations with communist countries expanded, and it participated in the

Cairns Group trade forum. At the same time Soeharto's status as an 'international

statesman' grew. He was chosen to speak on behalf of developing countries from the

southern hemisphere at a Food and Agriculture Organisation of the UN's meeting in

Rome in 1984. Subsequently, Indonesia's foreign policy in the 1980s was seen as

becoming much more active.

There were several reasons for Indonesia's adoption of a more active foreign

po.licy throughout the late 1980s. The government felt that Indonesia was at a stage

where it was stable and economically strong enough to fuIfil its international

obligation to promote and maintain peace in the world through cooperation. This

obligation is laid out in the Preambie of Indonesia's 1945 constitution, but had been

rather marginalised during the period in which Indonesia concentrated on improving

economic development. Indonesia's economic growth depended very much on the

export of oil and agricultural products and when their prices fell in the early 1980s,

the Indonesian economy was heavily effected. It was forced to diversify exports and
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increase its industrialisation. In an efïort to find new markets for its new industrial

products, Indonesia expanded relations with other countries including with communist

countries. Another irnportant reason for the move to a more active foreign policy was

the increasing intemational attention to the East Timor issue. Many countries

questioned and indeed challenged Indonesia's position over the issue by voting against

Indonesia in the UN. These objections came mostly from countries with which

Indonesia had had few dealings and with which Indonesia had only slight

relationships, such as countries in the South Pacific and the forner Portuguese

colonies in Africa. This forced Indonesia to reassess its diplomatic priorities. The

increasing importance of the East Timor issue for other countries put Indonesia in the

position of having to make more aggressive diplomatic efforts to win support in the

UN. Thus Indonesia was obliged to widen its foreign policy objectives beyond

ASEAN.

It was within the new international environment and evolving new foreign

policies that Australian-Indonesian relations between 1986 and 1996 developed and

became stronger. At the government level, mutual understanding grew considerably as

indicated by the changing attitudes of both sides in assessing the value of the bilateral

relationship. The real outcome to this change can be seen in the diplomatic efforts

deployed by both sides to repair the relaúonship after it was heavily effected by the

Jenkins affair in April 1986. Diplomatic efforts, particularly the roles of both

countries' Foreign Ministers, initially Bill Hayden and Mochtar Kusumaatmadja and

later Gareth Evans and Ali Alatas, were instrumental in repairing the damage. The

former two successfully laid down first principles for bilateral cooperation and these
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opened the way f'or Alatas and Evans to raise the quality of the relationship,

particularly after both signed a new framework of cooperation in 1989. The main

objectives of this new agreement were to broaden the relationship and to collaborate

in areas of converging interests, including those at multilateral level. In addition, it

also contained proposals to increase mutual cultural uñderstanding and for that

purpose, the Australia Indonesia Institute (AII) was formed. The AII's main task was

to help the governments in identifying areas and activities which might promote

greater cultural understanding.

Most importantly, this study has argued that by signing the new framework,

both governments have invented a new discourse for the management of the bilaæral

relationship between Australia and Indonesia. Obviously, the new framework of

cooperation does not deny the importance of cultural differences between Australia

and Indonesia. But by stressing the irnportance of the broader relationship and by

committing to concentrate in areas of converging interests, both sides have indirectly

declared a mutual responsibility to maintain the stability of the relationship. It buried

Indonesia's old notion that it was prinarily in Australia's interests to have good

bilateral relationship. This study has also highlighted the importance of 'mateship

diplomacy' in managing the new relationship, particulady as clemonstraLetl by Alatas

and Evans, and then by Keating and Soeharto. It assisted both sides in reaching new

heights in understanding, particularly when both governments were facing difficulties.

In short, the political relationship between the two nations has strengthened.

This strong relationship was reflected in economic cooperation. This study has

found that economic integration between Indonesia and Australia has increased
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rapidly. This is obviously important l'or the continllity and stability of the bilateral

relationship and rnight well act as a glue to keep the relationship together should some

destabilising episode occur. It is now unlikely that one single issue would easily

disrupt the relationship in the way that the Jenkins affair did. For this reason, the

current funbalance in trade needs to be quickly rectified in order to maintain

equilibrium in the bilateral economic relationship. The degree of the present

economic integration needs to be improved if it is to rcach a point where it can

benefit both countries equally.

A strong relationship has emerged also in the defence area. Increasing

awareness within Australia and Indonesia of the balance of power and its impacts in

the Asia-Pacific region brought both sides closer together. This opened opportunities

around defence collaboration, and "mateship diplomacy" was again successfully

applied, this time among defence personnel. By building trust through closer personal

relationships, both countries found it easier to share responsibility for regional

security. That trust was syrnbolised by the security agreement signed by Australia and

Indonesia in December 1995.
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Appendix

Agreement Between the Government of Australia
and the Government of the Republic of Indonesia

on Maintaining Security

THE GOVERNMENT OF AUSTRALIA AND THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA (hereafter refereed to as tho 'Parties')

DESIRING to strengthen the existing friendship between them;

RECOGNISING their common interests in the peace and stability of the region;

DESIRING to contribute to regional security and stability in order to ensure

circumstances in which their aspirations can be best realised for the economic

development and prosperity of their own countries and the region;

REAFFIRMING their respect for the sovereignty, political independence and

territorial integrity of all countries;

REAFFIRMING their commifrnent to the settlement of all inærnational disputes by
peaceful means in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations and inærnational
law;

RECOGNISING that each Party has primary responsibility for its own security;

MINDFUL of the contribution that would be made to their own security and that of
the region by cooperating in the development of effective national capabilities in tlte
defence field and hence their national resilience and self-reliance;

NOTING that nothing in this Agreement affects in any way the existing intemational
commitments of either Party;

THEREFORE AGREE as follows:
Article 1

The Parties undertake to consult at ministerial level on a regular basis about matters

affecting their comrnon security and to develop such cooperation as would benefit
their own security and that of the region.
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Article 2

The Parties undertake to consult each other in the case of adverse challenges to either
party or to their coÍlmon .security interesls and, if appropriate, consider measures
which might be taken either individually or jointly and in accordance with the
processes of each Party.

Article 3

The Parties agree to promote--in accordance with the policies and priorities of each--

mutually beneficial cooperative activities in the security field in areas to be identified
by the two Parties.

Article 4

This agreement shall enter into force on the date of the later notification by either
Government of the fulfilment of its requirements for entry into force of this
Agreement.

IN WITNESS V/HEREOF, the undersigned, being duly authorised by their respective
Governments, have signed this Agreernent.

Done at Jakarta on the eighteenth day of December, one thousand nine hundred and

ninety-five in the English and Indonesian languages, both texts being equally
authentic.

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF
AUSTRALIA

GARETH EVANS
Minister for Foreign Affairs

(Signed: Jakarta, 18 December 1995.)

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF
THE REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA

ALI ALATAS
Minister for Foreign Affairs
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